


   



Dear Fellow Floridians, 

Happy holidays!  Once again, as the holiday season approaches, the Office of 

Attorney General is happy to offer this Holiday Consumer Protection Guide, a 

compilation of product safety information and consumer tips put together to help you 

enjoy a safer and more satisfying shopping experience. 

This year, the Guide includes tips on purchasing items online and avoiding charity 

scams and describes ways to help you stick to your budget. We have also included a 

list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commission in the past 

year. These products have been recalled by their manufacturers because of safety and 

health concerns. These recalls include toys and other home products that may be 

unsafe for your children. I urge you to review this list for unsafe items that may need to 

be removed from your home. Please also keep this guide handy and review it as you 

purchase and receive gifts this holiday season.  

If you have any questions on product recalls or any of the other issues discussed in this 

guide, feel free to contact my Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-966-7226, or visit our 

website at www.MyFloridaLegal.com. You can also find updated lists of recalled items 

year-round at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission’s website 

www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.   

Have a safe and wonderful holiday season! 

Sincerely, 

Pam Bondi 

Florida Attorney General 
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Holiday Shopping Tips 
 

The holidays are a time to be especially mindful of ways your purchases can cost you more 

than you expect. Here are a few tips to ensure that you get the most for your money and the 

most out of your holiday: 

 

• When shopping online, it’s wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit card, if 

possible.  Both allow you to dispute a charge if the merchandise never arrives or is 

different from what was ordered. However, with a debit card, the price will have already 

been deducted from your bank account. 

• When ordering online, look to ensure that your browser has a secure connection. In the 

address bar, a padlock should appear if your browsing session is secure.  

• Some credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for online 

transactions to further protect your financial information. Contact your account holder to 

see if they offer such a service. 

• Don’t forget, when shopping online there are often additional costs, such as shipping 

and handling fees. Be sure to include additional charges when comparing prices across 

multiple websites. 

• Some retailers may offer layaway plans or other payment plans so you can pay for that 

must-have holiday gift over time or at a later time. Before you agree to such a plan, be 

sure to ask whether the retailer charges fees to use its payment programs and whether 

the payments and fees are refundable if a purchase is canceled.  

• Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return and refund policies so 

you can return any unwanted items in a timely manner and get a full refund.  
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Holiday Charity Scams 
 

The holiday season brings a sizable increase in charitable giving each year as many of us 

open up our wallets to donate to a favorite cause, help someone in need or otherwise support 

our communities and neighbors. Unfortunately, the holidays also bring out a high volume of 

scam artists ready to take advantage of the spirit of giving. Here are a few tips to help you spot 

and avoid charity scams this holiday season: 

 

• Be sure you know that the charity soliciting money is legitimate. In order to determine 

whether it is a legitimate charity, first check to see if it is registered with the Florida 

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at www.800helpfla.com or by calling 

1-800-HELP-FLA. You may also contact the Better Business Bureau's Wise Giving 

Alliance at www.give.org to determine whether the charity you are donating to has any 

complaints against them.  

• Do your homework and review the solicitation carefully. Be sure you understand how 

much of the donation will actually go toward the work of the charity as opposed to 

administrative and fundraising expenses. To learn more about a registered charity’s 

spending, visit www.800helpfla.com and click on the Gift Givers’ Guide. 

• Never give your credit card number or bank account information to a caller on the phone 

or someone who sent you an unsolicited email. If you are interested in donating to a 

charity that has initiated contact with you, ask them to send you a pledge form and 

information about the charity in the mail. Legitimate charities should have no problem 

with this request. 

• Watch for similar sounding charities. It’s not unusual for scam artists to choose names 

that sound like the names of legitimate, widely known charities. 

• Most tax-exempt organizations are also required to file an annual return or notice with 

the Internal Revenue Service. The IRS requires automatic revocation of a charity’s tax-

exempt status if it fails to file a return for three consecutive years. Publication of an 

organization’s name on the Auto-Revocation list on the IRS website helps potential 

donors determine the status of a charity. To learn more about the tax-exempt status of a 

charity, go to www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-Profits. 
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Product Recalls 

With so many purchases to be made during the holiday season, it is more important 
than ever during this busy time to remain vigilant about the safety of the products you 

purchase. 

What follows is a compilation of 2015 product recalls in a comprehensive, easy-to-use 
guide that we hope you will consult as you make your holiday gift purchases. The guide 
reproduces details about toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods, furniture 
and household products recalled by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
between November 1, 2014 and October 31, 2015. For more information regarding 
these products or to check for recalls issued since October 31, please visit 
cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/.  

Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year, with nearly 300 
products being recalled in the November 1, 2014 to October 31, 2015 period. When a 
product is recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the products 
from their shelves. However, products subject to recall do sometimes slip by undetected 
and may remain on shelves or may have been purchased before the recall. Many 
products may also continue to be offered for sale online well after the recall through any 
of the many online reseller websites. So, it is always important to do your research to 
make sure that the products you are buying are safe and free of defect.   

Taking a few minutes now, before you make your holiday purchases, to peruse this 
compilation of 2015 recalled items will ensure a safer and more enjoyable holiday for 
you and yours. 
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McDonald’s “Hello Kitty Birthday 
Lollipop” Whistles 
 
Hazard: Components inside the whistle can detach, 
posing choking and aspiration hazards to young 
children. 
 
The recalled whistles are red and were included in a 
plastic Hello Kitty figurine. The whistle can be 
removed from the figurine. When closed, the figurine 
measures about 3 inches in height and width and 1 
3/4 inches in depth. The whistle measures about 1 
3/4 inches in height and width and 3/4 inches in 
depth. The bag in which the toy is packaged 

includes the text “Hello Kitty® Birthday Lollipop” and the number “6” in the upper right corner. 
These toys were distributed exclusively at McDonald’s restaurants nationwide from October 
2014 through the first week of November 2014 with Happy Meals and Mighty Kids Meals.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the whistle away from children and return it to 
any McDonald’s for a free replacement toy. 
 
Hobby Zone Super Cub S Ready-To-Fly 
and Super Cub S Bind-N-Fly Power 
Supply and Charger 
 
Hazard: Power supply units and chargers sold with 
the model aircraft can overcharge the battery, 
posing a risk of fire and property damage. 
 
This recall involves the power supply and charger included exclusively with the HobbyZone 
Super Cub S Ready-To-Fly aircraft, model number HBZ8100 and the HobbyZone Super Cub S 
Bind-N-Fly model number HBZ8180. Aircraft model numbers are located on the packaging. 
The power supply is 2 ½ inches by 1 ¾ inches by 1 ¼ inches and is black with a blue label that 
reads “HobbyZone” and model “HBZ1004.” The DC auxiliary charger is 5 inches by 2 ½ inches 
by 1 ¾ inches and is black with a blue label that reads, “HobbyZone” and model “HBZ1003.” 
These were sold exclusively at hobby stores nationwide and online at HorizonHobby.com from 
April 2014 through August 2014 for $170 for the Bind-N-Fly and $200 for the Ready-to-Fly. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the power supply and chargers immediately and 
contact Horizon Hobby for a replacement AC charger. 
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Dream On Me Play Yards  
 
Hazard: The play yard’s rails can collapse, 
presenting a strangulation hazards to young 
children. 
 
The recall includes Dream On Me Incredible 
two-level deluxe adjustable height play yards 
with model number starting with 436A, 436B, 
436G, 436O, 436P and 436R. The play 
yards, made with a steel, powder-coated 
frame base with rolling, hooded casters, have 
a fabric and mesh covering that comes in a 
variety of colors. The play yard includes a 
changing top, a toy bar with soft toys, a side 
pocket for storage and a carrying case. The 
model number is printed on a label attached to the play yard’s mattress. The play yards were 
sold online at Amazon, Kohl’s, Toys R US, Wal-Mart, Wayfair and other online retailers from 
March 2010 through January 2014 for about $60. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled play yards and contact 
Dream On Me to receive a free repair kit. 
 
Gift Gallery Moody Face Stress Balls 
 
Hazard: These rubber stress balls can break into 
pieces when squeezed, posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 
 
The Gift Gallery Moody Face Stress Balls are solid 
rubber balls that you can squeeze in your hand. 
These stress balls were sold in five colors: blue, 
green, orange, red and yellow and have black eyes 
and mouth as a smiley face printed on the front with pink, orange or yellow yarn hair on top. 
The stress balls were packaged in a clear bag with a white square label that has the “Gift 
Gallery” logo, model number 205617 and UPC code 0-67103-30053-6. The stress balls were 
sold exclusively at Wegmans during September 2014 for about $1. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these stress balls and return them to any 
Wegmans service desk for a full refund. 
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Giggles International Sing-Along Monkey Toy 
 
Hazard: The battery compartment can reach temperatures 
up to 230 degrees Fahrenheit, posing a burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves Giggles International Animated Sing-
Along Monkey toys. The monkey is made of brown and 
beige plush material and is about 9 inches tall. The toy is 
designed to hold a song book titled "5 Little Monkeys" and to 
sing the song when activated. A red music note is on the 
bottom of the monkey's right foot and the face of a child with 
its hands covering its eyes are on the bottom of the money's 
left foot. Recalled sing-along monkeys were manufactured 
between 6/7/2014 and 7/5/2014 and have batch code 
GP1410028. The manufacture date, in the M/D/YYYY format, and batch code are printed on 
the bottom of a white fabric label attached near the base of the monkey's tail. These toys were 
sold exclusively at Cracker Barrel Old Country Stores nationwide from September 2014 to 
October 2014 for about $25. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the animated monkey away from children, 
remove the batteries and return the toy to any Cracker Barrel Old Country Store or contact 
Giggles International for a full refund. 
 
LS Import Airplane and Butterfly Push Toys  
 
Hazard: The wheels of the airplane and the balls at the tip of the butterfly’s antenna can 
detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves plastic airplane and butterfly push toys. The airplane push toy is red and 
has a blue, yellow and red rotor above the cockpit’s canopy and eyelids that open and shut 
when the toy is been pushed on the floor. The butterfly push toy’s body is yellow with pink 

wings and has a pink plastic ball at the end of each of 
two antennas and a pair of wings that flap up and down 
when the toy is been pushed on the floor. These toys 
were sold at LS Import stores from May 2014 through 
July 2014 for between $1 and $2. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the 
recalled toys away from children and contact LS Import 
for a full refund. 
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Tough Treadz Auto Carrier 
 
Hazard: The die-cast metal cars 
can have sharp edges that pose a 
laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves a plastic toy 
truck with a plastic case that holds 6 die-cast metal toy cars in assorted colors. The truck is 14 
inches long by 3 inches wide by 5 inches high. The cab of the truck comes in black, blue or 
red. The package is labeled as “Tough Treadz Auto Carrier” and has a white sticker in the 
upper right-hand corner with “$5” and “SKU 1004247” printed in red.  The UPC code appears 
on a label on the back stating “Made in China.”  The following UPC codes are included in this 
recall: 678565114083, 678565114090 and 678565114106. These trucks were sold exclusively 
at Family Dollar stores nationwide from September 2014 through December 2014 for about $5. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toy sets, take them away and 
return them to any Family Dollar Stores location for a full refund. 
 
Goochie Goo Sensory Grab Garb Blankets  
 
Hazard: Wire-edged ribbon used in the blanket’s ribbon tags can become exposed, posing a 
laceration hazard to children. 
 
The Sensory Grab Garb blanket is a 6-inch square of soft fabric with crinkle paper inside and 
ribbon tags in the middle of each of the four sides. One side of the blanket contains a white 
satin ribbon tag with the words “Goochie Goo 
Garbs” on it. The blankets come in a variety of 
child-themed patterns including shapes, 
animals and superhero themes. Only the 6-
inch square Sensory Grab Garb blankets with 
colored polka-dot ribbon tags attached to the 
side of the blanket are included in the recall. 
These blankets were sold at various children’s 
specialty stores from July 2014 through March 
2015 for about $10.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using these Sensory Grab Garb blankets 
and return them to the store where purchased 
for a full refund or a replacement blanket. 
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Cycle Gear Wheelies Semi-Truck and Push-
Along Motorcycle 
 
Hazard: The toys contain excessive levels of lead, which is a 
violation of the federal standard for lead content. 
 
This recall involves plastic Wheelies semi-truck with six 
motorcycles toy and Wheelies push-along motorcycle toys. 
The semi-truck has a dual-level trailer that carries six 
motorcycles and comes in red and purple with multi-colored motorcycles. The truck with the 
trailer attached measures 18 inches long by 7 inches tall. The truck has the item number Item 
# TAG66767 and SKU# 752249 printed on the packaging.  The Wheelies push-along 
motorcycle is red with a rider in black with silver accents. The product has item # TBG04323 
and SKU# 752251 printed on the package. These toys were sold at Cycle Gear stores and 
online at www.cyclegear.com from November 2014 through December 2014 for about $10 for 
Push Along Motorcycle and $20 for Semi-Truck with six motorcycles. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and 
contact Cycle Gear Inc. for a full refund. Cycle Gear Inc. is contacting consumers directly. 
 
H-E-Buddy Kaleidoscope Toy 
 
Hazard: The end caps of the kaleidoscope can be removed and expose small parts that can 
come loose and pose a choking hazard to small children and internal components that pose a 
risk of laceration. 
 
This recall involves H-E-Buddy kaleidoscopes. The recalled kaleidoscopes are made of red 
plastic, about 5 ¾ inches long and 2 inches in diameter and have "H-E-Buddy" on the barrel. 
These kaleidoscopes were sold exclusively at H-E-B and H-E-B Plus stores in Texas from April 
1, 2015 to April 3, 2015 as a prize for accumulated purchase points. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled kaleidoscopes, take them 
from children and return the 
kaleidoscopes to an H-E-B store 
for a refund of purchase points 
that can be used for another 
item. 
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Schylling Police Press and Go Toy Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The hat can detach from the policeman’s head 
and pose a choking hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves the Police Press & Go toy vehicles. 
The white plastic toy cars have a painted dark blue 
hood and trunk, light blue windshield with a black eyes 
and mouth painted on the front of the car. There is a 
police head coming out of the roof of the car wearing a 
blue police hat with a green star on the center of the 
hat. When the police head is pressed down it winds up 
the motor and the car moves forward. The toy vehicles 
measure about 2.5 inches wide by 3.5 inches long by 
3.5 inches tall. “Schylling Rowley, MA” and UPC number “01964922782” are printed on the 
bottom of the toy cars. These toys were sold at specialty toy and gift stores nationwide from 
April 2010 through April 2015 for about $5. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toy vehicles away from children 
and contact Schylling for a full refund. 
 
Bunnies by the Bay Wheely Pull Toys 
 
Hazard: Hub caps on the wheels can break off, posing a choking hazard for children. 
 
Bud, an 8-inch high soft brown puppy with a blue and white pull cord, stands on red wooden 
wheels with blue hub caps. Skipit, an 8-inch high cream-colored bunny with an orange and 
white pull cord, stands on blue wheels with orange hub caps. Lot code YM5/14 is on the label 

sewn on the back leg of each toy. The item number 
for Bud Wheely Cute Toy, found on the lower right-
hand corner of the original packing, is #401101. The 
item number for Skipit Wheely Cute Toy is #401103. 
These toys were sold at gift and specialty stores 
nationwide and online at Bunniesbythebay.com and 
amazon.com from February 2015 through April 2015 
for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should take the toys away 
from young children immediately and return the item 
to where it was purchased for a full refund. 
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Wel-Bilt Little Digger Toy 
 
Hazard: The red paint on the Little Digger toy 
frame contains excessive levels of lead, which 
is prohibited under federal law. 
 
This recall involves Wel-Bilt brand Little Diggers, 
Item # 28303. It is a stationary scooper toy with 
moveable poles that allow the child to scoop 
items up into the bucket. The item has a red 
powder-coated steel frame with a black plastic 
seat and black adjustable scoop with two yellow plastic grips on the poles and a six-sided 
frame base. It has a manufacture date of August 2014 through June 2015.Wel-Bilt is printed on 
the front of the bucket and the manufacture date is written on the tracking label located on the 
bucket.  The item number #28303 is printed only on the toy’s packaging. These toys were sold 
at Northern Tool + Equipment retail stores and catalogs and online at www.amazon.com, 
www.kotulas.com  and www.northerntool.com from August 2014 through June 2015 for about 
$30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the Little Digger Toy, put it out of reach of 
children and contact the firm for a full refund. 
 
Otteroo Inflatable Baby Float 
 
Hazard: The seam on the flotation device can leak air and deflate, posing a risk of drowning. 
 
The Otteroo Inflatable Baby Float is an inflatable round ring made of clear and blue plastic 
material. It has two air chambers that fasten around a baby’s neck with a white buckle. The 
floats have a chin rest, two handles and two circular openings on the back of the ring to allow 
the device to expand as the child grows with 
age. There are three colorful balls that move 
freely around inside the ring. These floats 
were sold online at Otteroo.com and 
Amazon.com and Zulily.com from January 
2014 through July 2014 for about $35. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled inflatable baby floats 
and contact the firm to receive a free 
replacement. 
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Jake’s Fireworks Yo Yo Sparklers 
 
Hazard: The sparklers burn faster and with a larger flame than 
normal and can burn down the stick towards users' hands, 
posing a burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves Yo Yo Sparklers. The sparklers are 13 1/2 
inches long, metallic gray in color on a wire stick. They were 
sold in multicolored packages containing four individual 
sparklers. The front of the packages had a logo with the U.S. 
flag and the words World Class Fireworks at the top, the words 
YOYO Sparklers and two pictures of sparklers burning at the 
bottom.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled sparklers, take them away from young children and 
contact Jake's Fireworks to receive a full refund. 
 
Manhattan Group My Snuggly Ellie Toys 
 
Hazard: The wooden ring can break into small pieces, posing a choking hazard to young 
children. 
 

This recall involves the My Snuggly Ellie Activity Toy. The toy 
is a plush brown elephant with white crinkle ears. There is a 
green hanging loop on top of its head allowing it to be a 
stroller or crib attachment. On the stomach there is a mini 
mirror while a teether and wooden ring hang below its body. 
The item number is 212520 and can be found on the small 
white tag sewn into the bottom of the toy. These toys were 
sold at specialty toy and baby stores nationwide and online at 
www.manhattantoy.com from February 2014 through May 
2015 for about $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the toy away 
from young children and return the toy to where it was 
purchased for a full refund. 
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Sardines and Starfish Fishing 
Games 
 
Hazard: The plastic worm at the end of 
the fishing pole line can separate, 
producing small parts that pose a 
choking hazard to children. Additionally, 
the small magnet inside the worm can 
liberate. Swallowing multiple magnets 
can result in serious internal injury. 
 
This recall involves two models of the 
Juratoys fishing game, Sardines and Starfish. The fishing game user picks up a toy fish using 
a play fishing rod with a magnetic worm. The Sardine fishing game has product number 
J08152 printed on the bottom of the container at the tail, and on the back of one of the fish 
pieces. The Starfish fishing game has product number J08153 printed on the bottom of the 
container and on the back of one of the fish pieces. The lid of each tin package contains the 
word “Janod.” These toys were sold online and at Juratoys trade shows from April 2015 
through August 2015 for approximately $15 to $20. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled games. Consumers should 
contact Juratoys for a prepaid shipping envelope to return the game. Juratoys will then send a 
$15 refund check for the Sardines game and a $20 refund check for the Starfish game. 
Consumers who paid more should include a receipt in the return to receive a full refund. 
 
Rainbow Play Systems Yellow Trapeze Rings 
 
Hazard: The rings can unexpectedly crack or break 
during use, posing a fall hazard to children. 
 
This recall involves only the yellow plastic trapeze rings. 
They are triangular in shape with rounded sides and have 
a loop at the top. They measure about 8½ inches high by 
6½ inches wide. The yellow rings come as a pair and 
were connected to a trapeze bar. They were sold either 
as a separate component or as an attachment on the 
following Rainbow®-branded residential wooden 
playsets: All-American, Backyard Circus, Carnival, 
Fiesta, King Kong, Monster, Sunray, Sunshine and 
Rainbow.  All of these playsets have an aluminum plate 
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located on the front of the wooden swing 
beam with the following name stamped 
on it, “Playgrounds America,” “Rainbow 
Play Systems Inc.,” or “Sunray Premium 
Playgrounds.”  These trapeze rings were 
sold at Rainbow dealers nationwide from 
January 2007 through December 2011 
and at several mass merchandisers 
including Sam’s Club, Toys R Us and 
Walmart from January 2009 through 
December 2009. The playsets retailed 
for between $900 and $10,000. 

 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop children from using the recalled rings, contact 
Rainbow for ring removal instructions, then remove the rings from the playset and receive a 
$10 gift card. 
 
Horizon Hobby E-flite Ultra Micro-4 AC/DC Battery Chargers 
 
Hazard: The chargers can overcharge the batteries and overheat, which could result in a fire, 
property damage and injury. 
 
This recall involves the EFLC1105 E-flite Ultra Micro-4, 4x9W, AC/DC Battery Charger from E-
flite. The charger has four independently functioning charge circuits with a LED status display. 
Each port can charge one 30–150mAh, 1S UM cell, a 1S MCPX cell, or one 120–300mAh 2S 
pack equipped with a JST-PH, 3-wire connector. The charger measures 5 inches tall by 7 
inches wide by 1.5 inches deep.  The charger is blue with a gray, black and blue faceplate with 
white and black type. “Eflite Celectra UMX-$ Battery Charger” is printed across the center of 
the charger. These chargers were 
sold exclusively at Horizon Hobby 
stores nationwide and online at 
www.HorizonHobby.com from 
March 2015 through June 2015 for 
about $70. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop 
using the recalled chargers 
immediately and contact Horizon 
Hobby for a replacement charger. 
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Build-A-Bear Starbrights Dragon Stuffed Animal 
 
Hazard: The satin seam of the stuffed animal can open, 
allowing the stuffing material to be exposed, posing a 
choking hazard for young children. 
 
Starbrights Dragon is covered in a blue furry fabric with silver 
satin tummy, feet pads, wings and horns. The horns light up 
and the toy makes a musical sound when the hand is 
squeezed. The tracking label ending with 9333 or 9334 for 
USA and 9337 or 9459 for Canada can be found on the label 
sewn on the backside of the leg. These stuffed animals were 
sold at Build-A-Bear Workshop stores and online at 
www.buildabear.com between April 2015 and August 2015 
for about $25. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled stuffed animal away from children 
and return it to any Build-A-Bear Workshop store to receive a coupon for any Build-A-Bear 
stuffed animal. 
 
Peanuts Flying Ace Ride-On Toys 
 
Hazard: The toy’s hubcaps can detach from the wheel’s axle, posing a choking hazard. 
 
This recall involves Peanuts Flying Ace ride-on toys modeled after older style airplanes. The 
toys are intended for children ages 12 months to 2 years. The body of the plane is red, the 
steering wheel, propeller and wings are yellow and the hubcaps are blue. “Snoopy Flying Ace” 
is printed on the front of the airplane. A hang tag attached to the product at purchase has 

“#38126” printed on it and one of the following 
date codes: BCHTAR616A13-0515, 
BCHTAR614A13-0515, BCHTAR615A11-0515, 
BCHTAR684A20-0515, BCHTAR682A05-0615 
and BCHTAR683A05-0615. These toys were 
sold at Target stores nationwide from July 2015 
through August 2015 for about $40. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take 
the recalled ride-on toys away from children and 
return the product to any Target store for a full 
refund. 
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Nordstrom Open Vest Sweaters by Leith 
 
Hazard: The sweaters fail to meet the federal flammability 
standard for wearing apparel, posing a burn injury hazard to 
consumers. 
 
This recall involves Leith brand women’s textured open vest 
sleeveless sweaters. The sweaters are 35 ½ inches long. 
They were sold in black and cream in sizes extra small, 
small, medium, large and extra large. Care labels sewn into 
the garments read, “Leith,” “Made in China,” “83% cotton” 
and “17% nylon.” The sweaters were sold at Nordstrom 
stores nationwide and online at Nordstrom.com from August 
2014 through September 2014 for about $70. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop wearing the 
recalled sweaters and contact Nordstrom to return them for a 
full refund. 
 

Kiddie Korral Pink Pony Hoodies 
 
Hazard: A drawstring through the hood of 
the hoodies can pose a strangulation 
hazard to children. Drawstrings can 
become entangled or caught on playground 
slides, hand rails, school- bus doors or 
other moving objects, posing a significant 
strangulation and/or entanglement hazard 
to children. 
 
This recall involves Kiddie Korral girl’s pink 

hooded sweatshirts with red ponies and a drawstring through the hood. The zippered 
front hoodies have two front pockets, are made of 100% polyester and were sold in 
sizes 2 through 12. A label into the side seam has RN#117026 and style number 327. 
These hoodies were sold at children’s boutiques, gift shops and other specialty retail 
stores nationwide from December 2012 through November 2014 for about $25. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the hoodies from children and remove 
the drawstring to eliminate the hazard. Consumers can return the hoodies to the place 
of purchase for a full refund. 
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BRP Can-Am and Ski-Doo Kids’ Hoodies 
 
Hazard: The hoodies have a drawstring around the 
neck area which poses a strangulation hazard. 
 
This recall involves 14 styles of Ski-Doo or Can-Am 
kids’ hooded sweatshirts for boys and girls. They 
were sold in kids’ sizes 2 through 12. Colors include 
raspberry, yellow, heather, charcoal gray and black. 
Recalled style numbers include: 286485, 453215, 
453265, 453320, 453321, 453375, 453376, 453464, 
453618, 453658, 453660, 453661, 453707 and 
453708. The style numbers are printed on the white 
care label that is sewn into the neck and side of the garment. These hoodies were sold 
at BRP authorized dealerships nationwide and online at www.can-am.brp.com and 
www.ski-doo.com from April 2007 through December 2014 for between $40 and $65. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the hoodie away from kids and remove 
the drawstring from the sweatshirt or return it to an authorized BRP dealer for a refund. 
 
Smooth Industries Children’s Pajamas  
 
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet federal flammability standards for children’s 
sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children. 
 
This recall involves children’s one- and two-piece Smooth Industries pajama sets. The 

pajamas were sold in four styles: Ride Smooth, Honda, 
MX Superstars and Moto X. The pajamas were sold in 
red, white and black; orange, white and black; and red, 
blue and black. One-piece sets were sold in sizes: 6 to 
12 months, 12 to 18 months and 18 to 24 months. 
Two-piece sets were sold in sizes XS to XL. The 
pajamas were sold at authorized Smooth Industries 
stores nationwide and online at SmoothIndustries.com 
from October 2012 through January 2015 for between 
$30 and $35. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the 
recalled pajamas away from children and return them 
to Smooth Industries for credit. 
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Star Ride Children’s Pajamas 
 
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet 
federal flammability standards for 
children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of 
burn injuries to children. 
 
This recall involves Star Ride Kids girl's 
pajama sets. The recalled pajamas are 
made of polyester and sold in sizes 4 
through 14. The pajama sets consist of polar fleece pants with a bow and elastic at the 
waist and a jersey two-piece long-sleeve shirt. Style reference number 5217 or 5250 is 
on a label in the side seam of each shirt. These pajama sets were sold at children’s 
boutiques and department stores nationwide from August 2013 through November 2013 
for between $10 and $13.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pajamas away from 
children, stop using them and return them to the place of purchase for a full refund. 
 
KJ Sportswear Children’s Pajamas 
 
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet federal flammability 
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn 
injury to children. 
 
This recall involves children’s one-piece and two-piece 
Thor pajama sets. The children’s pajamas are 94% 
polyester and 6% spandex with “Thor” printed on the 
center front in three different color patterns: blue and 
white, red and white and pink and black. The pajamas 
were sold in sizes 6 to 12 months, 12 to 18 months and 18 
to 24 months through youth large. This recall includes both 
pajama styles with these tracking numbers on the back of 
the neck label: 728141, 995755, 995756, 995757 and 
995758. These pajamas were sold at authorized Thor 
motocross retailers nationwide from June 2013 through 
December 2014 for between $30 and $45. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pajamas away from 
children, stop using them and return them to K.J. Sportswear California for a full refund. 
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Lazy One Children’s Pajamas 
and Robes 
 
Hazard: The footed pajamas and 
robes fail to meet the federal 
flammability standard for children’s 
sleepwear, posing a burn hazard to 
children. 
 
This recall involves 100% polyester 
Lazy One children’s sleepwear 
garments, including footed pajamas 
and two robes. The one-piece “footee” 
style footed zip-up pajama is beige 
with a red, pink, blue and yellow owl 
print with the wording “I’m OWL yours.” 
It has blue trim at the neck, cuff and right-hand side single pocket. The pajama has a 
foot-to-neck zipper, non-slip soles and a rear opening on the behind. It was sold in sizes 
children’s small through extra-large. One of the recalled robes is pink with moose 
graphics and “Don’t Moose with Me” printed on it. It has solid green trim, two front 
pockets and belt. The second robe is red with printed moose graphics and solid black 
trim, two front pockets and belt. Both robes were sold in sizes 4T through 14. “Lazy 

One”, the size and “Made in China” are 
printed on the garments’ neck label. 
Garments with “Flame Resistant” printed on 
the neck label are not included in this recall. 
These pajamas and robes were sold at 
department stores and children’s boutiques 
nationwide and online at www.lazyone.com 
from October 2013 through June 2014 for 
about $22 for the pajamas and about $15 for 
the robes. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the recalled pajamas and robes away 
from children and return them to Lazy One 
for a free replacement garment, including 
shipping.  
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KTM Children’s Pajamas 
 
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet 
federal flammability standards for 
children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of 
burn injuries to children. 
 
This recall involves children’s onesies 
and two-piece KTM motocross 
pajamas. The Baby Racing Body 
onesies are 95% cotton and 5% 
elastane and were sold in three prints. 
One is orange with white sleeves and 
the KTM brand logo on the left chest. 
The second is white and orange with 
the KTM brand logo in bold orange 
printed on the center front of the chest 
and on the left and right hip. The third onesie is yellow with orange and black detailing 
and the KTM brand logo printed on the left. All onesies are long-sleeved and have snap 
closures from the neck to the left ankle and were sold in sizes 18 months to 2T. The 
two-piece, long-sleeve and pant pajama sets are 100% cotton and were sold in two 
prints. The Kids Racing Gear pajama is white with black, orange and grey detailing on 
the top and pant with a black elastic waistband and KTM printed on the left side of the 
chest. This set was sold in sizes 2T through 5T. The Kids Gravity Gear pajama two-
piece set is white with blue, and orange detailing on the top and pant with an elastic 
waistband in orange and KTM printed on the left side of the chest and on the right hand 
wrist. This set was sold in sizes XXS through L. The pajamas were sold at authorized 
KTM motorcycle shops nationwide from August 2012 through January 2015 for between 

$28 and $32. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the recalled pajamas away from 
children, stop using them and return them 
to KTM North America, Inc. for a full 
refund. 
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M&M’s Youth Lounge Pants  
 
Hazard: The youth loungewear pants fail to meet federal 
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear. 
 
This recall involves youth loungewear pants. The youth 
loungewear pants came in two prints, one with an 
allover boxed M&M’S character print and the second 
with an allover M&M’S candy print. Both youth 
loungewear pants were sold in youth sizes small through 
XL. The recalled garments have a label sewn inside the 
waistband with the product’s identification number. The 
recalled pants have identification numbers ending in 
0711, 0212, 1112, 0313, 0413 or 0713. These pants 

were sold exclusively at M&M’S World stores nationwide from July 2011 through 
November 2014 for about $22. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled youth loungewear pants 
away from children, stop using them and return them to M&M’S World for a full refund. 
 
Land’s End Children’s Pajamas and Robes 
 
Hazard: The pajamas and robes fail to meet federal 
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear.  
 
This recall involves 25 styles of boys, girls and toddler 
sleep sets, sleepers, pants, nightgowns and robes. The 
garments were sold in sizes 3 months to 16 (girls) and 20 
(boys). The style number is printed on a tag affixed to the 
garments’ neck, waist or side seam. Style numbers 
included in the recall are: 434255, 439935, 441286, 
441540, 444983, 444986, 444991, 444999, 445595, 
445927, 445930, 445933, 447284, 447285, 447286, 
447287, 447288, 447352,   447353, 447354, 447357, 
447359, 447361, 447362 and 448521. The pajamas were 
sold exclusively at Landsend.com and Lands’ End kid’s 
catalogs from January 2014 through February 2015 for between $19 and $35. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sleepwear away from 
children and return it to Lands’ End for a full refund. 
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Kids Korner Zipper Hooded Sweatshirts 
 
Hazard: The sweatshirt zipper pull can detach, 
posing a choking hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves Kids Korner brand boy’s, girl’s 
and toddler’s cotton/poly blend fleece zipper 
hooded sweatshirts with a front zipper, two front 
pockets and knit ribbing around the wrists and 
waist. The sweatshirts were sold in 62 different 
prints and solid colors in infant, toddler to 
children’s size 4. The size can be found on a label 
sewn into the neck. A white label sewn into the 
lower left inside seam reads Inter-American 
Products, Lahore, Pakistan and has style number 
ending in 8025, 8025P, 8128, 8128P, 8174P, 
8251, 8326 or 8326P. Also on the label are the following manufacture dates: March 
2014, April 2014, June 2014 or November 2014 and batch numbers: 1, FLC-P5, FLC-
P6 or FLC-P8. These sweatshirts were sold at Dillons, Fred Meyer, King Soopers 
Marketplace, Kroger, Smith’s and Fry’s Marketplace and other stores nationwide from 
June 2014 through February 2015 for between $8 and $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the sweatshirt away from young children 
and return it to the place of purchase for a full refund. Consumers without a sales 
receipt will be refunded current retail price. 
 
Gena Accessories Silk Scarves  
 
Hazard: The scarves fail to meet the federal flammability 
standard and pose a burn hazard to consumers. 
 
The recalled scarves measure 64 inches long by 18 inches 
wide and were sold in black, brown, burgundy, camel, 
fuchsia, green, grey, lavender, light blue, light green, pink, 
orange, red, turquoise, white and yellow. These scarves 
were sold at specialty accessory boutiques and online from 
January 2007 through February 2015 for about $12. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
scarves and contact Gena Accessories Inc. for a full refund. 
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J. Crew Baby Coveralls 
 
Hazard: Snaps on the coveralls can detach, posing a 
choking hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves J. Crew baby coveralls in sizes 
newborn to 2T. The coveralls were sold in various colors 
and designs including prints and stripes. A care label sewn 
into the inside left seam of the garment lists the PO 
number, style number and “SU ’14.” PO and style numbers 
included in the recall are: Style #A8248, PO numbers: 
8044696, 8044697 and 5046904; Style #A8249, PO 
numbers: 8044644 and 5046905; Style #A8251, PO 
number: 8044643; Style #A8252, PO numbers: 8044642 
and 5046906; Style #A8273, PO number: 8044659; Style 
#A8274, PO numbers: 8044660 and 5046909; Style #A8276, PO numbers: 8044661 
and 5046910; Style #A8341, PO number: 8044663; Style #A8358, PO numbers: 
8044662 and 5046911; Style #B3605, PO number: 8046744; Style #B3606, PO 
number: 8046743; and Style #B3607, PO numbers: 8046745, 8046746 and 5048693. 
These pajamas were sold exclusively at J.Crew stores and online at jcrew.com and the 
J.Crew catalog from April 2014 to March 2015 for between $30 and $33. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the coveralls and contact J. Crew 
for a full refund.  
 
Roberta Roller Rabbit Children’s Pajama Sets 
 
Hazard: The children’s pajama sets fail to meet 
federal flammability standards for children’s 
sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injury to children. 
 
This recall involves children’s pajamas from Roberta 
Roller Rabbit by Roberta Freyman. The pajamas are 
100% cotton, two-piece pajama sets sold in toddler 
size 1 through youth 12. The sets were sold in two 
styles; long-sleeve with pants or short-sleeve with 
shorts. Both styles were sold in eighteen prints in 
various colors; Babar, Bump, Christopher, Colada, 
Dino, Elephant, Goby, Hathi, Heart, Heebo, Moby, 
Monkey, Owl, Rain, Rico, Scotty, Teddy, and 
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Ticochon. Roberta Roller Rabbit is identified on a yellow 
label sewn into the neck and waist of both the top and 
bottom. This recall includes all children’s sleepwear 
garments with a sewn-in label at the neck. Garments 
that are screen printed at the neck are not affected. 
These pajama sets were sold at Roberta Roller Rabbit 
retail stores, online at www.robertarollerrabbit.com and 
through other retail and wholesale outlets from January 
2012 through February 2015 for between $55 and $65. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the 
recalled pajamas away from children, stop using them 
and return them to Roberta Roller Rabbit for instructions 
on receiving a free replacement pajama set or a full 
refund. 
 

Lululemon Women’s Tops  
 
Hazard: When the elastic draw cord with a hard tip in the hood or around the neck area 
is pulled or caught on something and released, it can snap back, impact the face area 
and result in injury. 
 
The recalled tops have an elastic draw cord with hard metal or plastic tips in the hood or 
around the neck area. Recalled tops come in a variety of colors and styles, including 
Carry and Go Hoodie; Cool Down Jacket; Course-ette Jacket; Cozy Up Jacket; Dance 
Studio Jacket; Dance Sweat Shirt; Don’t Hurry Be Happy Pullover; Gratitude Wrap; 
Necessity Jacket; Proactive Jacket; Refresh Snap Up; Run Sun Blocker Pullover; Run 
Track N Field Jacket; Run With It Jacket; Sanctuary 
Jacket; Savasana Tunic; Sing, Floss, Travel Jacket; 
Stow ’N Go Jacket; Stride Jacket; Summertime Tunic; 
Varsity Hoodie; Victory Jacket and Wear With All 
Jacket. These tops were sold at lululemon stores, 
online at www.lululemon.com and through select sales 
partners between January 2008 and December 2014 
for $75-260. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop wearing the tops 
with the elastic draw cord and either remove the draw 
cord or contact lululemon to request a new, non-
elastic draw cord. 
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Kyber Children’s Animal-Themed 
Sweaters  
 
Hazard: The sweaters have a drawstring around 
the neck area that poses a strangulation hazard to 
children. Drawstrings can become entangled or 
caught on playground slides, hand rails, school bus 
doors or other moving objects, posing a significant 
strangulation and/or entanglement hazard to 
children. 
 
These animal-themed, hooded children’s sweaters 
are 100 percent wool when produced in Nepal and 
50 percent wool and 50 percent acrylic when 
produced in Bangladesh. The sweaters have a tag 

sewn on the left seam several inches above the hem with the company name and the 
place of origin. These sweaters were sold at independent children’s stores nationwide 
and online from January 2010 through December 2013 for between $10 and $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the sweater away from kids and remove 
the drawstring or return the sweater to Kyber Outerwear for full credit. 
 
MZB Children’s Light-Up Watches 
 
Hazard: The case-back of the watch can detach and expose the interior to water, 
posing a risk of skin irritation, redness, rashes or chemical burns. 
 
This recall involves 303 styles of “Light Up” watches that are identified 
by style number. A complete list of the serial numbers is listed on the 
firm’s website http://www.regcen.com. The watches have a flexible 
plastic wristband sold in multiple colors including pink, pink with white 
snowflakes, green, blue and navy blue. “MZB” and the style number 
are printed on the case-back of the watches. These watches were 
sold at Kmart, Kohl’s, Wal-Mart and other retailers nationwide from 
October 2012 through June 2015 for between $5 and $20. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled watches 
away from children and contact MZB for a refund. 
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Precious Cargo Infant Onesies 
 
Hazard: The snaps on the one-piece garments can 
detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves Precious Cargo infant one-piece 
garments with a three snap bottom closure. The 
garments are 100 percent cotton and were sold in sizes 
6M, 12M and 18M in the following solid colors: athletic 
heather, aquatic blue, candy pink, clover green, jet 
black, lime, navy, purple, red, royal, sangria, white and 
yellow. “Precious Cargo” and an elephant are printed on 
a blue tag sewn into the neck area. Style number 
CAR40 is printed on a white label sewn into the left inside seam. The one-pieces were 
sold as promotional products with a corporate or community organization logo on the 
front from July 2014 through July 2015 for about $4. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled garments and contact 
Precious Cargo to return them for a full refund. 
 
The Children’s Place Boys’ Varsity Jacket 
 
Hazard: The metal snaps on the jackets could detach, posing a choking hazard to 
young children. 
 
This recall involves boys’ knitted fleece varsity jackets in sizes 6 months through 5T. 
“The Children’s Place” is printed on a tag at the neck of the jacket. A white sewn-in label 
at the side seam has product numbers 158805, 158806, 158807 and vendor number 

1408. These jackets were sold 
exclusively at The Children’s Place 
stores nationwide and online at 
www.childrensplace.com from 
December 2014 through July 2015 for 
about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately take the recalled jackets 
away from children and return them to 
any The Children’s Place store for a full 
refund. 
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Flowers By Zoe Girls’ Hoodies 
 
Hazard: The hoodies and jackets have 
drawstrings around the neck area which pose 
a strangulation hazard to children. 
Drawstrings can become entangled or caught 
on playground slides, hand rails, school bus 
doors or other moving objects, posing a 
significant strangulation and/or entanglement 
hazard to children. 
 
This recall involves girls zippered striped 
hoodies and tie dye jackets. The lightweight 
hoodie has multi-colored stripes (yellow, 
white, orange and pink). It has a drawstring 
hood, zip-up front and pockets on both sides. 
It is made from 100% Rayon and was sold in 
sizes S (7, 8), M (10) and L (12). A label 
sewn into the garment’s neck seam reads “Flowers By Zoe” and a label sewn into the 
side seam reads style #SRH125MS. The tie-dye jacket has tie-dye-effect dark blue, 
teal, orange, pink and lime green horizontal stripes. It has a drawstring hood, zip up 
front and pockets on both sides. It is made from 100% Rayon and was sold in sizes S 

(7, 8), M (10) and L (12). A label sewn into 
the garment’s neck seam reads “Flowers By 
Zoe” and another label in the side seam 
reads style #NRH125TA. These sweatshirts 
were sold at several children’s boutique 
specialty retailers and online children’s 
stores from February 2015 through May 
2015 for about $45. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the hoodies and jackets away from 
children and remove the drawstring to 
eliminate the hazard. Consumers can return 
the hoodies to the place of purchase for a full 
refund.  
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Madewell Women’s Sandals 
 
Hazard: The metal shank can dislodge and 
break through bottom of the outsole, posing 
a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves all Madewell Sightseer 
sandals from the spring 2015 collection. Sandals with the following 10 style numbers 
and names in all sizes are being recalled: C0275 Knotted Slide Sandal, C0276 T-Strap 
Thong Sandal in Black Leather, C0277 T-Strap Thong Sandal in Metallic Colorblock, 
C0278 Buckle Gladiator Sandal, C0279 Slide Sandal, C1105 Crisscross Sandal, C5893 
T-Strap Toe-Loop Sandal, C5895 Ankle-Wrap Sandal in Shiny Silver, C5897 Lace-Up 
Sandal and C6090 Ankle-Wrap Sandal in Metallic Sand. The style number is located on 
a sticker on the outsole. These sandals were sold at Madewell stores, online at 
madewell.com, online at shopbop.com from February 2015 to July 2015 for between 
$60 and $80. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled shoes and contact 
Madewell to return them for a full refund. 
 
Imagine Nation Pink Giraffe Animal Purse 
 
Hazard: The red paint on the zipper contains excessive levels of lead, violating the 
federal lead paint standard. 
 
This recall involves the Imagine Nation Books 
pink Giraffe Animal Purse with brown spots. The 
purse measures about 16 inches high by 14 
inches long. A hang-tag attached to the purse 
has the item number “CHJF10032AST” on the 
back. No other color combinations are included in 
this recall. These purses were sold at Imagine 
Nation Books dealers nationwide at book fairs 
held at corporate offices and hospitals from July 
2014 through March 2015 for between $5 and $6. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take 
these recalled purses away from young children 
and contact Imagine Nation Books for instructions 
on returning the purse for a full refund. 
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Croker Kids Ireland Kids’ Hoodies  
 
Hazard: The sweatshirts have a drawstring 
around the neck area which poses a 
strangulation hazard to children. Drawstrings 
can become entangled or caught on 
playground slides, hand rails, school bus doors 
or other moving objects, posing a significant 
strangulation and/or entanglement hazard to 
children. 
 
This recall involves James Trading Group’s 
Croker Kids Ireland Sports Hoodie with model 
number IR6012 printed on a hang tag attached 
to the hoodie. The hoodie is 75% cotton and 
25% polyester. The hoodie was sold in kids 
sizes “2YR” through “12YR” printed on the hang tag and on the tag sewn into the neck 
of the garment. “Croker” is printed on the inside neck label on the garment. These 
sweatshirts were sold at specialty retail stores nationwide and online at www.thejtg.com 
from November 2012 through August 2015 for about $20. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take these recalled hoodies away from 
children. Consumers can remove the drawstring from the hoodie to eliminate the hazard 
or return it to the place where purchased for a full refund. 
 
Madewell Katya Sandals 
 
Hazard: The metal shank can break through bottom of the outsole, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves all sizes and colors of the Madewell Katya sandal from the spring 
2015 collection. The metallic sand or rose gold-colored leather sandals have a wide 
strap with a lace-up thong. The style number C5840 is located on a sticker on the 
outsole. These sandals were sold exclusively at Madewell stores nationwide and online 
from April 2015 through August 2015 for 
about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled shoes and contact 
Madewell to return them for a full refund. 
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Maeli Rose Girls’ Hoodies 
 
Hazard: The hoodies have a drawstring 
inside the lining of the hood that surrounds 
the face which poses a strangulation 
hazard to children. Drawstrings can 
become entangled or caught on playground 
slides, hand rails, school bus doors or other 
moving objects, posing a significant 
strangulation and/or entanglement hazard 
to children. 
 
This recall involves the girls’ blush hoodie 

sizes 2T-6X, made of 62% polyester, 35% cotton and 3% spandex. The garment comes 
in blush/pink and has a lace decoration strip around the hood opening. The name Just 
Fab Girls is sewn into the label of the neck. There is also a label sewn into the side 
seam that reads “RN #137339” and “Made in China.” These hoodies were sold at 
children’s boutiques and other retail stores nationwide from July 2013 through 
December 2013 for about $20. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the hoodie away from children and 
remove the drawstring to eliminate the hazard or return it for a full refund. 
 
Golden Horse Children’s Denim Pants 
 
Hazard: The zipper pull can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. 
 
The recall involves “Nursery Rhyme Play” brand children’s 
five pocket 100% denim pants. The pants have a zipper fly, 
two front pockets with a coin pocket and two back pockets. 
The pants were sold in infant sizes 6/9M through 24M. Only 
pants with style number 4392185 and 4392186 printed on a 
white tracking label sewn into the lower left inside seam are 
included in the recall. Manufacture date codes 0415 or 0515 
are also printed on the tracking label. These pants were sold 
exclusively at Belk stores nationwide and at www.Belk.com 
from June 2015 through September 2015 for about $24.   
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
denim pants and return them to a Belk store for a full refund. 
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DD Brand Candles 
 
Hazard: The candles’ high flame can ignite the surface of the 
wax, posing a fire hazard.  
 
This recall involves DD branded candles sold in 5- and 12- 
ounce Mason jars, 10- and 20-ounce decorative jars, 13-
ounce coffee tins and 13-ounce holiday-themed jars. The 
single-wick candles were sold in a variety of fragrances and 
colors. The 5-ounce Mason jars are 2.25 inches wide by 3.75 
inches high. The 12-ounce Mason jars are 3 inches wide by 
5 inches high with plain metal lids. The 10-ounce decorative 
jars are 4 inches wide by 3 inches high. The 20-ounce 
decorative jars are 5 inches wide by 4 inches high and hold a 
candle. The 13-ounce coffee tins are 3.5 inches wide by 4 
inches high and have a plain metal lid. The 13-ounce Holiday 
candle jars are 3.75 inches wide by 4 inches high and have 
metal lids with the DD logo in raised letters on the top. The 
SKU number is on a label on the underside of each 
container. Candles with the following scents and SKU 
numbers are being recalled: 5-ounce Mason jars with SKUs 
746776, 706622, 713982, 760520, 747204, 755595, 748335, 
713784, 706093, 704841, 746123, 759258, 721704 or 
752972; 12-ounce Mason jars with SKUs 956953, 949172, 
957134, 956979, 5441340, 957001, 956326, 956987, 
5441332, 956748, 909234, 956276, 956995, 956813, 

910950, 956797, 5441431, 956862, 910919, 956755, 909168, 5441357, 956359, 957068, 
956706 or 5441423; 10-ounce decorative jars with SKUs 5441407, 5441415, 957985, 
957217, 957688, 957381, 957415, 957753, 958058, 957656, 5441399, 957142, 957712, 
957506, 957159, 957308, 957167, 957738, 957746, 958009, 958025, 958033, 957670 or 
5441381; 20-ounce decorative jars with SKUs 890947, 863894, 881342, 869784, 875369, 
889535, 907097, 881797, 841130, 881920, 878900, 854968, 886392, 859652, 883264, 
889527, 891242, 892216, 905919 or 879007; 13-ounce coffee tins with SKUs 571190, 
574350, 575019, 578476, 583096 or 589416; and 13-ounce holiday candles with SKUs 
505362, 507186, 516997, 512061 or 500777.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the candles and return them to the 
nearest Hobby Lobby. Consumers with a receipt will receive a full refund. Consumers without a 
receipt will be issued a store credit. 
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Olympus DS-5500 Digital Audio Recorders  
 
Hazard: The recalled recorders can overheat when charging, posing a 
burn hazard to consumers and property. 
 
This recall involves Olympus digital audio recorders with model number 
DS-5500. The recorders are black, measure about 4.5 inches tall by 
1.9 inches wide.  “Olympus” and “Digital Voice Recorder DS-5500” are 
printed on the front of the recorder. The recorder has three smart 
buttons, slide switches, edit functions, 2 GB of memory, an external SD 
card slot and a 1.7 inch LCD display on the front. These recorders 
were sold at camera and electronics stores and mass merchandisers 
nationwide from February 2014 through June 2014 for about $450.   
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recorders immediately and 
contact Olympus or the retailer where the recorder was purchased to receive a full refund, free 
repair or a free replacement recorder. 
 
AP Specialties Two-Tone Power Bank Charger 
 
Hazard: When unit is being charged or being 
used to charge another device, it can overheat, 
causing a fire hazard. 
 
Power Bank charger is a self-contained energy 
source used to charge cell phones and other 
devices when an electrical outlet is not available. 
The unit is rectangular in shape and measures approximately 3.6 inches long by 1 inch high by 
1 inch wide. It has a white top and the sides are either black, dark blue, lime green, light blue, 
orange, pink, purple, red, white or yellow. On the white top of the charger in black letters are 
“OUT DC5V” and “IN DC5V”. Units with a period after the lettering reading “OUT DC5V.” are 
not involved in this recall. The power banks were given as promotional items at various 
meetings, trade shows and industry conventions from November 2013 to August 2014. The 
products sold for about $8 to $11. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the charger and contact AP Specialties 
for a replacement.  
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Goal Zero Sherpa Rechargeable Battery Packs  
 
Hazard: The battery packs can overcharge, 
overheat, bulge and melt the battery pack’s 
enclosure, posing a fire hazard and risk of property 
damage. 
 
This recall involves Goal Zero’s Sherpa brand 50 and 
120 rechargeable battery packs that are used to 
charge cell phones, tablets, laptops and other 
devices. The battery packs can be plugged into an 
A/C wall outlet, a 12 volt car charger or an attachable 
solar panel for recharging. The lithium ion iron phosphate battery packs are silver and black. 
Goal Zero and Sherpa 50 or 120 are printed on one side of the battery pack. The serial 
number is printed on the other side. Serial numbers that start with S/N 11002 or S/N 11102 are 
included in the recall. Sherpa 50 battery packs with serial numbers starting with S50 are not 
included in this recall. The chargers were sold at REI and other sporting goods stores 
nationwide and online at Amazon.com and Goalzero.com from March 2010 through November 
2013 for between $200 and $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled battery packs and contact 
Goal Zero for a free replacement battery pack. 
 
Lenovo Computer AC Power Cords  
 
Hazard: The AC power cord can overheat, posing 
fire and burn hazards.  
 
This recall involves Lenovo's LS-15 AC power 
cord manufactured from February 2011 to 
December 2011. The power cords were 
distributed with IdeaPad brand B-, G-, S-, U-, V- and Z-series laptop computers and Lenovo 
brand B-, G- and V-series laptop computers. The recalled power cords are black and have the 
"LS-15" molded mark on the AC adapter end. The manufacture date code in the format REV: 
00 YYMM is on a label attached to the cord. The cords were sold with laptop computers from 
February 2011 through June 2012 for between $350 and $1,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the recalled power cords and 
contact Lenovo for a free replacement. Consumers can continue to use the computer on 
battery power. 
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Mohawk Altitude Gold Shag Rugs 
 
Hazard: The large rugs fail to meet federal standards 
for flammability and could ignite, posing fire and burn 
hazards to consumers. The small rugs fail to meet 
federal labeling requirements. 
 
This recall involves large and small Altitude shag area 
rugs. Large rugs came in sizes 59 inches by 84 
inches with SKU number 1000012476 or 
1000037219, 72 inches by 120 inches with SKU 
number 1000012477 and 84 inches by 120 inches 
with SKU number 1000037220. Small rugs came in 
sizes 24 inches by 36 inches with SKU number 
1000037217 and 24 inches by 48 inches with SKU 
number 1000037218. The rugs are made of polyester 
and were available in the color gold. “Altitude Gold,” 
the size and the SKU number are on a label on the underside of the product. These rugs were 
sold exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide and online at HomeDepot.com from August 
2013 through September 2014 for between $20 and $247. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Mohawk to receive a refund for the large rugs and a 
warning label to be affixed to the underside of the small rugs. 
 
Olympic Mountain Tealight Wax Warmers 
 
Hazard: The tealights in the warmers can burn with an erratic or high 
flame, posing fire and burn hazards. 
 
This recall involves ceramic tealight warmer sets that include four 
tealight candles, four sets of scented wax cubes for melting and a 
ceramic warmer with a metal stand and a glass dish. The ceramic 
tealight warmers are white with a green glass dish or brown with an 
orange glass dish. “Essenza” is printed on the front of the packaging 
and Costco item number #852473 is printed on the sides of the 
packaging. These warmers were sold exclusively at Costco stores 
nationwide from August 2014 through October 2014 for about $20. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tealight wax warmer sets and 
return them to Costco for a full refund. Costco is contacting its customers directly. 
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Graco Strollers and Travel Systems 
 
Hazard: The folding hinge on the sides of the stroller can 
pinch a child’s finger, posing a laceration or amputation 
hazard. 
 
This recall includes eleven Graco and Century-branded 
strollers with model names Aspen, Breeze, Capri, Cirrus, 
Glider, Kite, LiteRider, Sierra, Solara, Sterling and 
TravelMate. All models are a single-occupant stroller with 
an external sliding fold-lock hinge on each side and a one-
hand fold release mechanism on the handle. Strollers with a 
manufacture date from August 1, 2000 to September 25, 
2014 are included in the recall. Model numbers and the 
date of manufacture are printed on the white label located 
at the bottom of the stroller leg just above the rear wheel. 
The model names and numbers included in the recall are: 
Aspen 6947MAN, 6954AMB, 7403ANM, 7414BKL, 7453UVB and 7454WNN; Breeze 34950, 
6904N8, 6904TN8, 6907JUN, 7404M7, 7404TM7, 7433BER, 6904BUG, 6904NV, 6904YL, 
6907ZOU, 7404NCB, 7431PUR, 7464CEL, 6904LAZ, 6904TLQ, 6907CYP, 6932AR, 7404P8, 
7432PUR and 7464KSB; Capri - Century Branded Literider 6901DZ, 6901FRN and 
6901MP; Cirrus 35233, 6956COR, 6956MLL, 7426CUB, 7438JET, 7456NGS, 6919MV, 
6956MAC, 7416HX, 7435WNN, 7456GKG, 7463CUB, 6919TMP, 6956MIC, 7416THX, 
7438GIN and 7456MON; Glider 35206, 6974CYP, 6987FMT, 6S00MRG3, 7441SAV, 
7446STA, 7S00SBN3, 1755545, 6974HAB, 6987FMT3, 6S01JAV3, 7441SAV2, 7448WLS2, 
7S00WAV3, 1757978, 6983THE, 6987SFJ3, 6S02SFS3, 7441SPT, 7459KYW2, 6937N6, 
6984SAR, 6999TRI, 7441FLT, 7445UNN and 7S00KWD3; Kite 6837COE; Literider 1759206, 
1834721, 6712NPB, 6903RG, 6927HE, 6942MP, 7304TOP2, 1759753, 1834725, 6712PWC3, 
6912GMP, 6927HK, 6955G9, 7305ALB2, 1760521, 1843722, 6712SFT, 6916BLW, 6927LV, 
6989N2, 7320UVB, 1761301, 1850503, 6712SNY, 6916BRN, 6927TMJ, 6989Y2, 7321UVB, 
1763582, 1852558, 6712SUP, 6916D5, 6927TXB, 6M01TAN3, 7340SSR, 1783222, 1853477, 
6712SUP3, 6916F3, 6929B7, 6M02SFR3, 7340SSR2, 1790492, 1876823, 6720THE, 
6916HBH, 6929HX, 7003CHP, 7350DOH, 1794240, 34855, 6730BEB, 6916MEL, 6929KY, 
7300MAK, 7350DOH2, 1801006, 34939, 6730DRM, 6916P8, 6929WN, 7303BRL, 7360NGS, 
1804095, 35635, 6730HMP, 6916RK, 6936HAV, 7303BRL2, 7436GIN, 1809351, 6710JKP, 
6827RS, 6916TA6, 6936JAM, 7304GEI, 7436JET, 1809556, 6710JUP, 6903IND, 6927AE, 
6938A5, 7304GEI2, 7M00DCF3, 1817150, 6712NAP, 6903JJJ, 6927GP, 6940A4 and 
7304HNW3; Literider - Century Branded 1804730; Sierra 7487GP and 7487VA;  Solara - 
Century Branded 6965ZOL and 6985CNC; Sterling 6988KER, 7425CLE, 7425OAK, 
7428RAC, 7429VL, 7437N5, 7447PAS, 7423RAC, 7425CLE2, 7427AD, 7429HX, 7429WZ and 
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7447M7; and TravelMate 6958HAV and 
6958TDT. The strollers were sold at Target, 
Toys R Us, Wal-Mart and other retail stores 
nationwide and online at Amazon.com, 
Walmart.com and other online retailers from 
August 2000 through November 2014 for 
about $40-70 for the stroller and about $140-
$170 for the Travel System. 
 
Remedy: Contact Graco immediately for a 
free repair kit. While waiting for a repair kit, 
caregivers should exercise extreme care 
when unfolding the stroller to be certain that 

the hinges are firmly locked before placing a child in the stroller. Caregivers are advised to 
immediately remove the child from a stroller that begins to fold to keep their fingers from the 
side hinge area. 
 
Ethan Allen Floor Lamps 

 
Hazard: A defect in the line cord insulation poses a risk of 
electrical shock. 
 
The floor lamp is made of bronze-plated steel with a bronze 
finish. The lamp sits on a square metal base that is about 8 
inches by 8 inches and has an adjustable bronze-plated metal 
post that goes up to 60 inches high. A second pole adjusts the 
tilt of the lamp. At the end of this second pole is a six-sided 
metal lamp shade about 6 inches in diameter and about 4 
inches tall. On the underside of the base is a label with the 
name Ethan Allen, the item number 09-2562 and the date code 
12/2013. These lamps were sold at Ethan Allen Design Centers 
between November 2013 and October 2014 for about $530. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should unplug the lamp and return it to an 
Ethan Allen Design Center for a full refund, including delivery 
charges if shipped. 
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Mean Green Super Strength Cleaner 
& Degreaser and Mean Green 
Industrial Strength Cleaner & 
Degreaser  
 
Hazard: The products are labeled “Does not 
contain Ammonia.” The products may contain 
ammonia. The mislabeling of the bottles can 
pose a chemical hazard to consumers.  
 
The recalled cleaning products came in white plastic spray bottles and white or green plastic 
containers. The words “Mean Green Super Strength Cleaner & Degreaser” or “Mean Green 
Industrial Strength Cleaner & Degreaser” are on a label on the front and the UPC number is on 
the back. The recall involves products with date codes 4225, 4226, 4227, 4228, 4229 and 
4230. The date code is printed below the label on the bottle. The recalled units include: Mean 
Green Super Strength Spray, 20oz with UPC 720547001208; Mean Green Super Strength 
Spray, 40oz with UPC 720547001406; Mean Green Super Strength, 128oz with UPC 
720547001017; and Mean Green Industrial Strength, 128oz with UPC 720547001024. These 
cleaning products were sold at Dollar General, Dollar Tree, Family Dollar, Fred’s, Wal-Mart 
and small retailers nationwide from August 2014 to November 2014 for between $1 and $8.  
 
Remedy: Consumers who have a product with the UPC and date code should immediately 
discontinue use of the product and return it to the retailer for a replacement. 
 
Vosges Haut-Chocolat Festival of Lights Gift Box Sets 
 
Hazard: The plastic menorah can catch fire if candles are allowed to burn to the base of the 
menorah. 
 
This recall involves the Festival of Lights Chanukkah Gift Box set. The set includes a clear 
plastic menorah, 45 kosher candles and eight 
chocolates. The set comes in a white and 
purple box. These gift sets were sold at 
Vosges Haut-Chocolat boutiques and online at 
vosgeschocolate.com from November to 
December 2014 for about $160. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using candles in the menorah and contact 
Vosges for a full refund. 
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Keurig MINI Plus Brewing Systems 
 
Hazard: Water can overheat during brewing, spray 
out and burn consumers. 
 
This recall involves Keurig MINI Plus Brewing System 
with model number K10 (previously identified as 
model number B31). Recalled brewers have an 
identification number starting with “31” followed by a 
range of numbers printed on a white sticker on the 
bottom of the brewer. They are single-serve, hot 
beverage brewers and were sold in 13 different colors 
with silver trim. Colors include black, red, white, cobalt 
blue, aqua blue, purple, platinum, emerald, yellow, 
orchid, bayberry, mauve and poinciana. The recalled 
brewers measure about 11 inches tall, have a “Brew” 
button, three cup size brewing options (6 oz., 8 oz. 
and 10 oz.) and a removable drip tray. The water tank 
is located on top of the unit towards the back. K10 is 
marked on the packaging. Recalled units were 
produced between December 2009 and July 2014 and can be identified by the serial number 
printed on a white sticker on the bottom of the brewer. Recalled serial number ranges include: 
31.0000.0000001 through 31.0000.0250560, 31.0001.0000001 through 31.0001.0010328, 
31.0002.0000001 through 31.0002.0081312, 31.0003.0000001 through 31.0003.0010328, 
31.0004.0000001 through 31.0004.0263772, 31.0014.0000001 through 31.0014.0001250, 
31.0015.0000001 through 31.0015.0001250, 31.1000.0000001 through 31.1000.0015984, 
31.1002.0000001 through 31.1002.0002664, 31.2000.0000001 through 31.2000.1977238, 
31.2001.0000001 through 31.2001.0174310, 31.2002.0000001 through 31.2002.0745280, 
31.2003.0000001 through 31.2003.0055668, 31.2004.0000001 through 31.2004.1156585, 
31.2015.0000001 through 31.2015.0081287, 31.2017.0000001 through 31.2017.0047310, 
31.2019.0000001 through 31.2019.0117035, 31.2020.0000001 through 31.2020.0019028, 
31.2021.0000001 through 31.2021.0076016, 31.2022.0000001 through 31.2022.0022444, 
31.2030.0000001 through 31.2030.0032028, 31.2031.0000001 through 31.2031.0042714, 
31.2033.0000001 through 31.2033.0018685, 31.2034.0000001 through 31.2034.0016074, 
31.2035.0000001 through 31.2035.0013366, 31.3000.0000340 through 31.3000.1524059, 
31.3001.0000001 through 31.3001.0021252, 31.3002.0000001 through 31.3002.0510030 and 
31.3004.0000001 through 31.3004.0016532. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Keurig for a free repair. While waiting for a free repair, 
consumers can contact Keurig about steps to avoid a burn injury. 
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Sunbeam Oil-Filled Heaters 
 
Hazard: The oil-filled heaters can spray heated oil, posing a 
scald hazard. 
 
This recall involves Holmes brand oil-filled heaters that are black 
or white in color. The heaters included in the recall are about 23 
inches tall, 6 inches deep and 12 inches wide and have model 
number HOH3000 or HOH3000B printed on a label on the 
bottom of the product. The “Holmes” logo is near the power 
switch and temperature control. Products affected have a code 
on the heater plug blade within the following range: G192 
through G298.  No other codes are affected. These heaters 
were sold at Target and small department stores nationwide 
from August 2014 through November 2014 for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled heater, unplug it and contact Sunbeam for instructions on how to obtain a full refund. 
 
PouchPop Children’s Food Pouch Topper  
 
Hazard: The tube of the pouch topper that screws onto the food pouch can separate from the 
round base, posing a choking hazard to young children. 
 
The recalled PouchPops are silicone toppers that screw onto a baby food pouch that allow 
infants to feed themselves. The PouchPops were sold 
in a four-pack of four colors including green, orange, 
red and yellow and have a cylinder-shaped tube stem 
that attaches to a round base. The pouch toppers have 
a “SipP” logo and smiley face embossed on the circular 
base. These pouch toppers were sold exclusively 
online at www.Amazon.com, www.littlegreenpouch.com 
and www.jackbenatural.com from May through 
September 2014 for about $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled PouchPop toppers and contact 
Performance Packaging for instructions on receiving a 
free replacement product or full refund. 
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Lifesmart LifePro Portable Space Heaters  
 
Hazard: The screws used to attach the back plate to the heater 
are too short and allow the back plate to detach when removing 
the heater from the outlet, posing an electrical shock hazard to 
the user. 
 
This recall is for Lifepro brand portable infrared quartz space 
heater models LS-IQH-DMICRO and LS-IQH-MICRO. The 
recalled heaters have a three-prong plug built into the back to 
allow them to be plugged directly into an electrical outlet. The 
Lifepro logo is molded into the front bottom of the heaters. 
Model LS-IQH-DMICRO is a 400-watt heater with digital display 
on the top. Model LS-IQH-MICRO is a 450-watt heater with no 
display. The model name and wattage are printed on a label on the back of each heater below 
the plug. These space heaters were sold at Meijer, Northern Tool, QCI Direct and Tuesday 
Morning stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, BJs.com, HomeDepot.com, 
QCIDirect.com, Samsclub.com, Walmart.com and Wayfair.com from January 2014 through 
December 2014 for between $40 and $50.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug the recalled space heaters and contact 
Lifesmart to receive either a free repair kit, a free replacement heater or a full refund. 
 
Melville Direct Aquarium Motion Lamps  
 
Hazard: The lamp can overheat and spark when plugged in, posing a fire hazard. 
 
The Aquarium Lamp simulates a tropical coral reef. The plug-in lamp contains no water. Lights 
illuminate colorful fish and dolphins that swim back and forth with a 3D effect. The scene is 
framed by a beveled glass mirror frame. The lamp case and stand are made of plastic. Style 
45458 is printed on the original box. The lamps 
were sold exclusively through the Bits and Pieces 
catalogue and online at www.bitsandpieces.com 
from September 1, 2014 through January 9, 2015 
for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumer should unplug the lamp and 
contact Melville Direct to receive a return form 
and label. 
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Mima Moon 3-In-1 High Chairs 
 
Hazard: The high chair seat can loosen and dislodge, 
allowing the seat and child to fall. The chair can also fall 
onto a child crawling underneath the seat, posing an 
impact hazard to the child. 
 
This recall includes Moon model 3-in-1 high chairs 
which adjust to a newborn, high and junior chair with a 
unique design consisting of a base with two feet 
supporting a single post that holds up the seat in a clear 
shell. The shell has a white inner seat with a removable 
seat pad in white, camel or black. The high chair 
measures about 3 feet tall when in its highest position. 
There is a “Mima” logo where the metal post attaches to 
the base to the seat. There is also a “Moon” logo on the 
inside of the feet that form the base of the high chair. 
The serial and model numbers are located on a sticker 
on the inside of one of the two feet that form the base of 
the high chair. Serial numbers included in recall are as 
follows: MC00147U to MC00282U, MC00283U to 

MC00313U, MC00315U to MC00316U, MC00318 to MC00419U, MC00420U to MC00556U, 
MC00557U to MC00576U, MC00577U to MC00586U, MC00587U to MC00596U, MC00597U 
to MC00606U, MC00607U to MC00616U, MC00617U to MC00636U, MC00636U to 
MC00655U, MC00657U to MC00659U, MC00707U to MC00756U, MC00757U to MC00796U, 
MC00798U to MC00806U, MC00807U to MC00906U, MC00907U to MC00956U, MC00957U 
to MC01006U, MC01007U to MC01031U, MC01032U to MC01056U, MC01057U to 
MC01059U, MC01061U to MC01095U, MC01096U to MC01115U, MC01116U to MC01125U, 
MC01126U to MC01135U, MC01136U to MC01170U, MC01171U to MC01175U, MC01176U 
to MC01265U, MC01266U to MC01295U, MC01296U to MC01305U, MC01306U to 
MC01325U, MC01326U to MC01415U and MC01416U to MC01623U. The majority of the high 
chairs were given away at the May 9, 2014 taping of the Ellen DeGeneres television show. The 
remaining chairs were sold at children’s juvenile product stores from February 2014 through 
September 2014 for about $500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the high chair immediately and contact Mima to 
receive a free replacement upper chair section or instructions on receiving a refund. 
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Jackco ZETA Pocket Jump Starter 
Deluxe Set 
 
Hazard: The battery packs can overheat, 
split apart and melt the battery pack’s 
enclosure, posing a fire hazard.  
 
The ZETA by Jackco Pocket Jump Starter - 
Deluxe Set contains a battery pack used to 
jump start vehicles and charge cell phones, 
tablets, laptops and other devices. The set 
comes in a black canvas case with red trim and a black handle. When closed, the case 
measures about 9 inches long by 8.5 inches wide by 3 inches deep and weighs about 2 
pounds. The interior is black with mesh pockets. ZETA is printed on the front of the case in red 
and blue letters. A silver product label with Model Number ZT50420 printed in black is found 
on the backside of the recalled battery pack. Under this product label is a second product label 
containing the date code: XM201407XXXXXX, which translates to July 2014, the date of 
manufacturing. These sets were sold at retailers nationwide and at Amazon.com from July 
2014 to January 2015 for between $110 and $140. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Pocket Jump Starter and 
contact Jackco Transnational for instructions on how to dispose of the product and how to 
obtain a refund for the purchase price. Consumers without a receipt will receive $110. 
 
Urban Outfitters “Cheeky” Teacups 
 
Hazard: The tea cups are mislabeled as microwave safe. If microwaved, the gold paint 
accents on the teacups can spark, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves four styles of “Cheeky” six-ounce 
ceramic teacups. The cups have floral motifs with gold 
painted accents and have four “cheeky” phrases, such as 
“booze” and “more whiskey please,” painted on the inside 
or outside rim of the cup. These teacups were sold 
exclusively at Urban Outfitters stores nationwide and 
online at UrbanOutfitters.com from August 2014 through 
January 2015 for about $16. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled teacups and contact Urban 
Outfitters for instructions on returning the product for a refund. 
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Hayneedle Fiber Optic Lighted Christmas Trees 
 
Hazard: The motor that turns the color disc can overheat, posing the 
risk of a fire. 
 
This recall involves 7-foot tall artificial Christmas trees lighted by 
optical fibers in the branches. The trees have a base that contains a 
60-watt light and a motor that rotates a multi-colored disc that makes 
the optic fibers in the trees change colors. Recalled trees are white 
with a silver base and green with a black base. The trees were sold 
exclusively at Hayneedle.com from August 2014 to December 2014 
for about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and unplug the 
recalled Christmas trees and contact Hayneedle for a full refund. 
 
Tommy Bahama Hula Girl Shaker and Glass Sets 
 
Hazard: The glass shaker can break or shatter unexpectedly, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
The recall includes the Tommy Bahama Hula Girl Shaker & Glass Sets sold with one glass 18-

ounce shaker and two 8-ounce cocktail glasses. 
The glass shaker has a stainless steel top, a green 
palm tree decal and three decals of hula girls 
wearing red bikini top, green grass skirts and 
yellow and red leis around their neck. The two 
cocktail glasses have one dancing hula girl decal. 
The shaker sets were sold in a yellow and light 
brown box with a white label on the bottom of the 
package with the Tommy Bahama logo and 
product style code TH31993 printed above the 
UPC code. These sets were sold exclusively at 
Tommy Bahama retail stores nationwide and 
online at www.TommyBahama.com from 
September 2014 through January 2015 for about 
$50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled Hula Girl Shaker & Glass Set 
and contact Tommy Bahama for a full refund. 
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Dream On Me 2-In-1 Bassinet to Cradle  
 
Hazard: The wire supports on the sides of the bassinet can 
disconnect causing the fabric sides to lower; posing a risk 
that infants can fall out or become entrapped and suffocate. 
 
This recall involves the 2-in-1 Bassinet to Cradle, sold in 
pink, blue, green and white. The bassinet has metal frame 
supports and fabric sides with a removable half-canopy on 
the top. The recalled model numbers are 439-A, 439-B, 
439-G, 439-P and 439-W and can be found on a tag which 
is located under the mattress pad of the bassinet. This tag 
is a removable tag you see in the store but is removed prior 
to use. These bassinets were sold online at Amazon.com, 
Walmart.com, Wayfair.com, ToysRUs.com and Kohls.com 
from May 2012 to October 2014 for about $60. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the product and contact Dream On Me to 
obtain a free repair. In the meantime, parents are urged to find an alternate, safe sleeping 
environment for the child, such as a crib that meets current safety standards or play yard 
depending on the child’s age. 
 
Dirt Devil Scorpion Turbo Tool Accessory 
 
Hazard: The interior fan of the Turbo Tool accessory can break and eject from the tool 
housing, posing a laceration hazard to the user or bystanders. 
 
The recalled Dirt Devil Turbo Tool attachment was sold as a vacuum accessory with the 
corded Dirt Devil Scorpion Turbo Quick Flip Hand Vac. The accessory tool is a plastic, clear 
yellow-green attachment with a black turbine fan and black brush roll. “Royal,” model number 
“08225” and a five-digit manufacture date code ending in 12A U, 13A U, 13B U or 14B U are 
printed on a label on the bottom of the hand vacuum. The 
vacuums were sold at home improvement stores 
nationwide and online at Amazon.com, Walmart.com and 
other online retailers from January 2012 through February 
2015 for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
Turbo Tool accessory and contact the firm for instructions 
on receiving a free replacement tool accessory. 
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Westinghouse Glass Shade Holders 
 
Hazard: The pull chain switch on the glass shade holder is 
incorrectly wired, posing a shock hazard to the consumer. 
 
This recall involves Westinghouse Lighting brand 3 ¼ inch round 
glass shade holders. The ceiling-mounted holders have model 
number 70242 and product date code “2014 APR” stamped on the 
bottom of the holder, near the socket. The brass-plated shade 
holders have a 2 ½ inch pull chain and are used with round globe 
or decorative shaped glass shades with a 3 ¼ inch fitter. These 
were sold exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide from 
August 2014 through January 2015 for about $12. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled shade holders and contact 
Westinghouse Lighting to request a free replacement holder kit. 
 
Bernat Tizzy Yarn 
 
Hazard: In finished knit or crochet items, the yarn can unravel or snag and form a loop, posing 
an entanglement hazard to young children. 
 
The recall includes all 11 colors of Bernat brand Tizzy Yarn. The yarn was sold as a ball or 
skein in a 3.5 ounce package with a paper sleeve. UPC codes included in the recall are printed 
under the barcode on the paper sleeve. The color numbers, color names and UPC codes in 
the recall include: 24005 Marshmallow White, UPC 057355350380; 24114 Playtime Denim, 
UPC 057355375970; 24128 Blue Skies, UPC 057355350397; 24230 Sweet Green Pea, UPC 
057355350403; 24305 Pixie Purple, UPC 057355350410; 24412 Red Riding Hood, UPC 
057355375987; 24421 Posey Pink, UPC 057355350427; 24611 Dandelion Yellow, UPC 
057355350434, 24627 Playtime, UPC 057355366336, 24628 Creamsicle, UPC 
057355350441; and 24711 Day Dream, UPC 057355355521. The yarn was sold at Jo-Ann 

Stores, Michaels and other craft retail stores 
nationwide and online at yarnspirations.com from 
April 2012 through February 2015 for between 
$4.50 and $5. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the yarn or finished yarn projects, keep them 
out of the reach of young children, and contact 
Bernat for a full refund. 
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Stokke Trailz Strollers  
 
Hazard: The stroller handle can break while in use, 
posing a fall hazard to the infant. 
 
This recall involves Stokke Trailz strollers in black, black 
mélange, beige mélange, deep blue, red and purple. 
The four-wheeled adjustable chassis is silver aluminum, 
and measures approximately 45 inches high by 32 
inches long when fully extended. The strollers have 
adjustable angle handlebars, a storage bin above the 
wheelbase and a seat with an adjustable cover. These 
strollers were sold at baby boutiques nationwide and 
online at AlbeeBaby.com, buybuyBABY.com, 
Diapers.com, Nordstrom.com and Stokke.com from 
November 2014 to December 2014 for about $1,300. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the stroller and contact Stokke to 
schedule a repair. 
 
Lenovo ThinkPad Notebook Battery Packs 
 
Hazard: The battery packs can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Lenovo battery packs sold with the following ThinkPad notebook 
computers: The Edge 11, 13, 14, 15, 120, 125, 320, 325, 420, 425, 430, 520, 525 and 530 
series; the L412, L420/421, L512 and L520 series; the T410, T420, T510 and T520 series; the 
W510 and W520 series; and the X100e, X120e, X121e, X130e, X200, X200s, X201, X201s, 
X220 and X220t series. The battery packs were also sold separately. Recalled battery packs 
have one of the following part numbers starting with the fourth digit in a long series of numbers 
and letters printed on a white sticker below the bar code on the battery pack: 42T4695, 
42T4711, 42T4740, 42T4798, 42T4804, 42T4812, 42T4816, 42T4822, 42T4826, 42T4828, 
42T4834, 42T4840, 42T4862, 42T4868, 42T4874, 42T4880, 42T4890, 42T4944, 42T4948, 
42T4954, 42T4958, 45N1022 and 45N1050. 

 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately turn off their ThinkPad 
notebook computer, remove the 
battery pack and contact Lenovo for 
a free replacement battery pack. 
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AG Hair Sweet Heat Hair Dryers 
 
Hazard: The hair dryers do not have an immersion 
protection device, which guards against 
electrocution or shock if the dryer is immersed in 
water. 
 
This recall involves Sweet Heat handheld hair 
dryers. The hair dryers are white and have the 
words “Sweet Heat” printed in black near the blower 
nozzle. “AG Hair” is printed in grey and black on the 
back of the blower nozzle, above the handle. These 
hair dryers were sold at ULTA Beauty and other 
beauty supply stores and hair salons nationwide 
from May 2013 through March 2015 for about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the recalled hair dryers and 
contact AG Hair to request a pre-paid mailing label and packaging in order to return the hair 
dryer for a full refund. 
 
Whistler Jump&Go Portable Jumpstart and Power Supplies 
 
Hazard: The jumpstart’s lithium battery can overheat and cause the units to melt, catch fire 
and ignite nearby items, posing a fire hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Jump&Go Portable Jumpstart & Power Supply 12V power supplies, with 
model numbers starting with WJS-3000. The pocket-sized jumpstart power supplies measure 

about 5.1 inches tall x 3 inches wide x 0.9 
inches deep; and were sold in red, black, 
yellow and pink. They have detachable 
jumper cables; built-in high output LED 
flashlight with emergency flashing patterns; 
and a USB port to charge phones, tablets 
and cameras among other electronic 
devices. The Jump&Go and Whistler logos 
are printed on the front of the unit. Recalled 
units have date codes in YYYY/WW format 
from 201404 through 201439. The model 
number and date code are on the back of 
the unit under the colored silicone boot. 
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The date code is stamped directly on the case adjacent to the operational label. The model 
number is on the operational label. Units that have a serial number on the operation label are 
not included in this recall. These power supplies were sold at Hammacher Schlemmer, Radio 
Shack, Wal-Mart and other retail stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, Sears.com and 
Staples.com from May 2014 to October 2014 for between $60 and $120. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled unit and contact Whistler for 
a free replacement, including shipping to return the recalled unit. 
 
Shark Powered Rotator Lift-Away Vacuum Cleaners 
 
Hazard: The aluminum wand can disconnect from the vacuum cleaner’s handle and remain 
energized with electricity, posing a risk of electric shock. 
 
This recall involves four models of Shark brand Rotator Powered Lift-Away series upright 
vacuum cleaners. They are either maroon or purple in color and have a clear plastic middle 
section. They measure about 45 inches tall by 12 inches wide. Recalled model numbers 
include NV650W, NV651, NV652 and NV660. The model number is printed on a silver sticker 
on the upper right-hand corner of the back of the unit. 
Models NV650W and NV652 are maroon. Models NV651 
and NV660 are purple and are sold at retail stores. The date 
code is printed on the metal prong of the power plug and 
shows the week and year of manufacture in the WWYY 
format. Recalled units have date codes beginning with the 
number 48 or lower and ending with 14. Vacuum cleaners 
marked with a dimple or green circle sticker on the outside 
of the plastic cuff that holds the aluminum wand have been 
inspected and are not included in this recall. These 
vacuums were sold at Bed Bath & Beyond, Best Buy, 
Kohl’s, Lowes, Target and other stores nationwide, online at 
www.sharkclean.com and through television infomercials 
from August 2014 through March 2015 for between $250 
and $350. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled vacuum cleaners and contact Euro-Pro to receive a 
free replacement wand. 
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PREMIUM Espresso Makers 
 
Hazard: The filler cap at the top of the unit can crack and 
allow steam to escape, posing a risk of burns to the user. In 
addition, the cap can pop off unexpectedly as a result of 
pressure buildup, posing a risk of injury to a bystander. 
 
This recall involves Precision Trading Corp.’s PREMIUM four-
cup Espresso Makers manufactured in September 2014 and 
November 2014. The recalled units have model number 
PEM585 and product date code “0914” or “1114” printed on a 

rating label affixed to the bottom of the espresso maker. The Premium logo is printed on the 
bottom front of the espresso maker. Espresso makers with “2015” marked on the cap are not 
included in this recall. These espresso makers were sold at BrandMart U.S.A. and other retail 
stores in Florida and Puerto Rico between November 2014 and February 2015 for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled espresso makers and 
contact Precision Trading Corp. to request a free replacement cap. 
 
OXO Nest Booster Seat 
 
Hazard: The stitching on the restraint straps can loosen which allows the straps to separate 
from the seat, posing a fall hazard to children. 
 
This recall involves the Nest Booster Seat sold in green (model 6367200), pink (model 
6367300), taupe (model 6367500) and orange (model 6367400) with a white base. A sticker 
affixed to the underside of the seat reads “Nest Booster Seat” with the model number and 
manufacture date. The manufacture date code represents the month and year in MMYY format 
and recalled units have the code: 0714, 0814, 0914, 1014, 1114 or 1214. The formed plastic 
seats are about 13 inches wide by 14 inches tall by 12 inches deep and have a grey three-
point child restraint strap system. The OXO logo is 
embossed on the restraint system’s buckle. These booster 
seats were sold at buybuy Baby, Toys“R”Us/Babies“R”Us 
and independent specialty stores nationwide and online at 
Amazon.com from September 2014 through April 2015 for 
about $55. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
Nest booster seats and contact OXO for a free repair kit 
with redesigned safety straps and installation instructions. 
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IKEA Pressure-Mounted Safety Gates 
 
Hazard: The friction between the wall and the pressure-
mounted safety gate is insufficient to hold the gate in its 
intended position, posing a fall hazard. In addition, the 
lower metal bar can be a tripping hazard. 
 
These safety gates are white, made of steel and plastic, 
and measure about 29 inches high with an adjustable 
width from about 29 inches to 34 inches. The gate has 
a spring mechanism that fits between the two sides of 
the door frame to hold the gate in place. A permanent 
label is attached to the metal bar at the bottom of the 
safety gate containing an article number. Gates with the following article numbers are recalled: 
302-265-21, 500-375-67, 501-919-50, 655-517-10, 700-989-65 and 901-136-01. These gates 
were sold at IKEA stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com from August 1995 
through February 2015 for about $35. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the safety gate and return it to any IKEA store for a 
full refund. Any PATRULL KLÄMMA /SMIDIG gate extensions may also be returned.  
 
Vivent Remotec Dimming Switches 
 
Hazard: The module wiring is incorrectly installed, posing a shock hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Vivint’s Remotec plug-in dimming and on/off switch module, model ZDS-
100US.  It was sold separately or in home automation alarm systems that remotely control 
lighting and home appliances and act as a repeater that amplifies wireless signals. The off-
white module plugs into the wall and measures about 5 inches long at the top and 4 inches 
long at the bottom, 2.45 inches high at the center and 1.39 inches wide at bottom. It has 
electric outlets on both sides and signal strength indicators at the top. Recalled modules have 
the first four digits of the serial numbers ranging from 1115 through 1440. Remotec, model and 
serial numbers are printed in black on the rear of the 
dimming switch module. These switches were sold at 
authorized dealers nationwide and at www.vivint.com 
from April 2011 through October 2014 for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Vivint Inc. 
immediately for instructions for a free replacement 
module. Vivint is contacting consumers directly. 
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Mason Jar Night Light  
 
Hazard: The plastic around the base of the light bulb can melt, posing a 
burn hazard. 
 
The night light features a glass mason jar enclosing the 7-watt 
incandescent light bulb. The night light was sold with a clear glass 
Mason jar enclosure or a silver glass Mason jar enclosure. The glass 
jars have clear raised letters that read “frutta del prato.” The night lights 
measure approximately 10.5 inches high by 3.5 inches wide. The light 
bulb has a plastic piece securing the light bulb to the glass Mason jar.  
The affected model number is DGL0915. The SKU is 30732353. The 
model number and SKU appear on the price tag affixed to the product packaging. These night 
lights were sold at Christmas Tree Shops, Christmas Tree Shops andThat!, and andThat! retail 
locations from December 2014 through March 2015 for approximately $5. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled night lights and return them 
to any Christmas Tree Shops, Christmas Tree Shops andThat!, or andThat! store to receive a 
full refund. 
 
Bariatric Fusion Soft Chew Vitamins 
 
Hazard: The packaging is not child-resistant and senior friendly as required by the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act. 
 
This recall involves all 60-count bags of cherry flavor Soft Chews Iron with Vitamin C dietary 
supplements. The pink re-sealable bag has an image of cherries and a leaf on the front of the 

package. Lot number 14191C2 is printed near the bottom 
of the back of the bags being recalled. These chews were 
sold at Bariatric Fusion distributors, drug stores and 
medical and wellness centers nationwide and online at 
BariatricFusion.com, BariatricChoice.com and 
DietDirect.com from September 2014 to February 2015 for 
about $23. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the 
product out of a child’s sight and reach, and return them to 
the place of purchase for a full refund or for free Soft 
Chews Iron with Vitamin C dietary supplements in 
compliant packaging. 
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Cree LED T8 Lamps 
 
Hazard: Electrical arcing 
may cause the lamp to 
overheat and melt, posing a 
burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves Cree LED T8 lamps used indoors to replace traditional two pin T8 
fluorescent tubes. The affected units are marked as “BT848 Series Lamp” with the product part 
number on the lamp itself or printed on a white label affixed to the lamp. A four digit date code 
is printed on the lamp under a statement that reads “Compatible with Instant Start, Rapid Start 
and Dimmable Electronic Ballasts.” Product numbers and UPC codes included in the recall are 
BT848-17027FLW-BDG13-1C100, BT848-17040FLW-BDG13-1C100, LEDT8P-48-21L-35K, 
LEDT8P-48-21L-40K, LEDT8P-48-17L-35K, LEDT8P-48-17L-40K, LEDT8P-48-17L-30K and 
LEDT8P-48-17L-50K. Any of the product numbers with the following date codes are affected: 
3314, 3414, 3514, 3614, 3714, 3814, 3914, 4014, 4114, 4214, 4314, 4414, 4514, 4614, 4714, 
4814, 4914, 5014, 5114, 5214, 0115, 0215, 0315, 0415, 0515, 0615, 0715, 0815, 0915, 1015, 
1115, 1215, 1315, 1415, 1515 and 1615. These lights were sold at Home Depot nationwide 
and to commercial lighting customers from August 2014 through April 2015 for about $22. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately disconnect or switch off the fixture, remove the 
recalled T8 LED lamp and contact the firm to receive a full refund or replacement lamp. 
 
Apple Beats Pill XL Speaker 
 
 Hazard: The battery can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves all Beats Pill XL portable, wireless speakers. The recalled products are 
plastic, capsule-shaped speakers about 4 inches tall by 13 inches wide by 4 inches deep. The 
small “b” Beats logo is on the grille and “beatspillXL” is on the handle. The speakers come in 
five colors black, white, pink, metallic sky and titanium. These speakers were sold at Apple 
Retail Stores and major retail stores nationwide and online at Apple.com and Beatsbydre.com 
from January 2014 through June 2015 for about $300.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product and contact Apple 
for a $325 Apple Store credit or 
electronic payment. Apple will provide a 
postage paid box for consumers to send 
their Pill XL speaker to Apple. 
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Top Fin Plastic Aquarium Heaters 
 
Hazard: An electrical problem with the aquarium heaters, poses a risk of 
fire or electrical shock to the consumer. 
 
This recall involves all 50-, 100-, 150-, 200- and 250-watt Top Fin brand 
plastic aquarium heaters sold between August 2014 and April 2015 with 
model numbers: HT50, HT100, HT150, HT200 or HT250. The black 
cylindrical-shaped heaters are about 1.5 inches in diameter and about 13 
inches tall. “Top Fin Premium Aquarium Heater,” the model number and the 
heater's wattage are printed on the side of the heater near the top. The lot 
number is printed beneath the words “Made in China.” All lot numbers are 
included in this recall. These heaters were sold exclusively at PetSmart 
stores nationwide from August 2014 to April 2015 for between $25 and $40. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled heaters 
and return them to any PetSmart store for a full refund. 
 
Kirkland’s Metallic Monogram Beverage Mugs 
 
Hazard: If used in the microwave, the metallic mugs can spark, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves 16-ounce white ceramic beverage mugs with metallic gold accents. A 
monogram letter A, B, C, D, E, G, H, J, K, L, M, R, S or T is printed in gold on the mug. A 
sticker on the bottom of the mug has “UPC# 698617673962,” “SKU# 138837” and “Retail: 
$6.99.” These mugs were sold exclusively at Kirkland’s stores nationwide from March 2015 to 
May 2015 for about $7. 
 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled mugs in the 
microwave, and return them to any 
Kirkland’s store for a full refund. 
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Walgreens Women 50+ Vitamins 
 
Hazard: The packaging is not child-resistant and senior friendly as 
required by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act. 
 
This recall involves “Well at Walgreens” Multivitamin Women 50+ 
tablets. The white plastic bottles contain 200 tablets. “Well at 
Walgreens Multivitamin Women 50+” is printed on the bottle’s white 
and silver label. A yellow band at the top of the label states “Value 
Size.” UPC number 3-11917-17262-0 and one of the following lot 
numbers 000001 (EXP 9/2016), 000002 (EXP 12/2016) or 000003 
(EXP 11/2016) are printed on the back of the bottles. These 
vitamins were sold exclusively at Walgreens drug stores nationwide 
from January 2015 through March 2015 for about $16. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place recalled bottles out of the reach of children 
and contact International Vitamin Corp. for a free replacement child-resistant cap. 
 
Primula Borosilicate Glass Whistle Kettle 
 
Hazard: The bottom portion of glass vessel can break when heated and the contents can spill, 
posing laceration and burn hazards. 
 
The Primula Borosilicate two-quart clear glass round kettle has no markings or etchings on the 
glass. Model PTKG-4420 has a green plastic handle with a green silicone insert in the handle 
and a green whistling-stopper lid. Model PTKB-4420 has a black plastic handle with a black 

silicone insert in the handle and a black 
whistling-stopper lid. These kettles were sold 
at retail stores including, Kitchen Collection, 
Meijer, Peyton Phoenix, Ross Stores, Target 
and online at amazon.com, 
primulaproducts.com and target.com from 
January 2012 through May 2015 for about 
$15. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the 
product immediately. Customers should either 
return the product to the retailer or contact 
Epoca International for instructions on how to 
return the product for a full refund. 
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EKO Motion Sensor Trash Cans 
 
Hazard: The black plastic protective collar in the opening on 
the back of the trash receptacle can become dislodged and 
expose a sharp edge, posing a risk of laceration to the user. 
 
This recall involves EKO Sensible Eco Living motion sensor 
trash cans. The trash cans open when they detect motion 
nearby. The recalled trash cans are stainless steel, about 31 
inches tall and about 14 inches square. They have the capacity 
to hold 21 gallons (80 liters) of trash and the lid operates with 
eight AA batteries. Model number EK9288BMT-80L is on a 
product identification label on the underside of the trash can lid. 
These trash cans were sold exclusively at Costco Wholesale 
stores nationwide and Costco.com between December 2013 
and June 2015 for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled trash cans and return them to Costco for a full refund 
or contact EKO for a free repair kit with a redesigned black plastic protective collar and 
installation instructions. 
 
Olympus VG 170 Digital Cameras 
 
Hazard: An improperly installed part can touch the camera’s circuit board, posing an electric 
shock risk to the user. 
 
The recall involves the Olympus VG-170 Digital Point-and-Shoot Cameras. The VG-170 
comes in white, black or red. “VG 170” is printed on the top of the camera, on the side opposite 

the shutter button. The camera has a 3 
inch digital LCD screen on the back. 
These cameras were sold at HHGregg 
Appliance Inc. stores and online at 
www.hhgregg.com from September 2013 
to December 2014 for about $120.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled digital camera and 
contact Olympus for a free inspection and 
repair. 
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Avon Nut Chopper 
 
Hazard: The tines of the grinding mechanism can break and 
these fragments can fall into the food being chopped, posing a 
risk of injury to consumers. 
 
This recall involves a nut chopper sold by Avon. The recalled nut 
chopper has clear plastic upper and lower chambers connected 
by an orange plastic grinding mechanism. The grinding 
mechanism has metal tines and a metal crank arm with an 
orange plastic grip handle. The product identification number 
found on the outside of the Nut Chopper individual, corrugated 
box packaging was F3730731 and the brochure number was 
978-044. These nut choppers were sold by independent Avon 
sales representatives nationwide and online at Avon.com from 
June 2013 through December 2013 for between about $10 and $13. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the nut chopper and return it to Avon for 
a refund. 
 
Instant Pot Pressure Cookers  
 
Hazard: The thermal probe in the base can conduct electricity throughout the cooker, posing a 
risk of electric shock. 
 
This recall involves Instant Pot “Smart” and “Smart-60” electric pressure cookers. They are 

Bluetooth enabled and can be controlled by an app. 
Serial numbers between 1410 and 1503 and 
manufacture dates between 12/1/2014 and 6/1/2015 
are included in the recall. The serial numbers and 
dates are printed on a label on the bottom of the 
base. These pressure cookers were sold online at 
Instantpot.com and Amazon.com from November 
2014 through May 2015 for about $250. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled 
product immediately and contact Instant Pot for 
instructions to receive a free replacement base, 
which consists of the entire bottom of the pressure 
cooker including the control panel. 
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Circo Night Lights 
 
Hazard: The battery can overheat and cause the night 
light to melt, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves battery-operated night lights. The night 
light collection includes a pink hedgehog, a blue bird, a 
yellow rocket, an orange dino egg, a white soccer ball and 
a green shark. The model numbers are printed on the 
bottom side of the night lights. The following model 
numbers are included in the recall: 060-02-1397, 060-02-
1398, 060-02-1399, 060-02-1400, 060-02-1401 and 060-
02-1402. These night lights were sold exclusively at Target stores nationwide and Target.com 
from October 2014 through May 2015 for about $15. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using, unplug and return the recalled night 
lights to any Target store for a full refund. 
 
Teavana Tristan Glass Pitchers 
 
Hazard: The glass pitchers can break or leak, posing laceration and/or burn hazards to 
consumers if filled with hot tea. 

 
This recall involves 64 oz. Tristan glass pitchers for hot or 
cold tea. They have a glass handle, stainless steel infuser 
and a lid and base that are made of flexible black silicone. 
The pitchers measure about 12 inches tall and 4 inches in 
diameter.  The Teavana logo is printed on the bottom. Style 
#30593000064 and SKU#11034874 are printed on the 
pitchers’ box. These pitchers were sold exclusively at 
Teavana stores nationwide and online at www.Teavana.com 
from May 2012 through June 2015 for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled glass pitchers and return them to a Teavana store 
location or contact Teavana for a free replacement 66 oz. 
infusion tea pitcher plus a $25 Teavana gift card or for a 
Teavana gift card for the purchase price plus tax. 
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UPPAbaby CRUZ and VISTA Strollers and 
RumbleSeats   
 
Hazard: The strollers’ and RumbleSeats’ bumper bar 
poses a choking hazard when a child bites the 
bumper bar and removes a piece of the foam cover. 
 
This recall involves 2015 CRUZ and 2015 VISTA 
strollers and 2015 RumbleSeat. The CRUZ strollers 
have an aluminum alloy grey or black frame with a 
black fabric toddler seat with a colored fabric 
sunshade canopy and a black basket under the seat. 
The VISTA strollers have grey or black aluminum 
frames, colored sunshade canopy and are made to 
hold one, two or up to three children. The 
RumbleSeat is a separate seat attachment that can 
be attached to the stroller frame. RumbleSeats have 
manufacture dates stamped on the bottom of the seat 
from September 2014 through May 2015. The RumbleSeat comes in various colors and allows 
the child to ride rear facing, forward facing or reclined. All of the strollers and RumbleSeats 
have a foam bumper bar across the middle of the product for the child to hold. The CRUZ and 
VISTA strollers with the following model and serial numbers are included in the recall: The 
2015 CRUZ strollers have model number 0181 and the following serial number printed on a 
sticker with a barcode on the lower right frame of the stroller: CRZ0415018100001 through 
CRZ0415018100738, CRZ0415018100739 through CRZ0415018101284, 
CRZ0515018101285 through CRZ0515018101824, CRZ0714018100001 through 
CRZ0714018101441, CRZ0814018102464 through CRZ0814018102983, 
CRZ0814018100001 through CRZ0814018100521, CRZ0814018103764 through 
CRZ0814018104024, CRZ0814018103504 through CRZ0814018103763, 
CRZ0814018103244 through CRZ0814018103503, CRZ0914018104905 through 
CRZ0914018105353, CRZ0914018104617 through CRZ0914018104760, 
CRZ0914018104025 through CRZ0914018104184, CRZ0914018104185 through 
CRZ0914018104328, CRZ0914018104761 through CRZ0914018104904, 
CRZ0914018104329 through CRZ0914018104472, CRZ1014018106646 through 
CRZ1014018109347, CRZ1114018109348 through CRZ1114018112151, 
CRZ1114018114244 through CRZ1114018115495, CRZ1114018112242 through 
CRZ1114018114243, CRZ1214018115496 through CRZ1214018117465. The 2015 VISTA 
strollers have model number 0101 printed on a sticker on the lower crossbar frame. The 2015 
VISTA strollers also have the following serial number printed on a sticker with a barcode below 
the rear axle of the stroller frame on the left: VIS0315010103097 through VIS0315010103696, 
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VIS0315010104435 through VIS0315010105310, VIS0315010106433 through 
VIS0315010107416, VIS0814010100001 through VIS0814010101261, VIS0814010100001 
through VIS0814010100631, VIS0914010101894 through VIS0914010102525, 
VIS0914010102526 through VIS0914010103155, VIS0914010103156 through 
VIS0914010103785, VIS1014010103786 through VIS1014010104417, VIS1014010105048 
through VIS1014010105677, VIS1014010104418 through VIS1014010105047, 
VIS1014010112494 through VIS1014010112973, VIS1014010111598 through 
VIS1014010111864, VIS1014010107220 through VIS1014010111063, VIS1014010111865 
through VIS1014010112133, VIS1014010111064 through VIS1014010111330, 
VIS1014010112134 through VIS1014010112493, VIS1014010111331 through 
VIS1014010111597, VIS1014010105678 through VIS1014010107219, VIS1114010112974 
through VIS1114010114205, VIS1114010114206 through VIS1114010121671, 
VIS1114010121672 through VIS1114010124381, VIS1114010124382 through 
VIS1214010127183 and VIS1214010127184 through VIS1214010129685. These strollers 
were sold at BuyBuy Baby and other juvenile product retailers nationwide and online at 
Amazon.com from December 2014 through July 2015 for about $500 for the CRUZ stroller, 
$860 for the VISTA stroller and $170 for the RumbleSeat.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove and stop using the bumper bar on these 
recalled strollers and RumbleSeats and contact the firm to receive a free bumper bar cover 
and warning label. 
 
NVIDIA SHIELD Tablet Computers 
 
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery in the tablets can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves NVIDIA SHIELD tablet computers with 8-inch touch screens. Model 
numbers P1761, P1761W and P1761WX and serial numbers 0410215901781 through 
0425214604018 are included in this recall. NVIDIA and the model and serial numbers are 
etched on the left side edge of the tablets. The SHIELD logo is on the back of the tablets. 
These tablets were sold at GameStop stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, 

BestBuy.com, GameStop.com, 
NewEgg.com, TigerDirect.com and other 
websites from July 2014 through July 2015 
for between $300 and $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the tablets and contact NVIDIA 
for instructions on receiving a free 
replacement tablet. 
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Quartet Magnetic Dry Erase Boards  
 
Hazard: Sharp metal edges on the back of the 
boards can become exposed while removing 
mounted boards, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves eight styles of Quartet magnetic 
and dry erase boards, including calendar styles and 
combination boards with push pins. The boards 
were sold between January 2005 and December 
2013, in eight sizes: 5 ½ x 14, 8 ½ x 11, 11 ½ x 11 
½, 11 x 17, 12 x 12, 14 x14, 17 x 17 and 17 x 23, 
and in various colors including white, silver, black, 
blue, green, pink, purple, grey and multicolor. The 
Quartet logo is printed on the bottom of the boards. These boards were sold at Ace Hardware, 
Fred Meyer, Menards, Office Depot and other stores nationwide and online from January 2005 
through December 2013 for between $5 and $10.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact ACCO for a caution label that instructs 
consumers to wear heavy gloves when removing the boards. This recall does not require that 
consumers remove the mounted boards. Consumers should affix the caution label with safe 
removal instructions for when needed. 
 
Disney Store Gadget Pencil Cases 
 
Hazard: The two magnets holding the pencil case lid closed can detach, posing an ingestion 
hazard. When these two magnets are swallowed, they can link together inside a child’s 
intestines and result in serious internal injuries. 
 
The Gadget Pencil Cases are 9 1/2 inches by 4 inches by 1 inch plastic boxes with spring-
loaded compartments for a pencil sharpener, scissors, ruler, eraser, tape and five pencils. The 
pencil case covers are available in four different designs: Avengers, Cars, Miles from 
Tomorrowland and Multi-Princess. These pencil cases were sold at Disney Stores nationwide 

during June 2015 for about $15. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
take the recalled pencil cases away from 
children and contact Disney Stores to 
receive a full refund. 
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Ambient Weather Radios 
 
Hazard: The weather radio’s AC power 
adapter can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Ambient Weather 
radios. The weather radios are red and 
black and measure about 8 inches wide by 
4 inches tall by 2 inches deep.  “Ambient 
Weather,” “AM/FM/Weather Band Radio” 
and “NOAA Weather Radio” are printed in 
white lettering on the front of the radio. 
Model number WR-334-U or WR-334A-U 
is printed in the owner’s manual.  The AC 
power adapter is black and has a rounded back. Model number YHD0500500U is printed on a 
white sticker on the adapter. These radios were sold online at AmbientWeather.com and 
Amazon.com from November 2012 through December 2013 for about $60. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled weather radios and contact 
Ambient Weather for a free replacement AC power adapter. 
 
IKEA PATRULL Nightlight 
 
Hazard: The nightlight’s plastic covering can detach and expose electrical components, posing 
an electrical shock hazard. 
 
This recall affects all PATRULL Nightlights. Nightlights come in white, orange and pink. The 

nightlights automatically turn on in the dark and off in 
the light. Each PATRULL Nightlight has an IKEA logo 
on the back top near the sensor. The light has a 
dome-shaped plastic cover that gives the light its 
color and is attached to a white rectangular plastic 
base. The nightlight is 2 ¾ inches round and 3 ½ 
inches deep. These nightlights were sold at IKEA 
stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com 
from August 2013 to July 2015 for about $4. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
and unplug the recalled product and contact IKEA for 
a full refund. 
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Merck Temodar and Temozolomide Bottles 
 
Hazard: The bottle cap can be cracked which can cause the child-resistant 
closure to become ineffective to young children who can gain unintended 
access to the capsules, posing a risk of poisoning. 
 
This recall to replace involves bottle caps for Temodar and Temozolomide 
(generic) capsules, an oral chemotherapy drug. The capsules were 
distributed in 5- and 14-count brown glass bottles that have white plastic 
child-resistant caps. A white label affixed to the bottle has the word 
“Temozolomide” printed in black lettering. These were sold at clinics and 
pharmacies nationwide as a prescribed medicine from July 2013 to August 2015. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately inspect their bottle caps for cracks. If a crack is 
found, consumers should contact Merck for a replacement cap. As with all drug products, the 
bottles should be stored up high, out of sight and reach of young children. Consumers may 
continue to use the drug as directed. 
 
Sleeping Partners Tadpoles Baby and Kids Moses Basket and Stand 
 
Hazard: The Moses basket fails to meet the federal hand held infant carrier standard and the 
stand fails to meet the bassinet/cradle standard. The basket can slide off an inclined surface 
and the stand can tip, posing a fall hazard for infants. 
 
This recall involves the Tadpoles Baby and Kids brand Moses baskets and stands. The Moses 
basket measures about 33 inches long by 14 inches tall and 10 inches wide. The stand has a 
pine wood frame, a fabric platform and polyester rope design. The stand measures 17 inches 
tall. These baskets were sold at Babies R Us and buybuy Baby and online at Amazon.com, 
Bellacor.com, Kohls.com, Quidsi.com, Wayfair.com and Zulily.com from April 2014 through 

July 2015 for between $50 and $90 for the Moses 
basket and from June 2014 through July 2015 for 
between $25 and $35 for the stand. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the Moses baskets as a hand held infant 
carrier. Consumers who purchased both items 
should immediately stop using the recalled stand 
and contact the firm for instructions on returning 
the basket and stand to receive a store credit. 
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Prestone Windshield De-Icer and Ice & Frost Shield 
 
Hazard: The trigger spray assembly can be removed from the De-
Icer and Frost Shield container. The product contains methanol 
and ethylene glycol. Children may gain access to the product by 
removing the trigger assembly, posing a risk of poisoning. 
 
This recall involves two products: Prestone Windshield De-Icer and 
Prestone Ice & Frost Shield. The Windshield De-Icer (SKU AS-
246) is used to melt ice on vehicle windshields and windows. The 
Prestone Ice & Frost Shield (SKU AS-247) is used to reduce 
morning frost, light ice and snow on vehicle windshields, windows 
and wiper blades. The SKU number is printed on the bottom left of 
the back label. These sprays were sold at AutoZone, Kroger, 
Meijer, O’Reilly’s, Pep Boys and Walmart, online at 
www.Amazon.com, and other retailers from September 2011 
through August 2015 for between $3 and $11.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should inspect the bottle to see if the trigger 
assembly can be removed by twisting the neck shroud counter-
clockwise. If the trigger assembly can be removed, consumers should contact Prestone to 
receive a new replacement trigger assembly that, once engaged, cannot be removed. 
 
Kenwood Blenders  

 
Hazard: The lower blade can break during use, posing a laceration 
hazard. 
 
The recalled blender is the Kenwood Blend-X PRO, BLM800. The 
glass jar has a glass handle and a black plastic lid and sits on a 
grey power unit with a motor and user control panel. On the bottom 
of the blender’s base, the rating label of recalled units has Type 
BLM80 and a date code ranging from 14X01 to 15X22 (“X” being 
any letter) stamped on the label. These blenders were sold at 
retailers nationwide and online from August 2014 through July 
2015 for approximately $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the blender 
and contact Kenwood to arrange for a free replacement blade 
assembly kit to be mailed to their homes. 
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Connected LED Downlights for Recessed Cans 
 
Hazard: The internal wiring in the LED downlights can 
contact the downlight’s metal trim, posing a shock hazard to 
consumers. 
 
This recall involves Connected by TCP 5-inch and 6-inch 
LED Downlight retrofits for recessed cans. These 
replacement downlights are white and produce a soft white 
(2700 Kelvin) or bright white (5000 Kelvin) color 
temperature. Affected units have item number “CD611LC” 
and the date code printed directly on the black base of the 
lamp. Consumers will need to shut off power to the lights 
and disengage the lamp to check the item number and date code. The following date codes 
are included in the recall: 1424217, 1428217, 1439217, 1444217 and 1451217. These lights 
were sold at Home Depot stores and electrical distributors nationwide and online at 
Amazon.com from June 2014 through June 2015 for about $35. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact TCP to receive a free replacement lamp with 
installation instructions. Consumers should not touch the lamp while it is powered. 
 
Osram Sylvania T8 LED Lamps 
 
Hazard: Lamps can overheat and melt, posing a burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves SubstiTUBE IS T8 LED lamps. The recalled lamps are white, cylindrical in 
shape and measure 48 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. “OSRAM SubtiTUBE® IS LED T8” 
is printed on a silver label affixed to the end of lamps. The model number 73312-1 or 73315-1 
also appears on the label beneath the statement “Compatible LED T8 for use with instant start 
T8 electronic ballasts.” These lights were sold at Osram Sylvania industrial/commercial 
distributors between December 2014 and May 2015. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the lamps, remove them from the fixture 
and immediately contact Osram Sylvania for a free replacement. 
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Charlotte Russe Cord and Wall Chargers 
 
Hazard: The chargers can overheat and catch fire while in use, 
posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves wall chargers with USB cords that are used to 
charge the iPhone 5 and 5S. The chargers have a geometric print 
in mint green and peach colors. Style numbers CRGT-003 or 
CRGT-004 are printed on the UPC sticker on the back side of the 
package. “Charlotte Russe” and “USB Cord & Wall Charger for 
iPhone 5/5S” are printed on the packaging. These chargers were 
sold exclusively at Charlotte Russe stores nationwide during 
October 2014 for about $13. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using recalled 
chargers and contact MiWorld for a full refund. 
 
Philips Halogen Bulbs 
 
Hazard: The lens of the bulb can shatter in the lamp or the lens can fall and shatter, posing a 
laceration and burn hazard. 
 
This recall involves Philips 60W PAR 16 120V halogen bulbs manufactured from November 
2013 to March 2015. Date codes that represent the month and year of production are painted 

on the bulb glass along with “PHILIPS Halogena PAR 16,” 
“China” and “60W/120/V.” Recalled bulb date codes include: 3L, 
3M, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E, 4F, 4G, 4H, 4J, 4K, 4L, 4M, 5A, 5B and 
5C. These light bulbs were sold at Home Depot stores and 
professional distributors nationwide and online at 
www.Amazon.com from November 2013 through March 2015 
for about $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these 
recalled bulbs, remove them from any fixtures and contact 
Philips to request packaging materials and instructions for 
returning the recalled bulbs at no cost. Philips will provide free 
replacement bulbs.  
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Good Cook Jumbo Roasting Pans 
 
Hazard: The roaster rim is incorrectly 
finished and can have sharp edges, posing 
a laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves Good Cook Jumbo 
Roaster roasting pans. The recalled pans 
are oval and gray have the dimensions 21 
inches by 15 inches on the outside and 17 inches by 13 1/2 inches on the inside. Each pan is 
stamped from a single piece of metal to form built-in handles. Each handle has a series of 
indentations and the interior of the pan has ridges in the bottom. The roasters were sold 
individually in packages labeled “Jumbo Roaster.” Bradshaw International Inc. and Universal 
Product Code (UPC) number 0-76753-04315-1 or 0-41220-32403-3 were on the back of the 
package. These pans were sold at grocery stores nationwide from August 2014 through 
October 2014 for between $6 and $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled roasting pans and contact 
Bradshaw International for a free replacement pan. 
 
The Land of Nod Mobiles 
 
Hazard: The yarn from the sheep figures can unravel, posing an entanglement and 
strangulation hazard to young children. 
 
This recall involves The Land of Nod Follow the Herd 
mobile. The recalled mobile is made of white wool felt and 
has five sheep figures made of white wool yarn. The sheep 
have black felt eyes and brown felt ears. The mobile is 
about 24 inches tall, 10 inches wide and 10 inches deep. 
SKU number 198234 is on a label attached to the body of 
the mobile. These mobiles were sold exclusively at The 
Land of Nod stores nationwide and online at 
www.landofnod.com from September 2013 through May 
2015 for about $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately put the recalled 
mobiles out of the reach of children and contact The Land 
of Nod for a full refund. 
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Zak Designs 26-Ounce Water 
Bottles 
 
Hazard: The inner plastic straw in the flip-top 
portion of the twist-off cap can break, posing 
a choking hazard. 
 
The recall involves Zak Designs 26-ounce plastic water bottles. The 10 inch tall water bottles 
have a flip-top spout on a twist-off cap with colored inner plastic straws in clear, blue, gray, 
green, light purple or red. The water bottles have popular characters on the front and come in 
a variety of colors including clear, gray, navy blue, pink, teal blue, gray with colored caps in 
red, blue pink and yellow. Characters include Captain America, a Batman design, Minions, My 
Little Pony, Spiderman, Star Wars aircraft, a Superman logo, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
Thor and Wonder Woman. Mold number “14158” and “Zak Designs” are embossed on the 
bottom of the bottles in the recall. Bottles with a black inner straw and black twist-off cap are 
not included in the recall. These bottles were sold exclusively at Target stores during the 
“Back-to-College” promotion nationwide from June 2015 through July 2015 for about $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled water bottles and contact 
Zak Designs for instructions on receiving a free replacement cap with straw. 
 
CleggPromo CPB-100 Power Banks  
 
Hazard: The power bank can overheat, explode and catch fire. 
 
This recall involves CleggPromo CPB-100 power banks, catalog item number 625401, which 
are used to provide emergency charging for portable electronic equipment. The recalled power 
banks are rectangular in shape with rounded corners and are about 3 1/2 inches long by 1 3/4 
inches wide by 3/4 inches deep. The power banks are cream colored and have a silver panel 
on the top side with a white power button, four circles and the word "POWERBANK." Input, 
output and capacity information are also on the 
front side. These power banks were promotional 
items given as handouts at corporate events, 
meetings, trade shows and conventions from 
January 2014 to April 2015. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled power bank and contact 
CleggPromo to receive a free set of executive 
pens as a replacement product. 
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Fujitsu Notebook 
Battery Packs 
 
Hazard: The battery packs 
can overheat, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
This recall involves Fujitsu lithium ion battery packs sold or provided as replacement battery 
packs for the following Fujitsu notebook computers: Celsius H720 and LIFEBOOK E752, P701, 
P702, P770, P771, P772, S752, S762 and T580. The battery packs were also sold separately. 
Model number CP556150-1 including all serial numbers, and model number CP556150-2 with 
serial number range Z120102 through Z120512 are included in this recall. The model and 
serial numbers are printed on the white battery label. The notebook computer’s model number 
is printed on a label on the bottom of the notebook. These battery packs were sold online at 
www.shopfujitsu.com and other retailers from August 2012 through July 2015 for about $150.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately turn off their Fujitsu notebook computer, remove the 
battery pack and contact Fujitsu for a free replacement battery pack. 
 
Calphalon Pizza Wheel Pizza Cutters 
 
Hazard: The handle of the pizza cutter can detach during use, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
The pizza cutter consists of a circular metal blade that is approximately 3 ½ inches in diameter, 
connected to a gray hand guard and black handle. The word “Calphalon” is embossed on the 

top of the black handle. Model 
number GT112, 1793513 or 1793521 
are printed near the barcode on the 
packaging. These pizza cutters were 
sold at Bed Bath & Beyond, J.C. 
Penney, Kohls, Target, Walmart and 
other stores nationwide and online 
between January 2006 and August 
2015 for about $15. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the pizza 
wheel and contact Calphalon for a full 
refund. 
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Chewbeads Pacifier Clips 
 
Hazard: The “D” ring on the pacifier clip can break, 
allowing beads to detach, posing a choking hazard. 
 
This recall involves five styles of Chewbeads Baby 
pacifier clip holders. The "Where’s the Pacifier?” 
pacifier clips styles include shapes of a Butterfly, 
Dinosaur, Heart, Sheriff Badge and a white baseball 
with red stitching and a major league baseball team 
logo. The pacifier clips have eight multi-colored beads 
threaded through a narrow satin. The garment clip has 

the following number code on the back of the plastic clip: 3/31/14, 08/08/14, 12/01/14, 
14/30/09, 15/02/09, 25/04/14. These pacifier clips were sold at Buy Buy Baby and small 
boutique retail stores nationwide and in Canada from September 2014 through June 2015 for 
$16.50 for the baseball themed clips and $15 for the other style clips. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take these pacifier clips away from young children 
and contact Chewbeads for a free replacement pacifier clip or a refund of the purchase price. 
 
Ear Force XO FOUR Stealth Gaming Headset 
 
Hazard: Mold spores were found on the headsets, posing a risk of respiratory or other 
infections in individuals with chronic health problems. 
 
This recall involves 2015 Ear Force XO FOUR Stealth gaming headsets. Recalled units have a 
13-character alphanumeric serial number that includes C16 through C25 and do not have a 
green dot under the windscreen of the microphone. 
The serial number is printed on the inside of the 
headband of the headset and on the bottom flap of the 
box. These headsets were sold at Best Buy, 
GameStop, Target and Walmart nationwide and online 
at Amazon.com from June 2015 to September 2015 for 
about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the 
recalled headset into a plastic bag with the original box 
and any components, tie or tape the bag closed, and 
contact Turtle Beach for instructions on how to return 
the product for a free replacement gaming headset. 
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CHEFS Vertical Roasters 
 
Hazard: The vertical roasters can 
break or shatter, posing burn and 
laceration hazards. 
 
This recall involves CHEFS-branded 
flameproof ceramic vertical roasters. 
The black roasters consist of a round 
roasting pan with handles and a 
removable insert. The CHEFS logo is at 

the center of the rimmed base. These roasters were sold at online retailers from April 2014 
through May 2015 for between $35 and $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled roasters. Consumers who 
purchased the roaster through Target.com should return the product to any Target store for a 
full refund. All other consumers should discard the product and contact TCC Cooking 
Company to receive a gift card equal to the purchase price. 
 
Safety 1st Décor Wood Highchairs 
 
Hazard: A child can remove the highchair’s tray, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall includes Safety 1st Wood Décor highchairs in 
three models: HC144BZF (Casablanca), HC229CZF 
(Gentle Lace) and HC229CYG (Black Lace). The model 
numbers are printed under the highchair seat. These A-
frame black wood highchairs have a removable fabric, 
black and white print seat pad with a blue or pink border on 
the top and bottom of the seat pad. The highchairs have a 
white plastic, detachable tray with a cone-shaped center 
divider that fits between a child’s legs. “Safety 1st” is 
printed on the front center of the tray. These highchairs 
were sold at Babies R US and Toys R Us retail stores 
nationwide and online from May 2013 through May 2015 
for about $120. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these 
recalled highchairs and contact the firm to receive 
instructions on receiving a new tray with labels. 
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Krud Kutter Adhesive Removers 
 
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the 
Poison Prevention Packaging Act and the labeling on the product 
violates the Federal Hazardous Substances Act because it does 
not warn of the hazard presented. The adhesive remover contains 
petroleum distillates, which pose aspiration and poisoning hazards 
if swallowed. 
 
This recall involves Krud Kutter Decal & Adhesive Remover and 
Krud Kutter Ultra Power Specialty Adhesive Remover. The decal 
adhesive remover came in a clear plastic eight-ounce bottle with a 
purple flip-open top. The specialty adhesive remover came in 8-
ounce, 16-ounce and 32-ounce clear plastic bottles. The 8-ounce 
bottle has a purple flip-open top. The two larger bottles have purple 
trigger spray tops. The recalled adhesive removers have product 
numbers PU08, UP08, UP16 and UP32 and were manufactured 
from October 2014 to July 2015. The product numbers can be 
found on the product label on the back of the product under the 
Krud Kutter Inc. contact information. The date codes are printed on 
the back of the bottle in black ink above the label. Krud Kutter 

adhesive removers with the following date codes are being 
recalled: Product number PU08 with date codes PW4O271 001, 
PW4O281 001, PW4N181 002, PW54111 002 and PW5413 
003; product number UP08 with date codes PW4N191 002, 
PW4N201 002, PW57141 005, PW57151 006, PW57161 006 
and PW57171 006; product number UP16 with date codes 
PW4O231 001, PW4N181 002, PW4D091 004, PW56151 004, 
PW56161 004 and PW57141 005; and product number UP32 
with date codes PW55041 003 and PW55051 003. These 
products were sold at Home Depot and other paint and 
hardware stores nationwide and online at krudkutter.com 
between October 2014 and September 2015 for $5 to $20 each. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled adhesive removers and return them to the store where 
purchased for a full refund.  
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Pottery Barn Avengers and Darth Vader Water Bottles 
 
Hazard: The gray paint on the metal portion of the water bottle can 
contain lead, violating the federal lead paint standard. 
 
This recall involves Avengers and Darth Vader themed stainless 
steel water bottles with images of Thor, The Incredible Hulk and Iron 
Man on one and an image of Darth Vader and the Death Star on the 
other style. The water bottles are gray with a blue or black plastic 
top, a vacuum-valve stopper and are 5 ½ inches tall by 2 ¾ inches in 
diameter. SKU number 7939721 (Avengers) or 7939721 (Darth 
Vader) is printed on the price sticker affixed to the bottom of the 
bottle, along with one of the following date codes: 12/2013, 8/2014 or 
12/2014. A tracking label imprinted on the underside of the bottle 
contains the date code. These bottles were sold exclusively at Pottery Barn Kids and Pottery 
Barn Outlet stores nationwide, through the Pottery Barn Kids catalog and online at 
www.potterybarnkids.com from June 2014 through September 2015 for about $16. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled water bottles from children and 
return them to the nearest Pottery Barn Kids store. Consumers will have the option of a full 
refund or replacement water bottle, plus a $20 Pottery Barn Kids gift card. 
 
Lighthouse Ceramic Mugs 
 
Hazard: Hot liquids can seep through hairline cracks, posing a burn hazard. 
 
The two recalled ceramic mugs are the Pastor’s Wife model #18208, and the Serve with 
Gladness model #18209. Model number 18208 or 18209 is printed on a UPC sticker on the 

bottom of the mug. These mugs were sold at 
Family Christian Stores, Lifeway Christian 
Stores, Mardel, many smaller Christian 
bookstores and online at 
www.christianbook.com from July 2015 
through October 2015 for between $10 and 
$13. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled mugs and return them 
to the store where they were purchased or 
call Lighthouse for a full refund. 
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4Seasons Folding Lounge Chair 
 
Hazard: The chair can tip or recline too quickly, posing a fall 
hazard.  
 
This recall involves three colors of 4Seasons folding lounge 
chairs. The chairs are made of steel tube frames and fabric 
with attached head cushions and came in orange, brown and 
turquoise. The affected SKU numbers are 400085136029, 
400085136036 and 400085136043. The chairs were sold 
exclusively at Ross Stores nationwide between April and June 
2013 for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the chairs 
immediately and cut a 5 inch by 5 inch piece of the fabric in the chair’s seat, rendering it 
unusable. 4Seasons will provide a full refund to all consumers who present the cut 
fabric square and the manufacturer’s tag from the back of the chair. 
 
Comfort Research Bean Bag Chairs  
 
Hazard: The zippers on the bean bag chairs 
can be opened by children who can then crawl 
inside, become entrapped, suffocate or choke 
on the bean bag chair’s foam beads. 
 
This recall involves vinyl polystyrene-filled 
bean bag chairs with a single zipper on the 
exterior cover. Colors and patterns included in 
the recall are black, hot pink, lime, purple, 
royal blue, ruby red, and baseball, basketball, 
football and soccer ball. A tag sewn into bean 
bag chair’s cover seam reads “Made By 
Comfort Research” and “100% Polystyrene.” These beanbag chairs were sold at 
Burlington Coat Factory, Kroger, Meijer stores nationwide and online at Amazon, Bean 
Bag Company, Groupon, Kohl’s, Target, Toys R Us, Wal-Mart, Wayfair and other online 
retailers between January 2010 and October 2013 for between $30 and $40. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled bean bag chairs from 
children and check them for zippers that can be opened. Consumers can contact 
Comfort Research for instructions to permanently disable the zipper. 
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IKEA VYSSA Crib Mattress  
 
Hazard: The crib mattresses could 
create a gap between the mattress 
and crib ends larger than allowed 
by federal regulations, posing an 
entrapment hazard to infants. 
 
This recall involves IKEA SULTAN 
and VYSSA style crib mattresses 
with the following model names: SULTAN BLUNDA, SULTAN DRÖMMA, SULTAN 
SNARKA, SULTAN SUSSA, VYSSA VACKERT, VYSSA VINKA, VYSSA SPELEVINK, 
VYSSA SLÖA and VYSSA SLUMMER. The involved mattresses were manufactured on 
May 4, 2014 or earlier. An identification label attached to the mattress cover has the 
date of manufacture in Month-DD-YYYY format and the model name. A gap between 
the mattress and crib ends larger than two finger width is an indication of the defective 
mattress. The mattresses were sold exclusively at IKEA stores nationwide and online at 
www.ikea-usa.com from October 2000 to May 2014 for about $20 to $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and return 
it to any IKEA store for an exchange or a full refund. 
 
Abby Dining Chairs 
 
Hazard: Chair legs can break unexpectedly, posing a fall hazard. 
 
The Abby Dining Chair has dark brown wooden legs with 
seat and back upholstery in either gray or green fabric with 
black or white edge piping. The chair is approximately 20 
inches wide, 24 inches deep and 36 inches tall. The SKU 
number 428136-CS-C or 428136-GS-C is printed on the 
product packaging. There are no identifying labels on the 
product itself. These chairs were sold at various home 
furnishing retailers nationwide between July 2014 and 
November 2014 for about $200. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
product and contact NPD Furniture for a full refund. 
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Fly Boy Airplane Rocker 
 
Hazard: The red wooden knobs on the rocker’s 
steering panel console can detach, posing a small 
parts choking hazard to young children. 
 
The Levels of Discovery Fly Boy Airplane Rockers are 
wooden children’s rocking chairs. The chairs have red 
wooden spindle frames and red wing-shaped arm 
rests. Hinged to the front of the chair is a light blue U-
shaped airplane steering yoke and a console with red 
wooden knobs with blue painted circular controls and a 
red propeller. The chairs weigh about 17 pounds and 
measures 29 inches tall. Model number RAB00038 is 

printed on the underside of the rocker seat. The rockers were sold at independent 
juvenile product retail stores nationwide and online at www.LevelsofDiscovery.com from 
June 2014 through November 2014 for about $160. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rocker away from young 
children and contact the firm to receive a replacement console.  
 
Linon Home Décor Outdoor Wooden Bistro Sets 
 
Hazard: The chair can unexpectedly tip over, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves foldable outdoor patio chairs sold individually and as a table and two 
chair bistro set. The teak stained wood chairs measure 22 inches wide by 36 inches tall 
and have spaced wood slats on the back and seat. The foldable table measures 28 
inches round by 28 inches tall. These bistro sets were sold at Bed Bath & Beyond, Daily 
Fair, Home Goods, Marshalls, Old Time Pottery and T.J. Maxx stores nationwide from 
February 2014 to February 
2015 for about $30 for the 
chair and $150 for the set. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled folding chairs and 
return the product to the store 
where purchased for a full 
refund. 
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San Pedro 
Manufacturing 
Mattresses and 
Mattress Foundations 
 
Hazard: The mattresses and 
foundations fail to meet the 
mandatory federal open flame 
standards, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
The rebuilt mattresses and mattresses with foundations come in twin, full, queen and 
king sizes. They come in a variety of fabrics and colors, and have a white federal tag 
and yellow state tag with “San Pedro Manufacturing Company, 1041 La Grange Blvd, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30336” sewn at the foot of the mattress. All mattresses sold separately 
and all mattress and foundation sets are being recalled. These mattresses were sold 
nationwide from May 2013 through January 2014 for between $80 and $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact San Pedro Manufacturing Company 
and arrange for the mattress to be picked up, rebuilt to compliant federal flammability 
standards and returned to consumer. 
 
Franklin Power Reclining Furniture 
 
Hazard: The switch used to operate the reclining function can overheat, posing a fire 
hazard to consumers.  

 
This recall involves power reclining furniture with 
rectangular power switches. The black plastic 
switches measure 1 3/8 inches by 3 inches and 
are installed either on the arm, console or side of 
various styles of reclining chairs, sofas and 
sectionals. Furniture with the rectangular power 
switches was sold under the name, Franklin 
Corporation or one of eight private labels, 
including Big Sandy Superstore, Cardi’s 
Furniture, Cimarron Lumber/Sutherland’s, The 
Great American Home Store, Levin Furniture, 
Overstock.com, Raymour & Flanigan and 
Slumberland Furniture. A label on the underside 
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of the footrest lists the retailer or 
private label name and the product 
style number and, if applicable, the 
basic change (BC) number. Style and 
BC numbers included in the recall are: 
Style numbers 41385, 43085, 57285, 
41386, 43086, 57286, 42085, 48285, 
59785, 42086, 48286, 59786 and 
42886; and basic change (BC) 
numbers 05, 44, AI, 23, 46, AQ, 24, 47, AR, 25, 51, AX, 27, 88, AY, 28, AE, BM, 29, AF, 
BN, 35, AG, BO, 40 and AH. Power reclining furniture with a black plastic oval switch is 
not affected by this recall. This furniture was sold at furniture stores nationwide and 
online from October 2013 to December 2014 for between $400 and $4,000.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug the recalled units and contact Franklin 
for a replacement operating switch. 
 
Hampton Bay Patio Sets  
 
Hazard: The patio sets’ rocking chairs can break during normal use, posing a fall 
hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Home Depot’s Hampton Bay-branded Niles Park Collection patio 
sets. The bronze patio sets were sold in combinations of four rocking chairs and a tile-
top fire pit; and two rocking chairs, a love seat and a rectangular coffee table. The 
chairs were also sold separately in sets of two rockers. SKU number 658479, 658480, 
658485, 658486, 662696, 682688 or 1000051056 is located on a label on the lower 
cross bar along the back of the recalled chairs. The sets were sold exclusively at Home 
Depot stores nationwide and 
online at HomeDepot.com from 
October 2014 through January 
2015 for between $280, for two 
chairs, and up to $1,000, for a 
patio set. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
rocking chair of their patio sets 
and contact Dimension 
Industries for a full refund. 
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Baby’s Dream Cribs 
and Furniture 
 
Hazard: The vintage grey 
paint on the cribs, 
furniture, and 
accessories exceeds 
federal lead limits. If 
ingested, lead can cause 
adverse health effects. 
 
This recall involves 
Baby’s Dream full-size cribs, furniture and accessories sold in a vintage grey paint finish 
under the Brie, Braxton, Heritage, Everything Nice and Legendary collections. Cribs and 
furniture included in this recall were manufactured between March 2014 and March 
2015 in Chile. A label affixed to the bottom of the crib’s back frame and the back panel 
of the furniture lists the product name, date and location of manufacture, model number 
and purchase order number (PO#). Model numbers included in the recall are: 
SPCRPVG with PO#s 4812-2, 4816-2 and 4820-1; SUCRPVG with PO#s 4812-3, 4815-
1, 4817-2 and 4820-2; EVHUPVG with PO#s 4814-7 and 4822-6; EVDDPVG with PO#s 
4812-7, 4814-6, 4817-4 and 4821-5; EVSDPVG with PO#s 4817-5 and 4823-6; 
EV5CPVG with PO# 4813-6; EVBCPVG with PO# 4816-7; EVNSPVG with PO#s 4814-
12, 4818-11 and 4822-12; LGSPFPVG with PO#s 4814-4 and 4820-6; LGCRFPVG with 
PO# 4813-5; LGSGFPVG with PO# 4814-3 and 4818-5; LGCRCPVG 4815-5 and 4822-
4; LGSGCPVG with PO#s 4815-4 and 4819-2; LGHUPVG with PO#s 4814-11 and 
4819-6; LGDDPVG with PO#s 4813-8, 4815-10, 4817-8 and 4819-5; LGDRPVG with 
PO# 4815-11; LG5CPVG with PO#s 4815-9 and 4818-8; LGBCPVG with PO# 4823-8; 
LGNSPVG with PO#s 4812-16 and 4815-13; LGGRPVG 4814-16 and 4822-13; 
LGSGCSPVG with PO# 4814-17; BECRPVG with PO#s 4813-1, 4816-1 and 4818-1; 
BXCRPVG with PO#s 4812-1, 4817-1 and 4819-1; HGSDPVG with PO#s 4815-8, 
4817-7 and 4818-7; BDCTPVG with PO#s 4812-15, 4816-11 and 4821-10; BDGRPVG 
with PO#s 4819-9, 4813-12 and 4815-15; BDARPVG with PO#s 4811-18, 4812-18, 
4814-15, 4815-14, 4818-13 and 4821-11; and BDQRPVG with PO#s 4812-20, 4816-13 
and 4821-12. This furniture was sold at specialty furniture stores nationwide and online 
at BabysDream.com from March 2014 through March 2015 for between $350 and $900 
for the cribs, and between $450 and $1,000 for the dressers, hutches, nightstands, 
bookcases and chests. Additional accessories were sold for between $100 and $300. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Baby’s Dream to arrange for an 
exchange. 
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Cost Plus World Market Swivel Stools 
 
Hazard: The weld joint attaching the stool seat to 
the center post can break, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves twist swivel stools with a light 
brown-finish wood seat and base with four black 
metal legs. The stools measure 24.5 inches high in 
the non-extended position and 29.5 inches when 
fully extended. SKU number 438000 is printed on 
the UPC sticker attached to the underside of the 
stool seat. These stools were sold exclusively at 
Cost Plus World Market and World Market stores nationwide and online at 
www.worldmarket.com from February 2011 through February 2015 for about $120. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled stool and return it to 
any Cost Plus World Market or World Market store for a full refund. 
 
La-Z-Boy PowerRecline XRw 
 
Hazard: When reclined, the furniture can tip forward if the consumer exits without 
bringing the chair to an upright position, posing a fall hazard. 
 
The recalled power reclining furniture involves three series of the PowerReclineXRw: 
P16, 32P and 39P. The P16 series is a single-seat recliner; the 32P series is a loveseat 
recliner; and the 39P series is a loveseat with a middle console. The furniture’s back 

and leg rest are raised and lowered 
electronically by pressing buttons built into the 
furniture’s side or on an optional attached 
controller. All models are upholstered in a 
variety of fabrics or leather products. The 
series and style numbers are printed on a 
white label stapled to the front rail behind the 
leg rest or the underside of the leg rest. The 
first three characters of the number will be P16, 
32P or 39P, followed by the style number. 
Recalled recliners include: Series P16 with 
style numbers 366, 403, 502, 508, 512, 515, 
516, 521, 528, 530, 535, 537, 563, 572, 582, 
701, 702, 705, 707, 708, 709, 711, 714, 735, 
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740, 745, 746, 765, 770, 801, 519, 716, 798 and 799; series 32P with style numbers 
512, 582, 746, 765 and 770; and series 39P with style numbers 582, 746 and 770. 
These recliners were sold at La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries stores and independent 
furniture stores nationwide from January 2015 through March 2015 for $600 to $4,300. 
 
Remedy: Consumer should stop using the chair and contact the local dealer where the 
chair was purchased for a refund or a repair. A service technician will schedule a time to 
come to the consumer’s home and install a new part. 
 
Pali Design Children’s Furniture 
 
Hazard: The plastic restraint strap used to attach armoires, combos, dressers and 
hutches to a wall can break and allow the unit to tip over.  
 
This recall involves Pali Design armoires, combos, dressers and hutches sold 
separately or in the following collections: Karla Collection, Mantova Collection, Milano 
Collection, Salerno Collection, Volterra Collection, Wendy Collection and West Point 
Collection. The recall also includes a separate bookcase/hutch available in finishes to 
match the collections. The recalled furniture was manufactured from January 2006 to 
September 2010. The model number, product name and manufacture date are printed 
on a white sticker on the back of the units. The manufacture date is in the YYYY-MM-
DD format. Units with the following model numbers and product names are being 
recalled:  101 Milano Combo, 107 Milano Armoire, 201 Salerno Combo, 205 Dresser, 
206 Salerno Dresser, 705 West Point Dresser, 706 West Point Double Dresser, 707 
West Point Armoire, 709 West Point Hutch, 801 Wendy Combo, 805 Wendy Dresser, 
806 Wendy Double Dresser, 807 Wendy Armoire, 809 Wendy Hutch, 1004 Mantova 
Dresser, 1006 Mantova Double Dresser, 1203 Volterra Dresser, 1205 Volterra Dresser, 
1206 Volterra Double Dresser, 1504 Karla 
Dresser, 1506 Karla Double Dresser, 5555 
Bookcase/Hutch. This furniture was sold at 
independent specialty stores nationwide and 
online from January 2006 to September 2010 
for between $420 and $750.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place 
the recalled armoires, combos, dressers or 
hutches out of the reach of young children and 
contact Pali Design for a free retrofit kit that 
contains newly designed restraint straps, 
mounting hardware and installation instructions. 
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Big Lots Hanging Chairs 
 
Hazard: The hanging chairs can tip over when they 
face sideways and swing beyond the base, posing a 
fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves egg-shaped hanging chairs that 
are made from brown plastic wicker pattern mesh and 
have red seat cushions. They hang from a chain 
connected to a black metal pole and U-shaped base. 
These chairs were sold exclusively at Big Lots stores 
from December 2014 through January 2015 for about 
$300 including the base. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled hanging chairs and return the chair bases 
only to a Big Lots store for a full refund of the entire 
purchase price of the chair and base. Consumers can 
keep the chairs. 
 
Classroom Select NeoRok Stools 
 
Hazard: The stool can break during use, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves three models of Classroom Select NeoRok Stools with a tilting and 
rocking feature, for use by children in the classroom. Recalled stools were sold in three 

sizes: 15 inch tall (item number 1496633), 18 inch tall 
(item number 1496340) and 20 inch tall (item number 
1496342). The stools were sold in five colors: Pistachio 
(green), Paprika (orange), Periwinkle (light blue), 
Cardinal (red) and Marine (navy blue). These stools were 
sold at Classroom Direct catalogs, School Specialty 
Furniture and Equipment catalogs, School Specialty 
Education Essentials catalogs, School Specialty Early 
Childhood catalogs and onschoolspecialty.com from May 
2015 through June 2015 for between $105-115. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
these recalled stools and may contact School Specialty 
for a free replacement stool.  
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Ramart Swing Chairs  
 
Hazard: The swing chairs can tip over, posing a fall 
hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves green, apple-shaped swing chairs 
and brown, teardrop-shaped swing chairs. They hang 
from a chain connected to a metal stand with a circle-
shaped base. The chairs are made from plastic rattan 
and have red cushions. The chairs measure about 42 
inches in diameter and 43 inches tall with a 48 inch 
wide seat cushion. The stand measures about 77 
inches tall. These chairs were sold exclusively at 
HomeGoods stores nationwide from March 2015 
through May 2015 for about $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled swing chairs and 
return them to a HomeGoods store for a full refund. 
 
Ronan Bistro Chairs 
 
Hazard: The rear metal legs can bend unexpectedly and cause the chair to become 
unbalanced, posing a fall hazard to the user. 
 

This recall involves metal Ronan Bistro chairs 
intended for outdoor use. The chairs measure 35 
inches tall, have a slatted seat, a two horizontal slat 
back and were sold in antique white, lagoon blue 
and Poinciana (red). SKU number 502281, 502282 
or 502283 is printed on the UPC sticker attached to 
the sales tag at the time of purchase. These chairs 
were sold exclusively at Cost Plus World Market and 
World Market stores nationwide and online at 
www.worldmarket.com from February 2015 through 
May 2015 for about $60. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the Ronan Bistro chairs and return them to any Cost 
Plus World Market or World Market store for a full 
refund. 
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DaVinci Brand Cribs 
 
Hazard: A metal bracket that 
connects the mattress support to 
the crib can break, creating an 
uneven sleeping surface or a 
gap. If this occurs, a baby can 
become entrapped in the crib, fall 
or suffer lacerations from the 
broken metal bracket. 
 
The recall includes DaVinci brand 
full-size cribs including the 
Reagan crib (model #M2801), the 
Emily crib, (model #M4791), the Jamie crib (model #M7301), and the Jenny Lind crib 
(model #M7391) manufactured from May 2012 through December 2012. The model 
number, serial number and manufacture date are printed on a label affixed to the 
bottom right hand side panel of the crib. Cribs included in the recall have serial numbers 
that begin with “N00,” followed by one of the following numbers: 4959, 5035, 5109, 
5254, 5350, 5035, 4648, 4669, 4962, 5249, 5380, 5534, 5193, 4954, 5029, 5108, 5381, 
4954, 4620, 4669, 4758, 4934, 4994, 5041, 4648, 5214, 5100, 5227, 5313, 5382, 5094, 
5524 and 5644. These cribs were sold at Target and juvenile products stores 
nationwide and online at Amazon.com from May 2012 to December 2013 for between 
$150 and $250. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cribs and contact 
Bexco for a free replacement mattress support which includes replacement brackets.  In 
the meantime, parents are urged to find an alternate, safe sleeping environment for the 
child. 
 
Nipponflex Smart Flex and Smart Care Mattresses 
 
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for 
mattresses, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves all models and sizes of Nipponflex Smart Care, Smart Care split, 
Smart Flex and Smart Flex split mattresses. The mattresses are white in color and have 
an electric massage function controlled by a remote. The split mattresses consist of two 
single mattresses side by side to form a queen or king size mattress. “Nipponflex” and 
“SMART FLEX” or “SMART CARE” are printed on the label on a side of the mattress. 
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These mattresses 
were sold at 
independent 
distributors via in-
home sales from 
April 2014 through 
February 2015 for 
between $2,000 and 
$7,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Nipponflex for free mattress covers to bring the 
mattress into compliance with the federal standard and protect consumers from a fire. 
Assistance with installation is available upon request. 
 
Stork Craft Foam Crib Mattresses 
 
Hazard: The crib mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal mattress flammability 
standard for open flames, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Stork Craft foam crib and crib/toddler mattresses with model 
numbers 06710-100 and 06710-200 and a date of manufacture between August 2014 
and January 2015. The mattresses have a zippered white fabric cover and measure 
about 28 inches wide, 52 inches long and have a 5 inch thick foam core. The model 
number, date of manufacture and “Stork Craft Manufacturing (USA) Inc.” are printed on 
white federal label attached to the white mattress cover. The mattresses’ box has a 
Graco logo. These mattresses were sold at Wal-Mart stores nationwide and online at 
Amazon.com, EChannel.com, ToysRUs.com, Walmart.com and Wayfair.com from 
August 2014 through April 2015 for between $38 and $50. 
 
Remedy: Consumers 
should immediately stop 
using the recalled crib 
mattresses and contact 
Stork Craft for a free, 
zippered mattress barrier 
cover to be placed over the 
mattress foam core and 
under the white mattress 
cover provided with the 
mattress. 
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J.M. Mattresses 
 
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory 
federal open flame standard for mattresses, posing a 
fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves renovated Tight Top RB Sweet 
Dream mattresses sold in twin, full, queen and king 
sizes. Recalled mattresses are ivory, have a white 
federal tag with “Manufactured By: J.M. Mattress, 
4536 W. Gladys Ave. Chicago IL 60624, Model: Tight 
Top RB Sweet Dreams, Protoype ID: TTQRBD Sweet 
Dreams.” These mattresses were sold at independent 
mattress stores from September 2014 through 
December 2014 for between $50 and $500.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact J.M. Mattress to arrange to have the 
recalled mattresses picked up, recovered and returned free of charge. 
 
Rite Aid Outdoor Dining Sets  
 
Hazard: The chair arms and legs can bend and cause the user to fall. 
 
This recall involves a six-piece outdoor patio set containing four folding chairs, a table 
and an umbrella. The umbrellas are 80 inches tall have a coordinated red with stripes 

canvas top. The square table also has a 
metal frame and a hard-plastic clear top. UPC 
number 011822350303 and item number 
9034923 are printed on the packaging of the 
patio set. These sets were sold exclusively at 
Rite Aid stores nationwide and online at 
RiteAid.com from January 2015 to July 2015 
for between $100 and $150. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled chairs and return them 
to the any Rite Aid store for a full refund. 
Consumers are not required to return the 
table and umbrella. 
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Tvilum Stars Mix ‘n’ Match Chairs 
 
Hazard: The chair legs can break, posing a fall hazard 
for anyone sitting in the chair at the time. 
 
The chair seat and back is either black or white molded 
plastic with a cushion seat. The seat cushion is the 
same color as the plastic chair. The four chair legs are 
wood and set in a pyramid style. These chairs were 
sold exclusively at Copenhagen Imports stores from 
May 2013 to June 2015 for about $160. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled chairs and return them to the retailer for a 
full refund, including delivery charges where applicable. 
 
Rejuvenation Shaker Chairs and Bar Stools 
 
Hazard: The legs and back of these products can break, causing the person sitting on 
the chair or stool to fall. 
 
This recall involves a Shaker chair and four different Shaker bar stools identified as 
follows: Occasional Shaker Chair with model number D0484, Windsor Shaker Stool with 

model number D0485, Windsor Shaker Stool 
with model number D0485, Windsor Shaker 
Stool with model number D0487 and Windsor 
Shaker Stool with model number D0487. These 
stools and chairs were sold at Rejuvenation 
stores nationwide, online at 
www.rejuvenation.com and through 
Rejuvenation Catalog nationwide from May 
2015 through June 2015 for about $350 to 
$570. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the chairs and bar stools. Rejuvenation is 
contacting customers directly to arrange for the 
product to be returned for a full refund. 
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IKEA VYSSA SPELEVINK Crib Mattresses 
 
Hazard: The crib mattresses fail to meet the federal open 
flame standard for mattresses, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves IKEA VYSSA SPELEVINK crib 
mattresses. The recalled mattresses are 52 inches long 
and 27 1/2 inches wide. The crib mattresses are white 
with a blue piping around the edge and have a label 
attached to the mattress cover has the date of 
manufacture in Month-DD-YY format or YY-W format and 
the VYSSA SPELEVINK model name.  Mattresses made 
after July 2007 also have a federal tag at the foot of the 
mattress. These mattresses were sold exclusively at IKEA 
stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com from 
October 2000 through May 2014 for about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and return 
them to IKEA for a full refund. Mattresses given to consumers for in exchange for a 
VYSSA SPELEVINK mattress in two previous recalls are included in this recall program. 
 
Bed Bath & Beyond Hammock Stands 
 
Hazard: Z-shaped hooks that attach the hammock to the hammock stand can bend or 
break, resulting in a consumer falling to the ground. 
 
The recalled hammock stand was sold under the Bed Bath & Beyond Destination 
Summer private label. The bronze-colored heavy gauge steel hammock stand with 
enamel finish measures 15 feet long by 3.5 feet wide by 4 feet high. These stands were 
sold exclusively at Bed Bath & Beyond stores nationwide and online from March 2014 
through July 2015 for about $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the product, dispose of the Z-
shaped hooks and 
contact Pride Family 
Brands to obtain a free 
set of heavier-gauged, 
S-shaped replacement 
hooks. 
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Rattan Arm Chairs  
 
Hazard: The chair may tip or slide backward, posing 
a fall hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Ross rattan arm chairs. The 
round chairs measure 48 inches high by 23 inches 
wide. The brown wicker chairs were sold with SKU 
number 400119000982 printed on a hang tag. These 
chairs were sold exclusively at Ross stores 
nationwide from May 2015 through June 2015 for 
about $60. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and return 
them to any Ross store for a full refund. 
 
Pier 1 Imports Katerina Swivel Armchairs 
 
Hazard: The swivel armchair can tip backward while rocking and consumers can fall off, 
posing a fall hazard. 
 

This recall involves Pier 1 Imports’ Katerina 
model outdoor patio swivel armchairs. The 
chair is black/brown powder-coated aluminum 
and swivels and rocks. The chairs measure 
about 29 inches wide, 32 inches deep and 38 
inches high. The chair has SKU number 
2899742.  Pier 1 Imports, Katerina and the 
SKU number are printed on the chair’s 
hangtag. These chairs were sold exclusively 
at Pier 1 Imports stores nationwide and online 
at www.Pier1.com from December 2014 
through July 2015 for between $375 and 
$580. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled swivel armchairs and 
return them to any Pier 1 Imports store for a 
full refund or for a store credit. 
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La-Z-Boy Control Wands sold 
with Silver Luxury Lift Chairs 
 
Hazard: The wand that controls the 
chair’s movements can overheat, 
posing a burn hazard. 
 
The recalled control wands were sold 
with the La-Z-Boy Silver Luxury Lift 
model chairs only. These electric 
wands allow the user to control the 
movement of the chair. The 
rectangular-shaped black plastic 
wands have a large round circle on 
the top of the wand with two circle-shaped graphics that read “LIFT” and “RECLINE” 
and the La-Z-Boy logo printed in white lettering at the bottom of the wand. The words 
“La-Z-Boy,” “REV: 0” and S/N number 37205143800005310 are printed on a label on 
the back of the wand. The Silver Luxury Lift model chairs were sold in a variety of sizes, 
colors and fabrics including leather. These wands were sold at La-Z-Boy Furniture 
Galleries and independent furniture stores nationwide from August 2014 through 
November 2014 with the Silver Luxury Lift Chair for between $900 and $1,700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should unplug the chair from the wall outlet and contact the local 
dealer from whom they purchased the chair who will schedule a time for a service 
technician to install a free replacement control wand. 
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Aqua Lung Buoyancy Compensators with 
SureLock II Weighted Pocket Handles 
 
Hazard: The rubber handles can detach as divers are 
trying to remove the weight pockets to rise to the 
surface in an emergency, posing a drowning hazard. 
 
This recall involves all Aqua Lung buoyancy 
compensator vests with SureLock II rubber handles 
attached to the weight pockets, including those with 
SureLock II handles that were replaced in the previous 
recall. SureLock II handles were installed in all 
discontinued Black Diamond, Pro QD and Pro QDi3 
models with serial numbers lower than BB408620. 
The recall also includes all Apeks Black Ice, Axiom, 

Axiom i3, Balance, Dimension, Libra, Lotus,  Pearl, Pearl i3, ProLT and Zuma models with 
serial numbers lower than BB408620. The buoyancy compensator’s model name is 
embroidered on the inside back pad or on the right lobe. The serial numbers are located on a 
tag under the back pad of the compensator or inside the pocket. These buoyancy 
compensators were sold at sporting goods and scuba diving stores nationwide from 
September 2008 through October 2014 for between $460 and $700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled buoyancy compensators and 
return the two weight pockets to an authorized Aqua Lung dealer to receive a free inspection 
and free newly-designed replacement weight pocket handles. 
 
Hoppe’s Semi-Auto Gun Bore Cleaner 
 
Hazard: Bottles have a child-resistant cap that can become loose. 
Chemicals in this product can cause skin irritation, internal injury or death 
if ingested. 
 
This recall involves Hoppe’s Semi-Auto Gun Bore Cleaner. This product 
is packaged in a brown 5 ounce plastic bottle with a blue and yellow label 
and black cap. The recalled item number is SA904 and can be found 
above the UPC code on the label. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately discontinue use of the product, 
ensure that the cap is secured on the bottle, keep out of the reach of 
children and contact Hoppe’s for a replacement and disposal instructions. 
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Black Diamond Whippet Ski Poles  
 
Hazard: The stainless steel pick in the handgrip can break and fail to slow or 
stop users from sliding downhill on a snow- or ice-covered slope, posing a risk 
of injury. 
 
This recall includes Black Diamond Whippet and Whippet Carbon ski poles 
manufactured May 2013 through January 2014. The Whippet is gray with two 
telescoping shafts and the Carbon Whippet is black with three telescoping 
shafts. "Black Diamond" and the Black Diamond logo are on the upper shaft of 
both models. Recalled poles have picks with polished surfaces, a notch in the 
top of the pick and a date code between 13121 and 14015 etched on the pole. 
The date code can be found by removing the locking mechanism on the middle 
shaft of the Carbon Whippet and the lower shaft of the Whippet. These ski 
poles were sold at major outdoor retailers globally from January 2014 to 
November 2014 for between about $100 for the Whippet and about $140 for 
the Carbon Whippet. The poles are sold individually. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ski poles and 
contact Black Diamond to receive a free replacement for the upper shaft. 
 
Pro Armor Utility Vehicle Doors  
 
Hazard: The latch pin can disengage from the latch and allow the door to open while the 
vehicle is moving, posing a risk of ejection of a rider and impact or laceration hazards. 
 
This recall involves Pro Armor doors sold as 
accessories for model year 2010 through 2014 
Polaris RZR 800 and RZR 900 models. The 
doors have a black powder coated finish. The 
panels are interchangeable and come in two 
styles. One style has cutout vents along the top 
and the other style has none. The doors were 
sold at powersports dealers and online 
nationwide from June 2014 through October 
2014 for about $550 to $600 for the set. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using vehicles with these doors and contact Pro 
Armor for a free repair kit. 
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Felt Cyclocross Bicycles  
 
Hazard: The frame of the bicycle can 
break, causing the rider to lose 
control, fall and suffer injuries. 
 
This recall includes Felt Cyclocross 
bicycles 2015 models F65X and 
F85X. The 2015 F65X bicycle has a 
satin black aluminum frame with “Felt” 
printed in white letters and a diagonal 
wide white stripe next to a thin white 
stripe on the frame. The 2015 F85X bicycle has a dark red berry colored aluminum frame with 
diagonal stripes in black, mint green and yellow on the frame. The Felt logo is printed on the 
bike frame and the model number is printed on the chainstay of the bicycle frame. The bicycles 
were sold at bicycle specialty stores nationwide from June 2014 through September 2014 for 
between $1,200 and $1,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact their 
local Felt Bicycles dealer for a free inspection and frame replacement. 
 
Salsa Bearpaw Bicycle Forks 
 
Hazard: The bicycle fork can bend or break, posing a fall hazard to the 
rider. 
 
This recall involves all aluminum Salsa Bearpaw forks sold separately and 
on Mukluk bicycles. The forks have date code 20130524, 20130710 or 
20130826 stamped on the fork steerer, followed by “CWI2201BAN2” and a 
Salsa compass graphic on the bend of the fork blades. Consumers or the 
dealer will need to disassemble the front of the bicycle to access the 
steerer tube with the date code and model information. The forks were sold 
in “tequila lime” with black paint, “metallic gold,” red and black. The forks 
and bikes were sold at bicycle stores nationwide and online at various 
websites from September 2013 through November 2014 for about $250 
separately and for between $1,850 and $4,400 for the bicycles. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles equipped 
with the recalled Salsa Bearpaw forks and contact a Salsa dealer for a free 
inspection and replacement fork. 
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GCI Outdoor BleacherBack Stadium Seats 
 
Hazard: The backrest can fail, posing a risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves GCI Outdoor BleacherBack stadium 
seats. The seats are made of a powder-coated steel 
frame, a fabric backrest and a fabric-covered padded 
bottom. The backrest and seat bottoms were sold in the 
colors black, green, maroon, navy blue, red and royal blue. 
Recalled stadium seats have the following purchase order 
(PO) numbers: 41223, 41269, 41273, 41332, 41348, 
41367, 41371, 41371, 41379, 41380, 41390, 41401, 
41515, 41520, 41537, 41538, 41539, 41540, 41541, 
41542, 41627, 41628, 41629, 41630, 41631, 41632, 
41633, 41634, 41635, 41636, 41639, 41640, 41641, 41642, 41643, 41644, 41645, 41646, 
41647, 41648, 41649, 41668, 41715, 41716, 41717 and 41718. The PO number is on a small 
white tag under the product information label sewn onto the back of the chair inside the pocket. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled stadium chairs and contact 
GCI Outdoor for a free strap repair kit. 
 
Ameristep Hyde Cliff Hanger and Sky Walker Tree Stands 
 
Hazard: The cast aluminum platform can break, causing the user to fall to the ground and 
suffer serious injuries. 
 
This recall involves two 2014 models of hang-on tree stands used by hunters. They include the 
Ameristep Hyde Cliff Hanger with model number 2RX1H008C and date code JH-2014-3-6 and 

the Ameristep Hyde Sky Walker with model number 
2RX1H009C and date code JH-2014-3-6. The date 
code is stamped on the back of the tree stand’s 
aluminum seat frame. The model number is printed on 
the packaging and in the manual. The tree stands were 
sold at Bass Pro Shops and other sporting goods stores 
nationwide from July 2014 through November 2014 for 
between $220 and $250. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled product and contact Primal Vantage for a 
full refund. 
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Yamaha YZ250 Off-Road Motorcycles 
 
Hazard: The engine can lock up 
during operation, causing a rider to 
lose control of the vehicle and crash, 
resulting in injuries and death. 
 
This recall involves model year 2015 
Yamaha competition off-road 
motorcycles with model numbers 
YZ250FFL and YZ250FFW. The 
recalled motorcycles are blue and 
white, and white and red. The model 
number is on left and right side of the fuel tank cowling. The vehicle identification number (VIN) 
is stamped on the frame near the steering stem. The letter F in the 10th position of the VIN 
number indicates that the unit was made in the 2015 model year. These motorcycles were sold 
at Yamaha motorcycle dealers nationwide from May 2014 through November 2014 for about 
$7,600.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled motorcycles and contact 
their local Yamaha dealer to schedule a free repair.  
 
UVEX Bicycle Helmets 
 
Hazard: The anchor for the helmet’s chinstrap can fail, 
causing the helmets to slide off the head, posing a head 
injury hazard. The bicycle helmets also do not comply with 
the impact requirements of the CPSC safety standards for 
bicycle helmets. 
 
This recall involves seven models of UVEX helmets. The 
helmets come in a variety of colors with different colored 
chin straps. The helmets have a model number inside the 
helmet under the fitting pad on the top right side. The 
affected helmet model numbers are XB017, XB022, XB025, 
XB027, XB032, XB036 and XB038. These helmets were sold at sporting goods and bicycle 
specialty stores nationwide from September 2009 through June 2014 for about $100 to $260. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the helmets and contact UVEX for a free compliant 
helmet or a refund of the purchase price. 
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SKLZ Recoil 360 All-Position Resistance Trainers 
 
Hazard: A weld on a ring on the 
resistance trainer’s belt can break 
during use and cause the resistance 
trainer’s flexible cord to quickly and 
unexpectedly retract and hit an 
exercise partner who is holding the 
other end. 
 
This recall involves the SKLZ Recoil 
360 All-Position Resistance Trainers, which is a leash-type device that provides resistance 
during exercise. The resistance trainer consists of a belt, an 8-foot flexible cord attachment 
leash, a safety handle and a storage bag. “SKLZ” followed by an arrow is printed on the belt. 
Users wear the belt, which is connected to the flexible cord. The safety handle, connected to 
the flexible cord, is held by a coach or partner to provide resistance while the user runs, jumps 
or shuffles. In lieu of a coach or partners, the safety handle can be connected to a sturdy 
stationary object like a fence or post. Belts with the arrow before the “SKLZ” are not included in 
this recall. These resistance trainers were sold at Academy LTD, Dick’s Sporting Goods and 
other sporting goods and fitness stores; sporting goods and fitness catalogs; and online at 
SKLZ.com and Amazon.com from January 2013 through December 2014 for about $40. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled resistance trainers and 
contact SKLZ to return them for a free replacement resistance trainer, including free shipping. 
 
Gibbs Quadski and Quadski XL Sports Amphibians 
 
Hazard: The handlebar can fail while the vehicle is 
in operation, causing the operator to lose control of 
the steering and braking system of the vehicle, 
posing a risk of injury.  
This recall includes Gibbs’ Quadski which is a one-
seater and Quadski XL which is a two-seater. The 
products are high speed amphibious vehicles that 
are an ATV on land, and also operate on water. 
The recalled vehicles have HIN numbers ranging 
from US-GSA601J213 though US-GSAJ1048C414 
on Quadski and US-GSAJ5001J213 though US-
GSAM5203H415 on Quadski XL. HIN numbers are 
printed on a plate located on the right rear corner of 
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the vehicle. Brand and 
model names are printed 
on the back panel and on 
the side of the vehicle. 
These vehicles were sold 
at Gibbs Sports 
Amphibians dealers 
nationwide from January 
2012 through October 
2014 for about $42,000. 

 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact an 
authorized dealer for a repair at no cost. 
 
Matrix Fitness Varsity Series Strength Training Machines 
 
Hazard: The handle attachment on the strength training machines can detach during use and 
hit the user with force and/or cause the user to lose balance and fall. This poses a risk of 
impact injury, laceration and fall hazards. 
 
This recall involves five models of the Matrix Fitness 
series strength training machines with chrome frames, 
stacked weights, overhead pulleys and some with black 
or blue vinyl seats and thigh supports. Models include 
VY-6021 Lat Pulldown, VY-6042 Bicep/Triceps Press, 
VY-6046 Lat Pulldown/Low Row, VY-6099 Total Body 
Trainer and the J7021 Special Order Lat Pull. “Matrix” 
and the model number are printed on a white sticker at 
the base of the machines. They are used in commercial 
fitness facilities such as health clubs, hotels, apartment 
complexes and rehabilitation centers, schools and 
municipal facilities. These machines were sold at 
Johnson Health Tech North America and its fitness 
equipment dealers nationwide from July 2013 through 
October 2014 for between $3,300 and $4,000. 
 
Remedy: Owners should immediately prevent people 
from using the strength training machines and contact 
Johnson Health Tech North America to schedule a free 
repair. 
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Marin MBX 50 and Tiny Trail Bicycles 
 
Hazard: The handlebars can loosen or separate 
during use. This can cause the rider to lose 
control and/or crash, posing the risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves Marin 2014 model MBX 50 
and Tiny Trail boys’ and girls’ bicycles with 16-
inch knobby tires. The single speed bicycles 
have high-rise handlebars and training wheels.  
The boys’ bicycles were sold in red and have 
serial number HA14980XXXXXX. The girls’ 

bicycles were sold in purple and have serial number HA14982XXXXXX. Serial numbers are 
printed on a foil label affixed to the underside of the base of the down tube. These bicycles 
were sold at bicycles stores nationwide from September 2013 through December 2014 for 
about $250. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle and contact Marin for 
a replacement handlebar stem. 
 
KTM and Husqvarna Off-Road Motorcycles 
 
Hazard: The front fork pistons can become stuck within the fork leg and cause the operator to 
lose control of the motorcycle and crash. 
 
This recall involves model year 2015 KTM brand and Husqvarna brand Enduro motorcycles 
with 125cc to 300cc, 2-cycle engines and 250cc to 450cc, 4-cycle engines. Recalled KTM 
motorcycles are orange and black. Recalled Husqvarna motorcycles are white with blue and 
yellow markings. Model year 2015 motorcycles will have the letter F in the 10th position of the 
vehicle identification number (VIN). The VIN is located on the right side of the steering head. 
These motorcycles were sold at KTM and 
Husqvarna Motorcycles authorized dealers 
nationwide from June 2014 to October 
2014 for between $6,000 and $11,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop riding the recalled motorcycles and 
schedule an appointment with an 
authorized KTM or Husqvarna dealer for a 
free recall service check and repair. 
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Zipp 88 Bicycle Wheel Hubs 
 
Hazard: The hub flange ring on the front hub 
can fail posing a crash and injury hazard. 
 
The aluminum hub shell is silver. The outside 
flange ring is gray aluminum in the standard 
option and blue, gold, gray, pink or red in the ZedTech options. The diameter of the two clinch 
nuts is approximately 1 inch. The first version of the 88 hub is the only one affected by the 
recall. The first version has the Z logo on the flange ring. The other versions – not affected by 
this recall – do not have the Z logo on the flange ring. The hubs were sold in five bike brands 
and sold separately. Models included in the recall were as follows: Specialized 2010 TARMAC 
SWorks Super Light, 2010 SWorks Transition and 2011 SWorks Tarmac SL3 Limited; Giant 
2009 TCR Advance SL 0, 2009 Trinity Advance SL 0, 2010 TCR Advance SL 0 and 2010 
Trinity Advance SL 0; Felt 2009 AR Team Issue, 2009 DA, 2009 B2 Pro, 2010 DA, 2010  DA 
Di2 and 2010  B2 Pro; Orbea 2010 Orca RED, 2010 Orca Di2, 2011 Orca GRD, 2011 Ordu 
GDi2 and 2011 Ordu GLT; and Cannondale 2010 Super Six Hi Mod Di2 and 2010 Slice Hi 
Mod Ultimate. These hubs were sold at specialty bicycle retailers nationwide. Front hub sold 
for about $215; front wheel with the hub sold for about $920; front and rear wheel set sold for 
about $2,300; and bicycles with the wheel set containing the recalled hub sold for about 
$5,000 to $12,000. Items were sold between October 2008 and December 2010. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles equipped with the recalled Zipp 
88 front hub and contact SRAM for a free replacement hub. 
 
SCOTT Vanish Evo Bicycle Helmets 
 
Hazard: The bicycle helmets do not comply with the impact 
requirements of the CPSC safety standards for bicycle 
helmets. 
 
The following serial number ranges are included in this 
recall: 2014-06/009359 through 2014-09/027210. The serial 
number is printed on a white sticker inside the back of the 
helmet. These helmets were sold at authorized SCOTT 
dealers nationwide and online from July 2014 through 
December 2014 for about $200. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
bicycle helmet and take it to an authorized SCOTT dealer for a refund of the purchase price. 
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Flow 2014 Flite-Series Snowboard Bindings 
 
Hazard: A pin can disengage and cause the binding to 
open, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves Flow 2014 Flite-series snowboard 
bindings with model names Flite, Haylo, Micron Youth, Flite 
LTD and Flite MTN. The bindings have a snaplock lever on 
the rear, a cable adjustment dial on the side of the 
baseplate, a matte texture finish on the baseplate and a 
glossy “Flow” and Flow’s logo on the hiback. They are black; black and white; black, white and 
blue; or black, white, blue and yellow. These bindings were sold at Dick’s Sporting Goods, 
EVO, SNSboards, Sport Chalet, The House, Wired Sport, Zumiez and other stores nationwide 
and online from July 2014 through February 2015 for between $110 and $150 for the bindings. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowboard bindings and 
contact Flow Sports for a free repair or to return the bindings for free replacement bindings or a 
full refund. 
 
SCARPA F1 EVO Ski Boots with Tronic System Component 
 
Hazard: The Tronic system, can unexpectedly switch from ski mode to walk mode, not 
allowing the boot to release from the binding, posing a fall or injury hazard. 
 
This recall involves the men’s and women’s SCARPA F1 EVO ski boots with the Tronic system 

component. The Tronic system locks the boot into the ski 
binding. The boots were sold in royal blue for men and 
aqua blue for women with “SCARPA” written in white 
letters on the lower outer side of the boot. The model 
name “F1 EVO” is printed on the upper right outside 
ankle cuff of the boots. These boots were sold at 
authorized SCARPA dealers and retailers in the United 
States and Canada, including Oregon Mountain 
Community, REI and Skimo Co., and online at 
www.scarpa.com from October 2014 through January 
2015 for about $700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
boots and contact SCARPA North America for a full 
refund. 
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Aerobars Bicycle Handlebars 
 
Hazard: The bolt used to affix the aerobars to 
the bicycle can loosen, posing a fall hazard to 
the rider. 
 
This recall involves carbon and alloy Aerobars 
sold individually and with model years 2012 
through 2015 Specialized Shiv bicycles and 
model year 2013 Specialized Transition Apex 
bicycles. The carbon Aerobar was sold in 
black with a white Specialized logo on the top 
side of the handlebar, and the alloy model was sold in black with no markings. The handlebars 
were sold at authorized Specialized Bicycle dealers nationwide and online at 
www.specialized.com from November 2011 to February 2015 for between $200 and $575. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled aerobars and contact 
Specialized Bicycle Components to receive replacement extension mounting hardware. 
 
Yamaha Viking VI Side By Side Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The rear wheels can loosen and cause the rear end of the vehicle to wobble or the 
rear wheels to come off and cause the vehicle to crash, resulting in injury or death hazard. 
 
This recall involves 2015 model YXC700DF (Viking VI), YXC700DHFH (Viking VI Hunter), 
YXC700PF (Viking VI EPS) and YXC700PHFH (Viking VI EPS Hunter) side x side vehicles. 
Model numbers can be found on the owner’s manual. The letter F in the 10th position of the 
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) indicates that the vehicle is 2015 model. The VIN is 
stamped on the frame behind the left rear wheel. The vehicles come in Realtree (multicolor), 
hunter green, red and steel blue. 
These vehicles were sold at 
Yamaha dealerships nationwide 
from June 2014 through March 
2015 for $12,800 to $14,600. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
vehicles and contact their local 
Yamaha dealer to schedule a 
free repair.  
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Civia Hyland Bicycles and Fenders 
 
Hazard: The fender mounting bracket can break or 
bend, posing a fall hazard to the rider. 
 
This recall includes all Civia aluminum fenders sold 
separately as aftermarket sets and all Civia Hyland 
bicycles sold with the fenders as original equipment. 
The recalled fenders are round, designed for use with 
700c wheels and tires. Fender sets came in black, 
blue, green, olive, red and silver. Hyland bicycles 
came in blue, green, olive and red. The bikes have 
"Hyland" on the top tube, "Civia" on the down tube and 
the Civia logo on the seat tube. The fenders were sold at independent bicycle retailers 
nationwide and online from April 2008 through March 2013 for about $60 per Civia fender set 
and between $1,200 and $4,500 for Civia Hyland bicycles. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding bicycles with the recalled fenders and 
contact an authorized Civia Cycles dealer to receive a $60 credit. 
 
Husky Securelock Vertical Bike Hooks 
 
Hazard: The mounted bike hooks can unexpectedly detach, allowing the bike to fall. This 
poses a risk of injury to bystanders. 
 
This recall involves Husky Securelock vertical bike hooks used with a Husky Trackwall garage 

storage system. The 3 by 3.5 inch black metal plate 
is mounted to the grooves in the Trackwall and the 
bike’s tire is attached to a hook protruding from the 
plate. There are no markings on the hook. The 
Trackwall has “Husky” printed on the lower left 
corner. The hook holds up to a 35 pound bike. These 
bike hooks were sold exclusively at Home Depot 
stores nationwide from April 2011 to March 2015 for 
about $9. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled hooks and return them to the nearest 
Home Depot store for a full refund. 
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Gorsuch ERTLRENZ Trim Heat and 
Foam Heat Ski Boot Liners 
 
Hazard: Liner can overheat when charging, 
posing a fire hazard. 
 
The ERTLRENZ Trim Heat and Foam Heat are 
handmade, customized, black inner heat liners 
for ski boots. Every product is accompanied by a 
charger and a remote control for the heating 
system. There also is an accompanying 
ERTLRENZ instruction manual supplied with the 
heat liners at the time of purchase. These liners 
were sold at Gorsuch Ltd. stores in Aspen, Vail 
and Beaver Creek from November 2011 through March 2015 for about $690. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the heat liners and return the product 
with accessories to Gorsuch LTD or a Gorsuch store for repair or replacement. 
 
Trek Bicycles Equipped with Front Disc Breaks 
 
Hazard: An open quick release lever on the bicycle’s front wheel hub can come into contact 
with the front disc brake assembly, causing the front wheel to come to a sudden stop or 
separate from the bicycle, posing a risk of injury to the rider.  
 
This recall involves all models of Trek bicycles from model years 2000 through 2015 equipped 
with front disc brakes and a black or silver quick release lever on the front wheel hub that 
opens far enough to contact the disc brake. Bicycles with front quick release levers that do not 

open a full 180 degrees from the 
closed position are not included in 
the recall. These bicycles were sold 
at bicycle stores nationwide from 
September 1999 through April 
2015 for between $480 and $1,650.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop 
using the bicycles immediately and 
contact an authorized Trek retailer 
for free installation of a new quick 
release on the front wheel. 
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Pedego Lithium Ion Rechargeable Bicycle 
Batteries 
 
Hazard: The batteries can overheat, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
This recall involves 36-volt and 48-volt lithium ion 
rechargeable batteries sold separately and as 
original equipment with Pedego electric bikes. 
Recalled batteries of each voltage came in two 
styles. One style has a silver or black metal case that measures about 13 ½ inches long, 6 ½ 
inches wide and 2 ½ inches high, with black plastic end caps and a handle. The other style has 
a black or white plastic case that measures about 14 inches long, 6 ½ inches wide and 2 ½ 
inches high with a red indicator lamp on one end. The batteries have serial numbers that start 
with “DLG.” A label with the serial number is on one side of the metal batteries and on the 
underside of the plastic batteries. These batteries were sold at bicycle stores and electric bike 
retailers and online at www.pedegoelectricbikes.com from January 2010 through September 
2013. The batteries were sold separately for about $600 to $900 and on electric bicycles that 
sold for between $2,000 and $3,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the battery from the bike and contact 
Pedego for a free replacement battery. 
 
Rocky Hunting Boots 
 
Hazard: The boots’ snake guard can fail to protect the wearer’s feet from a snake bite.  
 
The recalled boots are 16-inch tall rubber hunting boots sold 
under the Rocky brand name. The recalled boots have a 
camouflage pattern on the outside of the shaft and foot. A 
white label on the inside of the shaft of has the Rocky logo, 
product number RKYS153, a date code between 12-14 and 
01-15 in the MM-YY format. These boots were sold at various 
retailers nationwide, including Tomlinson’s, Bowie Outfitters, 
and Mossy Oak stores, and online at www.rockyboots.com 
during March 2015 for about $200. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop wearing the recalled boots 
immediately and contact Rocky Brands for a full refund or a 
free pair of replacement snakebite-proof hunting boots. 
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Felt Cruiser Bicycles 
 
Hazard: The bicycle’s brakes can 
fail, posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall involves beach cruiser 
style Felt Deep Six and El Guapo 
model bicycles with one speed and 
coaster brakes.  “Felt” and “Deep 
Six” or “El Guapo” are printed on the 
bicycle’s frame. The Deep Six was 
sold in black cherry with white sidewall tires and the El Guapo was sold in matte black with 
white tires. The Deep Six has a serial number between YI31106188 and YI31106287. The El 
Guapo has a serial number between YI31106288 and YI31106387. The serial number is 
printed on the bicycle’s bottom bracket. These bicycles were sold at bicycle specialty stores 
nationwide from June 2014 through March 2015 for between $600 and $750. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact a Felt 
bicycle dealer for a free inspection and replacement of the rear hub cog/driver. 
 
TenPoint and Wicked Ridge Crossbows 
 
Hazard: After the safety has been re-engaged, the crossbows can fire under certain 
circumstances if a consumer pulls the trigger, posing an injury hazard. 
 
This recall involves nine models of two brands of crossbows that can be identified by their 
serial numbers, which are located on the left side of the barrel of the crossbow below the 
trigger box. The TenPoint or Wicked Ridge brand name is printed on both sides of the 
crossbow barrel on all models except the GT Flex. The model name appears on both sides of 
the stock on all models. The GT Flex crossbows are black. The other affected models are 

camouflage patterns. One TenPoint 
Titan Extreme model crossbow and 
one Wicked Ridge Warrior HL 
model crossbow were specially 
produced in black, rather than the 
camouflage pattern that is standard 
for those models. The crossbows 
were manufactured from 2011 to 
2014. The following models and 
model numbers are included in the 
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recall: TenPoint Shadow Ultra-Lite 
models C14018-7521 and C14018-7522 
with serial number range G000001–
G006449; TenPoint Turbo XLT II 
models C12020-4920, C12020-4521 and 
C12020-4522 with serial number ranges 
F54796-F55233, G50000-G55924, 
H50000-H54851 and F000001-F007055; 
TenPoint Titan Extreme models 
C12047-6520, C12047-6521, C12047-
6522, C13047-1912 and C13047-5312 
with serial number ranges F88113-
F91878, G80001-G89999, H80000-
H96243 and H000001-H015400; TenPoint  Maverick HP models C11055-3000, C11055-
3521, C11055-3522, C11055-6000, C11055-6520, C11055-6521 and C11055-6522 with serial 
number ranges F41618-F41909 and G40000-G40353; TenPoint GT Flex models C08066-
3000, C08066-3420, C08066-3421, C08066-3422, C08066-3430, C08066-3431, C08066-
3432, C14066-1000, C14066-1330, C14066-1331 and C14066-1332 with serial number 
ranges F70173-F70299, G70000-G70151, H70000-H70299 and I000001-I000452; TenPoint 
Phantom CLS-S models C10003-4211, C10003-4212, C10003-4221 and C10003-4222 with 
serial number ranges F00002-F00261 and G00001-G00156; Wicked Ridge Raider CLS 
models WR1221.6230,  WR1221.6326 and WR1221.6336 with serial number ranges 
J000001–J000831, V70000–V72011 and W70001-W71806; Wicked Ridge Invader HP 
models WR1205.6336, WR1205.6436 and  WR1205.6446 with serial number ranges 
K000001–K008644, V00000–V20881 and W01437-W10261; Wicked Ridge Warrior HL 
models  WR1215.6330, WR1215.6430,  WR1215.6440 and  WR1415.1436 with serial number 
ranges L000001–L011095, W40000–W55874 and V40000–V52357. These crossbows were 
sold at Bass Pro Shops, Cabela’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Dunham’s Sports, Gander 
Mountain, MC Sports, other hunting and sporting goods stores nationwide; direct sales from 
TenPoint; and online at Amazon.com, Basspro.com, Cabelas,com, dickssportinggoods.com 
and other internet retailers from January 2011 to May 2015 for between $400 and $1,800. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled crossbows. Contact 
TenPoint for detailed instructions on how to inspect any TenPoint or Wicked Ridge crossbow 
and instructions on how to receive a free repair, if the crossbow poses an unexpected firing 
hazard. 
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Valor Athletics Olympic Weight Bench 
 
Hazard: The weld joining the front leg to the main 
frame can break, posing an injury hazard to the user. 
 
This recall involves Valor Fitness BF-38 
Flat/Incline/Decline Olympic Benches. The benches 
are used to perform various free weight exercises. 
The recalled benches have a gray, steel frame that 
measures 53 inches long by 43 inches wide by 47 
inches tall and have black, multi-position seat and 
back pads. They have adjustable bar supports with 
safety bar hooks and plate storage pegs on the rear 
of the uprights. The Valor Fitness logo and model 
number are on the main cross frame between the 
two uprights. These benches were sold at Valorathleticsinc.com and Valorfitness.com from 
January 2014 to September 2014 for about $300. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the bench and contact Valor Fitness for a 
free repair. 
 
Hewitt Chain Driven Marine Winches 
 
Hazard: The top and bottom roller chains in the winch can break, causing the winch and 
marine lift to fail. This can pose an injury hazard to the user or bystander. 
 

This recall includes Hewitt Machine & Manufacturing winches 
with model number 1501, 2001 and 2501 printed on the front 
label of the product. The winches can be used in various marine 
lifts. Recalled winches were manufactured December 2013 
through September 2014 and have a date code in the MM YY 
format stamped on the front right side of the product. These 
winches were sold at independent boat and watersport dealers 
nationwide and internationally and online at buyhewitt.com from 
April 2014 through October 2014 for about $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled winches and contact Hewitt Machine & Manufacturing 
or their local dealer to arrange for a free replacement of the 
roller chains. 
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BRP ATVs 
 
Hazard: The youth ATVs fail to meet 
requirements of the federal ATV standard for 
maximum unrestricted speed and parking 
brakes, posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall is for model year 2008 through 
2015 Can-Am Mini DS ATVs. The recalled 
vehicles are youth model ATVs and have 
engines sizes of 70 cubic centimeters and 
90 cubic centimeters. They were sold in 

black and yellow. Model year 2008 through 2014 DS 70 ATVs fail to meet requirements 
pertaining to the unrestricted maximum speed of the vehicle. Model year 2008 through 2015 
DS 70 and DS 90 ATVs fail to meet parking brake requirements. These ATVs were sold at 
Can-Am dealers nationwide from July 2007 through January 2015 for between $1,800 and 
$2,800. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact a BRP 
dealer to schedule a free repair. 
 
Conlago Bicycles and Frame Kits 
 
Hazard: The front brakes can detach from fork during use, posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall involves all Colnago CF10 and Colnago V1-r racing bicycles and frame kits that fit 
28-inch wheels. Model numbers CF10 or V1-r are on both sides of the front fork. Model CF10 
frames come in the colors black with white letters and red trim, and black with white letters and 
yellow trim. Model V1-r frames come in the colors black with white letters and red trim, gray 
with black letters and black trim, gray with 
white letters and white trim, and white with 
silver letters and silver trim. These 
bicycles were sold at authorized Colnago 
dealers from August 2014 to April 2015 for 
between $4,800 and $12,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using 
the recalled bicycles and bicycle frame 
kits and contact Colnago America for a 
free inspection.  
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GT Mountain Bicycles 
 
Hazard: The front wheel hub 
can break and cause the disc 
brake system to fail, posing 
crash and injury hazards to the 
consumer. 
 
This recall involves all 2015 
model year GT Fury Elite and 
GT Fury Expert downhill 
mountain bicycles. The recalled 
2015 Fury Elite model is white with blue and red accents. The recalled 2015 Fury Expert model 
is metallic grey with lime green accents. The bicycles have front and rear disc brakes and 
come with rear shock absorbers and front suspensions. The model names are printed in small 
letters on the top tube of the bicycles near the word Fury. These bicycles were sold at 
authorized GT dealers from November 2014 to March 2015 for between $3,200 and $4,400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and return them to 
the nearest authorized GT dealer to have the complete front wheel replaced free of charge. 
 
ORTOVOX S1+ Avalanche Transceiver 
 
Hazard: The S1+ hardware can fail, resulting in an inability to transmit a discoverable signal 
during an emergency, even as the unit appears to be powered on and functioning properly. 
 
The ORTOVOX S1+ transceiver is used as a beacon to locate an individual in the event of 
avalanche burial. The flip-case design transceiver is black 
with green accent stripes on the top sides. All transceivers 
manufactured from 2010 through 2014 are included in the 
recall. The manufacture date is printed inside the battery 
door on the back of the transceiver with a roman numeral 
representing the quarter of the year and a two digit 
number referring to the year. These transceivers were 
sold at outdoor specialty retailers, ski shops and online 
from July 2010 through April 2015 for about $490. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled S1+ 
transceiver beacons immediately and return them to 
ORTOVOX for a free repair. 
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Coulter Ventures MobilityWOD Door Anchor  
 
Hazard: The nylon strap can pull out from the plastic anchor, causing the 
user to lose balance and fall or the attached hardware to recoil and strike 
the user, posing an injury hazard. 
 
This recall involves the Rogue Fitness MobilityWOD Door Anchor. The 
anchor is used to anchor elastic bands for use in stretching and mobility 
exercises. The door anchor has a red plastic tab anchor with “ROGUE” 
embossed on one side attached to a black nylon strap with a metal ring 
and carabiner on the other end.  The anchor measures about 8 inches 
long by 1.5 inches wide. These anchors were sold exclusively at Rogue 
Fitness websites: www.roguefitness.com and www.rogueapo.com from 
March 2015 through April 2015 for about $25.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled door 
anchor and contact Coulter to receive a full credit or full refund. 
 
SR Suntour Bicycle Forks 
 

Hazard: The bolt that attaches the upper part of the bicycle’s fork to the 
lower part of the fork can break or separate and cause the front wheel to 
come off the bicycle. This is a crash hazard for riders. 
 
This recall involves Cannondale, Diamondback, Giant, GT, INA 
International, Nishiki, Schwinn, Scott and Trek brand bicycles with SR 
Suntour bicycle forks models M3010, M3020, M3030, NEX and XCT. The 
recalled forks have serial numbers in the top row beginning with “K” and 
ending with a number between 141101 and150127. The fork model and 
serial numbers are located on the back of the fork’s crown. The serial 
number is the first row. The model number is in the second row. “SR 
Suntour” is printed on stickers on both sides of the fork legs. A detailed list 
of the specific model numbers included in the recall is on the firm’s website. 
These forks were sold at bicycle stores, sports stores and mass 
merchandisers from November 2014 through May 2015 for between $300 
and $400 for the bicycles. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles with the 
recalled SR Suntour bicycle forks and return the bicycle to the place of 
purchase for a free inspection and repair. 
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Yamaha SRViper 
Snowmobiles 
 
Hazard: The brake 
line and its 
components can come 
in contact with the 
clutch causing the 
brakes to fail, posing a 
risk of injury or death. 

 
This recall involves the 2015 SRViper L-TX (Model name SR10LSFO) and the 2015 SRViper 
M-TX 162 LE (Model name SR10M62LFO) snowmobiles. The recalled snowmobiles are blue 
and orange. The model name is on the left and right side of the fuel tank cowling. The vehicle 
identification number (VIN) is stamped on the frame (tunnel) near the right foot well. The letter 
F in the 10th position of the VIN indicates that the unit was made in the 2015 model year. 
These snowmobiles were sold at Yamaha snowmobile dealers nationwide from February 2015 
through April 2015 for between $13,000 and $14,100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and contact 
their local Yamaha dealer to schedule a free repair.  
 
Omersub Zero Cube Scuba Diving Mask 
 
Hazard: Non-conforming glass was used for the lens, which can shatter during normal use, 
posing an injury hazard. 
 
The diving mask is designed to cover the eyes and nose. The mask and strap are made with 
soft black rubber, with hard rubber around the two glass lenses. “O.M.E.R.” appears on the 
forehead area of the mask in raised letters. The UPS Code 801 773 612 2298 and Omersub 
MFG Part #603NCF appear on the original 
packaging. These masks were sold at 
Technosport Inc. and diving equipment retailers 
and online at amazon.com and 
www.omerdiving.com from April 2012 through 
June 2015 for about $80. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the mask and contact Technosport for a 
replacement mask. 
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Yamaha Golf Cars and Personal 
Transportation Vehicles  
 
Hazard: The front wheel hubs on the golf cars 
and PTVs can crack causing the front wheels to 
detach, posing a crash hazard that could result in 
injury or death to the user or bystander. 
 
This recall involves five 2015 and one 2016 
model-year golf cars and PTVs. Recalled models 
include 2015 “The DRIVE PTV”, “The DRIVE 
EFI”, “Adventurer One”, “The DRIVE”, “The 
DRIVE Electric” and 2016 “The DRIVE A.C.” The vehicles were sold in various colors including 
blue, green, red, white, tan and silver. The serial number can be found on a label under the 
driver’s seat on the left or right side. The following model and serial numbers are included in 
the recall: Model YDRAX5 PTV with serial numbers JC0-606306 through 606698, model 
YDRAX5F with serial numbers JC2-209964 through 210300, model YTF1AX5F with serial 
number JW6-700581 through 700600, model YDRAX5 with serial numbers JW8-513800 
through 514310, model YDREX6 AC with serial numbers JW9-515401 through 516300 and 
model YDREX6 AC with serial numbers JC3-001701 through 001900. These vehicles were 
sold at Yamaha Golf Car dealers nationwide from April 2015 through June 2015 for between 
$5,900 and $7,500. Yamaha is contacting all registered owners directly. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled Golf Cars and PTVs and 
contact their local Yamaha Golf Car dealer to schedule a free repair. 
 
E-Z GO Golf Cars, Shuttles and Utility Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The gas tank can leak, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
This recall involves E-Z-GO gas-powered TXT 
Fleet golf cars, E-Z-GO Freedom TXT, TXT2+2 
and Valor golf cars, E-Z-GO Express, E-Z-GO 
Terrain and Cushman Shuttle vehicles with bench 
seats for the driver and passengers. The E-Z-GO 
Terrain and the Cushman Shuttle have a cargo 
bed on the back.  The recalled vehicles have date 
codes ranging from G2015 through L0515.  E-Z-
GO or Cushman and the model name are printed 
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on the side and front panels of the vehicles. Date 
codes are printed on a plate or label inside the 
cab below the driver’s seat.  The first letter of the 
date code identifies the month of production in 
sequence, with G corresponding to January and 
L to May. There is no letter I. The first two 
numbers in the date code identify the two-digit 
day of production and the final two numbers 
identify the two-digit year of production. These 
vehicles were sold at E-Z-GO and Cushman 
dealers nationwide from January 2015 through 
May 2015 for between $5,300 and $12,100. 

 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact E-Z-GO 
or an authorized dealer for a free repair. E-Z-GO and E-Z-GO dealers are contacting known 
owners. 
 
Barnett Outdoors Sports and Hunting Slingshots 
 
Hazard: The slingshot’s wrist strap can slip off the wrist brace when the slingshot’s pouch is 
pulled back which can result in the body of the slingshot snapping back and striking the user. 
 
This recall involves Barnett Outdoors Black Widow slingshots. The recalled slingshot is about 6 
inches tall. It has a black plastic handgrip with red linear rubber studs on the palm side, a silver 
metal fork and silver metal folding wrist brace. The folding wrist brace has a black, soft plastic 
wrist strap. The wrist strap on recalled slingshots does not have an X where the ends of the 
wrist strap slide onto the wrist brace. These slingshots were sold at A.C. Kerman, Archery 
Range, Archery Shoppe, Big Rock Sporting Goods, Bow Hunters Supply Store, Campco, 
Dicks Sporting Goods, Dunham’s, Florida 
Hardware Co., Great Lakes Marine Products, Gun 
World & Sporting Goods, Paducah Shooters 
Supply, Slingshots USA, Wal-Mart and other 
archery, shooting and sports stores nationwide and 
online at Amazon.com and BarnettCrossBows.com 
from July 2014 to May 2015 for about $10. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled slingshots and contact Barnett to 
receive a free replacement wrist strap. 
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Ӧhlins RXF 48 Motocross 
Bike Front Forks 
 
Hazard: The front fork can break or detach, posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall involves Ӧhlins  RXF 48 mm front bike forks for motocross bikes. The fork legs are 
yellow with a large white “Ӧ” and a small “TTX” on the front. The fork legs measure about 37 
inches long. The following product and batch numbers are included in this recall and stamped 
on the silver-colored front fork bottom piece. Recalled forks include product number FGKT 
1586, batch number 309632; product number FGHO 1596, batch number 309640; product 
number FGKT 1596, batch number 309628; and product number FGKT 1596, batch number 
138461. These forks were sold at off-road bike stores nationwide from November 2014 
through May 2015 for about $3,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using motocross bikes with these front forks immediately 
and contact Ӧhlins for free replacement and installation of a new cartridge kit in the fork. 
 
Black Diamond, Pieps and POC Brand JetForce Avalanche Airbag Packs 
 
Hazard: The motor can malfunction and prevent the airbag from deploying, increasing the risk 
of injury or death in the event of a snow avalanche. 
 
This recall involves all first generation JetForce Black Diamond, Pieps and POC model airbag 
packs manufactured by Black Diamond between October 2, 2014 and March 3, 2015. The 
manufacture date code ranging from 14275 to 15077 can be found inside the front pocket 
label. The date codes are listed in a YYDDD format. Date codes on some products are 
truncated in a YDDD format (ex.4275). The following 
models are included in this recall: Black Diamond 
Pilot 11 Liters, Halo 28 Liters and Saga 40 Liters; 
Pieps Tour Rider 24 Liters and Tour Pro 24 Liters; 
and POC Thorax 11 Liters. These airbags were sold 
at outdoor retail stores nationwide and online at 
blackdiamondequipment.com from December 2014 
to June 2015 for between $1,250 and $1,300. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled airbag packs and contact Black 
Diamond for instructions on returning the product for 
a free repair. 
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Pedal Axle Extenders 
 
Hazard: The extenders can break, and the rider 
can lose control, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves Specialized Body Geometry 
Pedal Axle Extenders that are used to extend 
the outward reach of the pedals. They are sold 
in pairs and mount directly into the bicycle crank arms. Pedal extenders are made of stainless 
steel and fit a 9/16 inch pedal thread. They are labeled with an “L” and an “R”. These 
extenders were sold at authorized Specialized retailers and online at www.specialized.com 
from January 2009 to June 2015 for about $40.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled pedal extenders immediately and return 
them to an authorized Specialized retailer for a full refund. 
 
Polaris Youth RZR Off-Highway Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The vehicle’s fuel pump retaining ring can leak, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Model Year 2015 Polaris Youth RZR® 170 EFI recreational off-highway 
vehicles with model number R15YAV17AA/AF and VINs between RF3YAV170FT000076 and 
RF3YAV17XFT005141. To see the complete list, visit the firm’s website. The VIN is on the left-
hand front frame tube. They were sold in both blue and red. The blue models have a “170 EFI” 
decal on the right and left side of the hood and an “RZR” decal on the right and left front 
fenders. The red models have a “170 
EFI” decal on the right and left front 
fenders and a “RZR” decal on the 
right and left rear fenders. These 
vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers 
nationwide from October 2014 
through June 2015 for about $4,600. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
Polaris RZR vehicles and contact 
their local Polaris dealer to schedule 
a free repair. 
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Diamond Sports Face Masks 
 
Hazard: Stitching on the face mask’s harness can fail 
causing the mask to loosen, posing a risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves Diamond Sports umpire and catcher 
face masks with Diamond harnesses. Diamond is 
printed in white on the harness. The face masks have 
lot number D-0143, D-0842, D-1041, D-1142, D-0152 
or D-0451.  Lot numbers can be found on a sticker on 
an inside metal bar in the face mask. Only faces mask 
harnesses that do not have box stitching, a reinforced 
“X” stitching inside a box, located on the harness straps 

are included in this recall. These masks were sold at sporting goods stores nationwide from 
February 2014 through May 2015 for between $31 and $106 for the complete mask with 
harness. The harnesses were also sold separately for between $3 and $6. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using recalled face masks and contact 
Diamond Sports for a free replacement harness. 
 
Arctic Cat Prowler 500 HDX 
 
Hazard: Fuel can leak from the fuel fitting at the throttle body, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves all model year 2014 Arctic Cat Prowler 500 HDX and some model year 
2015 Prowler 500 HDX models. The model year 2015 vehicles affected are those units with 
vehicle identification numbers (VIN) from 
303194 through 305166. The VIN number 
is located on the rear frame tube under the 
rear of the box. The vehicles are green, 
red, red metallic, or emerald green 
metallic. These vehicles were sold at 
Arctic Cat dealers nationwide from August 
2013 to July 2015 for between about 
$11,000 and $12,400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled Prowlers and 
contact an Arctic Cat dealer to schedule a 
free repair.  
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Breezer Downtown Bicycles 
 
Hazard: The bicycle pedal can 
separate from the spindle (axle) during 
use and cause the rider to lose control, 
posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall involves Breezer Bicycles 
models Downtown 3, Downtown 3-ST, 
Downtown 8, Downtown 8-ST, 
Downtown EX and Downtown EX-ST. 
The main frame is made of steel and has either a single or dual water bottle mount, and the 
wheel sets are aluminum. The bicycles come in a variety of gloss colors, including candy 
apple, chartreuse, chocolate, dark blue, dark green, shale and slate. The model is printed on 
the top tube of the bicycle. These bicycles were sold at authorized Breezer Bicycle dealers 
nationwide from July 2014 through May 2015 for about $450 to $650. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the bicycles and return then to a Breezer 
dealer for a free pedal replacement. 
 
Baja Motorsports Mini Bikes  
 
Hazard: The front fork can separate from the wheel, posing fall and crash hazards to riders. 
 
This recall involves Baja Motorsports gas-powered mini bikes manufactured during November 
2014 and December 2014. A decal with model number “Baja Warrior 200” inside a circle with 
wings attached is on both sides of the storage tank. The date of manufacture is printed on the 
bottom right of the Vehicle Emissions Control Information label in the MM/YY format. The label 
is attached to the front side of the 
engine. These bikes were sold 
exclusively at Tractor Supply 
Company stores from February 2015 
through August 2015 for about $650. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
mini bikes and contact Baja 
Motorsports to schedule a free repair. 
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American SportWorks Off-Road Utility 
Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The throttle can fail to return to idle 
causing the rider to lose control, posing a risk of 
injury. 
 
This recall includes six models of American 
SportWorks Four Wheel Off-Road Utility 
Vehicles. The name of each model is located 
above each front fender and along the sides of 
the dump bed. Affected vehicles include: BullDog 
300, ChuckWagon 300 and LandMaster 300 all 
powered by Kohler 277cc engines with the last 6 
Characters of the product identification number between A11746 and A13294, and 
LandMaster 400, TrailWagon 400 and ChuckWagon 400 all powered by Honda 390cc engines 
with the last 6 characters of the product identification number between A24835 and A26806. 
The product identification numbers can be found on a sticker on the firewall above the 
accelerator and brake pedal. These vehicles were sold at Atwood Distributing, Rural King, The 
Home Depot, Tractor Supply Company and other dealers from September 2014 through June 
2015 for between $4,300 and $5,300. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the product and contact the firm for a free repair. 
 
Cybex Arm Curl Machines 
 
Hazard: The swivel handles can break off from the frame causing users to hit themselves in 
the face or head, posing an impact injury hazard. 
 
This recall involves four models of exercise machines that allow consumers to use the 
resistance from the selected weight to perform bicep curls. The user sits on an adjustable seat, 
selects the amount of weight, and grabs the swivel handles to perform a curl motion towards 
them. The recall affects the VR2, VR2TA, Eagle, and the VR3 models. A complete list of serial 
numbers is available at www.cybexintl.com. The serial number is located on the frame tube of 
the weight stack by the floor. Cybex and the model name are printed on the top of the 
machine. Recalled models and serial numbers include: VR2 Arm Curl with serial numbers 
451691S068646, 4535XXXX, A01-050 through A03-230, SN #1, SN#0006, X05-070 through 
X12-230, Y01-090 through Y12-300 and Z01-060 through Z12-200; VR2TA Arm Curl with 
serial numbers A01-100 through A12-190, B01-260 through B09-180, X10-230, Y10-210, Y12-
310 and Z02-240 through Z12-160; Eagle Arm Curl with serial numbers 1107090W through 
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1107098X, A01-061 through A12-291, B01-081 through 
B12-281, C01-091 through C10-311, X01-071 through 
X12-311, Y01-131 through Y12-311 and Z01-051 through  
Z12-301; VR3 Arm Curl with serial numbers 
1005120708168N, A01-051 through A12-291, B00-121 
through B12-281, C01-041 through C10-311 and Z09-061 
through Z12-281. These machines were sold at Cybex or 
its distributors directly to gyms from November 1996 
through October 2008 for between $3,700 and $4,200.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled product and contact the firm for a free repair kit. 
Cybex is contacting purchasers of the recalled arm curl 
machines directly. 
 
Trek Superfly FS SL, X1 and XT Bicycles 
 
Hazard: The seatpost can crack and break, posing a fall 
hazard to the rider. 
 
This recall involves model year 2015 Trek 9.8 Superfly FS SL, X1 and XT bicycles equipped 
with Bontrager Approved Carbon seatposts.  Recalled bicycles have a serial number ending in 
J or K. The serial number is located on the bottom of the bicycle frame. Superfly FS, X1 or XT 
is printed on the bicycle’s top tube. Trek is printed on the frame downtube. “Bontrager Carbon” 
is printed on the seatpost. These bicycles were sold at bicycle stores nationwide from 
September 2014 through July 2015 for about $5,300 for the FS SL and about $3,500 for the 
X1 and XT bicycles. 

 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled bicycles and contact 
an authorized Trek retailer for 
a free replacement seatpost 
plus a $20 coupon toward 
any Bontrager merchandise. 
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CAMP USA Blade Runner Crampons 
 
Hazard: The part where the points connect to 
the crampons can break, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves all Cassin Blade Runner and 
Blade Runner Alpine crampons.  Crampons are 
used for ice climbing and attach to footwear 
allowing the front points of the crampon to cut 
into the snow or ice. The Blade Runner 
crampons have two ice front points and the 
Blade Runner Alpine crampons have two snow front points. The crampon frames are made of 
Chromoly and Nanoflex steel. These crampons were sold at specialty outdoor retailers 
nationwide and online at backcountry.com, camp-usa.com and mountaingear.com from June 
2013 to June 2015 for about $350. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled crampons and contact the 
firm for instructions on receiving free replacement parts. 
 
CAMP USA Tour Nanotech Crampons 
 
Hazard: The heel bail which connects the ankle strap to the crampon can detach from the 
crampon, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall affects all Tour Nanotech Automatic and Semi-Automatic crampons. Both crampons 
are made of steel plates that attach to boots for ice climbing. The Tour Nanotech Automatic 
has a red heel bail with a gray strap that fastens around the ankle. The Tour Nanotech Semi-
Automatic has a red toe strap at the front of the crampon and a red heel bail at the back. A 

gray strap is connected to both heel bails and 
fastens around the boot. These crampons were 
sold at specialty outdoor retailers and online at 
backcountry.com, camp-usa.com and 
mountaingear.com from June 2013 to June 
2015 for about $220. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled product and contact the firm 
for a free pair of replacement crampons. 
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Tippman Paintball Markers 
 
Hazard: Trigger safety can fail and 
allow paintballs to fire unexpectedly. 
 
This recall involves rental versions of 
Tippmann model FT-12 .50 caliber 
and 0.68-inch caliber paintball 
markers. Serial numbers on recalled 
markers are from 86941 to 108040. The serial number is etched onto the bottom rear of the 
marker just below the rear hinge. These markers were sold from January 2015 to July 2015 
directly to distributors and paintball fields as a rental marker for use by customers. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled paintball markers and 
contact Tippman for a free repair kit or to arrange to ship the affected marker to Tippmann for 
repair at no cost. 
 
Huffy Bicycles with Front Disc Brakes 
 
Hazard: An open quick release lever on the bicycle’s front wheel hub can come into contact 
with the front disc brake assembly, causing the front wheel to come to a sudden stop or 
separate from the bicycle, posing a risk of injury to the rider. 
 
The recalled products are all model year 2014 Huffy TR 745 and TR-S 740 bicycles with 27.5-
inch wheels. The TR 745 has model number 26504M on the bottom of the frame near the 
pedals. The TR-S 740 has model number 26604M on the bottom of the frame near the pedals. 
Bicycles that have a green dot on the inside of the quick release lever are not included in this 

recall. These bicycles were 
sold at Walmart.com, Sears 
Puerto Rico and The 
Northwest Company (Cost U 
Less) from September 2014 
through May 2015 for 
between $250 to $370. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
stop using the bicycles 
immediately and contact 
Huffy for a free replacement 
quick release lever. 
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Cannondale Mountain 
Bicycles with OPI 
Stem/Steering Tubes 
 
Hazard: The OPI 
stem/steering tube 
assemblies can fail, posing a 
risk of injury from a fall. 
 
This recall involves all model 
year 2011 through 2015 
Flash, FSi , F-4, F-5, F-29, 
Lexi, RZ, Scalpel and Trigger Cannondale mountain bicycles, with OPI stem/steering tube 
assemblies “OPI” is printed diagonally across the stem/steering tube in black letters. These 
bicycles were sold at authorized Cannondale dealers nationwide from July 2010 to July 2015 
for between $2,000 and $10,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle and take it to the 
nearest authorized Cannondale dealer for a free repair. 
 
Cabrinha Kiteboard Control Systems  
 
Hazard: The point of connection between the kiteboard’s trim line and the depower mainline 
can break, and cause a loss of control, posing a risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves three TrimLite Cleat trim control systems for Cabrinha kiteboards, including 
the Overdrive 1X, the standard 1X and the Chaos 1X models. A trim line connects the kite to 
the handle held by the user. Only trim lines with white tape below the loop connecting the trim 
line to the cleat are part of this recall. The Overdrive 1X with TrimLite, model number 
KS6CSODQC, was sold in 48 cm and 56 cm. The standard 1X with TrimLite control system, 
model number KS6CSFXQL, was sold in 42 cm, 52 cm and 60 cm. The Chaos 1X control 
system, model number KS6CSCHFX, measures 44 cm. The model numbers are located on a 
cloth tab attached to the bungee line restrainers. These systems were sold at Watersports 
stores nationwide from July 2015 through August 2015 for between $430 and $530 for the 
control systems. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled control systems and return them to the 

place of purchase to 
have a free replacement 
part installed. 
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Segway Off-Board Chargers 
 
Hazard: A wire inside the charger can detach and touch the 
side of the charger, posing a shock hazard. 
 
This recall involves Segway PT Off-Board Chargers 
manufactured from November 2012 to November 2014 with 
part number 23288-00001. Chargers with the following serial 
numbers are being recalled: 13240C000265, 13240C000266, 
13240C000268, 13240C000269, 13240C000272, 14205C000275, 14205C000278, 
14205C000280, 14205C000295, 14205C000296, 14205C000297, 14205C000298, 
14205C000302, 14209C000313, 14209C000314, 14209C000321 and 14209C000324. The 
serial number and part number are on a silver data plate attached to the bottom of the charger. 
These chargers were sold exclusively at authorized Segway dealers and distributors and 
directly from Segway Inc. from November 2012 through September 2015 for about $920. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chargers, unplug and contact 
Segway or the Segway dealer from whom it was purchased to receive a free replacement 
power cord equipped with a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI). 
 
Quick Release Front Disc Breaks and Quick Release Levers 
 
Hazard: An open quick release lever on the bicycle’s front wheel hub can come into contact 
with the front disc brake rotor causing the front wheel to come to a sudden stop or separate 
from the bicycle, posing a risk of injury to the rider. 
 
This recall involves bicycles equipped with front disc brakes and a black or silver quick-release 
(QR) lever on the front wheel hub. Bicycles that do not have disc brakes are not included in 
this recall. When the front QR is fully opened, if there is less than 6 mm – or the width of a #2 

pencil – between the QR and disk 
brake rotor on the wheel, the bicycle 
is included in this recall. A video 
showing how to determine if a bike is 
included in this recall is available at 
quickreleaserecall.com. The recalled 
bicycles include the following brands 
and model years: Diamondback and 
Raleigh brands with 2004-2015 
model years; Breezer, Fuji and SE 
brands with 2005-2015 model years; 
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Cannondale and GT brands with 1998-2015 model 
years; Felt brand with 2006-2015 model years; 
Jamis brand with 2005-2015 model years; Giant 
brand with 2003-2004 model years; Haro brand 
with 2000-2015 model years; Norco brand with 
2000-2015 model years; Access brand with 2009-
2015 model years; Civia Cycles brand with 2008-
2012 model years; Novara brand with 2002-2015 
model years; Ridley brand with 2014-2015 model 
years; and Specialized brand with 2002-2015 
model years. These bicycles were sold at bicycle stores nationwide from about 1998 through 
2015 for between $200 and $10,000 for the bicycles. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the bicycles immediately and contact the recalling 
company for free installation of a new quick release on the front wheel. 
 
Wishbone Recycled Edition Bicycles  
 
Hazard: The handlebar can pinch fingers placed at the center where the handlebar connects 
to the bike frame. 
 
The Wishbone Recycled (RE) Bikes are made from recycled black plastic materials with 12-
inch, air-filled white rubber tires. The two recalled bikes include one 3-in-1 model, which is 
adjustable as a 3-wheeler or 2-wheeler with a high seat or low seat; and one 2-wheeler model, 
which is adjustable with a high or low seat. The date codes for production appear in a round 
dial on the front frame of the bikes under the seat. Date codes are either December 2013 or 
May 2014. The year appears in the center of the dial and the arrow points to the month. These 
bikes were sold at independent toy and bike stores nationwide and online at www.amazon.com 

from July 2014 through June 
2015 for about $200 for the 2-
wheeler and $230 for the 3-in-1. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the bike, 
take it away from children and 
contact Wishbone or the store 
where the bike was purchased 
for a free neoprene cover for the 
handlebar. 
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Millennium Outdoors Fixed Position 
Tree Stands  
 
Hazard: The seat on the tree stand can bend in a 
downward angle, posing a fall hazard to the user. 
 
The recall includes the 2015 model M-60 
Millennium Outdoors fixed position tree stand. 
These fixed position tree stands are used to hunt 
from an elevated position. The model number is 
printed on the tree stand packaging. The date code 
MO5100 is stamped on the top of the back post of 
the tree stand. These tree stands were sold at B&H 
Farm Supply, Farris Brothers, Gander Mountain, 
Midway USA and Sportsman’s Warehouse from 
May 2015 through August 2015 for about $220. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tree stands and return them 
to the manufacturer for a replacement stand. 
 
Youth Model Can-Am ATVs 
 
Hazard: The fuel filter can break and leak, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall is for the model years 2015 and 2016 Youth Model Can-Am TMDS 90TM and DS 
90TMX® ATVs. The recalled vehicles have an engine size of 90 cubic centimeters. The 
vehicles came in black and yellow. 
“Can-Am” appears in white letters 
on both sides of the seat. These 
ATVs were sold at Can-Am 
dealers nationwide from May 2015 
through September 2015 for 
between $2,800 and $3,800. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled vehicles and contact a 
BRP dealer to schedule a free 
repair. 
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Sportsmans Guide Pop-Up Hunting Blinds 
 
Hazard: Blinds are not made of flame-resistant 
materials, posing a fire hazard. 
 
The recalled blinds have a spring-loaded steel frame 
and a camouflage-colored heavy-duty 150-denier 
nylon shell with a full-side zipper door, three large 
full-zip windows and four porthole-style windows with 
shoot-through mesh. The Guide Gear Ground Pop-
up Blinds measure 60” x 60” x 66” assembled. The 
Magnum Spring-loaded Steel Hunting Ground Blinds 
measure 84” x 72” x 78” assembled. These blinds 
were sold exclusively at Sportsmans Guide outlet 
stores and online from January 2013 through July 2015 for between $50 and $100. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the blinds and contact Sportsman Guide 
for a free replacement. Sportsman Guide is contacting consumers directly. 
 
Innopower Hawk Climbing Sticks 
 

Hazard: Folding steps can bend or break during use, posing a fall 
hazard. 
 
This recall includes 2014 and 2015 Hawk 2085 RAZOR 3PK, the 
2085-1 RAZOR 1PK and the 2015 Hawk 2084 RAZOR SHORTMAX 
4PK and 2084-1 RAZOR SHORTMAX 1PK climbing sticks. Recalled 
steps have three rectangular holes cut in the bottom of them, which 
differentiate them from non-recalled steps, which have circular holes. 
Model 2085 and 2085-1 have two 32-inch long metal poles with 
steps and a tree V-bracket to contact the tree. Model 2084 and 
2084-1 have two 20-inch long metal poles with steps and a tree V-
bracket to contact the tree. The model number is on the black and 
gray sticker located on the back side of the vertical post. These 
climbing sticks were sold at specialty sporting goods stores from 
June 2014 to August 2015 for between $38 and $130. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the climbing 
sticks and contact Innopower for information on returning the folding 
steps for a free replacement. 
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Liquid Force Kiteboard Control Systems 
 
Hazard: The chicken loop release system can stick and fail to 
open, posing a risk of injury to the kiteboarder. 
 
This recall involves Liquid Force Response kiteboard control 
systems from model year 2015. The control systems are 
comprised of a light-weight control bar to control and depower 
the kite, a set of flying lines and a harness loop (chicken 
loop)/quick release mechanism. Recalled units have a solid 
orange release hood and the words “RESPONSE RELEASE 
SYSTEM” are printed on the black loop. These systems were 
sold at surf and specialty stores nationwide and by 
independent sales representatives from December 2014 
through February 2015 for about $500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled kiteboard control systems 
and contact Liquid Force for a free replacement chicken loop release mechanism. 
 
Big Game Climbing Tree Stands  
 
Hazard: The cable assembly on the tree stand can release, posing a fall hazard to the user. 
 
This recall involves three model year 2014 Big Game climbing tree stands models: CL050 (The 

Outlook) with batch number 9B-0414, CL100-A 
(The Cobalt) with batch numbers 9B-0214 and 9B-
0514, and CL500-AP (The Fusion) with batch 
numbers 9B-0214 and 9B-0514. The batch 
number starts with BN and can be found on a 
small tag located on the frame below the seat. 
These stands were sold at Bass Pro Shop, 
Cabela’s, Menards, Rogers Sporting Goods and 
Sportsman’s Guide stores nationwide and online 
from June 2014 through June 2015 for between 
$130 and $380. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled tree stands and return them for 
free replacement cables. 
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WeThePeople BMX Bicycles and 
Eclat Aeon Cranksets 
 
Hazard: The left end of the bicycle crankset 
spindle can break, posing a fall hazard. 
 
The recall involves WeThePeople Envy 
BMX bicycles and aftermarket ECLAT Aeon 
BMX cranksets. The Envy BMX bicycles 
have a 20.6 or 21 inch chromoly frame, 
painted dark gold. The bicycle bottom 
bracket has an “ENVY20.6” or “ENVY21” 
stamp. The ECLAT Aeon BMX cranksets 
are the gears at the front of the bicycle 
chain with pedals attached to the outer 
ends. The cranksets have a steel, two-piece construction. Printed on the left side of the spindle 
is ESS Eclat 22mm” and next to the pedal, on the crank arm is “Aeon.” Printed on the inside of 
the crank arm is “Eclat Germany” followed by the crank arm length “170mm” or “175mm.” 
These bicycles were sold at BMX bicycle/product dealers and specialty bicycle retailers 
nationwide and online from September 2014 through July 2015. The Envy bicycles sold for 
about $1,100 and the aftermarket cranksets sold for about $180.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the recalled bicycles and cranksets and 
return to the store where purchased for a free inspection and free replacement spindle. 
 
Burley Design Child 
Bicycle Trailers 
 
Hazard: Trailers with black 
plastic tow bar receivers can 
separate from the tow bar when 
they appear to be connected, 
posing a crash hazard to the 
child in the trailer. 
 
This recall involves seven 
models of Burley Design child 
bicycle trailers manufactured 
from 2009 to 2015. The trailers 
are connected to the bicycle by 
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a tow bar, which attaches to the rear axle of the bicycle on one end and to a tow bar receiver 
on the trailer at the other end. Recalled trailers have a black plastic tow bar receiver with an 
integrated wheel guard. Recalled trailers can be identified by the first four characters of the 
serial numbers on the trailer. The serial number is on a sticker in the rear cargo area behind 
the seat of the trailer on the left inside frame bar. The following seven trailer models and serial 
numbers are being recalled: Cub with serial number K943; Rental Cub with serial number 
K943; D’Lite and D’Lite ST with serial numbers D948 and K948; Encore with serial number 
K942; Solo and Solo ST with serial numbers D939, K939 and KK939. Trailers with aluminum 
tow bar receivers are not included in the recall. These trailers were sold at REI, Sport Chalet 
and other sporting goods stores and bike shops nationwide, and at Amazon.com and other 
online retailers from January 2009 to October 2015 for between $300 and $700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle trailers and contact 
Burley for a free safety strap kit with tools and instructions for installation and a coupon for a 
20 percent discount on the purchase of any Burley accessory. Consumers should also inspect 
the black plastic tow bar receiver. If it appears to be cracked or damaged, consumers should 
also request a free replacement tow bar receiver. 
 
API Outdoors Tree Stands  
 
Hazard: The cable assembly on the stand can release, posing a fall hazard to the user. 
 
This recall involves model year 2014 API Outdoors 
climbing tree stands model GCL300-A (The 
Marksman) with batch numbers 9G-0114 and 9G-
0614. The climbing tree stands are used to hunt 
from an elevated position and were sold with an 
accessory bag. The light green metal tree stands 
include the main stand platform with a nylon 
hanging strap assembly. They have a nylon netted 
seat without a backrest. The batch number starts 
with BN and can be found on a small tag located on 
the frame below the seat. These stands were sold 
at Menards and Rogers Sporting Goods stores 
nationwide and online from June 2014 through 
June 2015 for between $140 and $180. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the recalled tree stands and return them for 
free replacement cables. 
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Polaris RZR Recreational 
Vehicles 
 
Hazard: The vehicles' fuel tank vent 
line can be misrouted, causing it to 
become pinched. This can cause the 
fuel tank to pressurize and leak fuel, 
posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves the following 
model year 2015 Polaris RZR 
recreational off-highway vehicles 
(ROV): RZR 900, RZR S 900, RZR 
900 XC, RZR 4 900, RZR XP 1000 
and RZR XP4 1000 recreational off-
highway vehicles. RZR 900 and 

1000 vehicles with the following Vehicle Identification Numbers (VINs) are being recalled: 
4XAVBE874FB201435 through 4XAVAA878FB961699, 3NSVBE870FF361395 through 
3NSVBE875FF444241 and XAVFE993FB207778 through 4XAVFE991FB962847. VINs are 
not sequential and not all VINs in the ranges are included in the recall. The VIN is on the 
driver's side rear frame tube, behind the PVT cover. Not all VINs in the ranges are included in 
this recall. A complete list of recalled vehicles including VINs is available at www.polaris.com. 
These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from July 2014 through August 2015. 
Polaris RZR 900s sold for about $12,800 to $18,300. Polaris RZR 1000s sold for about 
$20,300 to $23,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact their 
local Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair.  
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Cool Draft Misting Fans  
 
Hazard: The fan’s wiring is not properly grounded, posing electric 
shock and fire hazards.  
 
This recall involves Cool Draft mid-pressure and high-pressure 
misting fans. The misting fans fit on top of 15-gallon round coolers 
or on top of 40-gallon water tanks. Cool Draft by Ventamatic is 
printed on a sticker on the fan’s water tank. These misting fans 
were sold at hardware, home improvement and home security 
retailers nationwide and online at AdvancedSystems.com, 
BigFogg.com, CollinsSports.com, CoolDraft.com, MistNGo.com 
and Propack.com from November 2013 through August 2014 for 
between $600 and $1,200. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the misting fans 
immediately, unplug them and contact Ventamatic for a free repair.  
 

 
Leatherman Leap Multi-Tool  
 
Hazard: The lock mechanism on the optional knife blade can 
inadvertently release the blade, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves the Leatherman Leap multi-purpose tool 
that was designed for users age nine and up. The multi-tool 
has a green, blue or red plastic casing with two screws, one on 
each handle of the tool. It consists of combination needle nose 
and regular pliers, wire cutters, wood saw, ruler, tweezers, 
bottle opener,  optional 420HC (high carbon stainless steel) 
knife blade, scissors, Phillips screwdriver and small and 
medium slotted screwdrivers. The words Leatherman and 
LeapTM appear on one side of the multi-tool. The multi-tools 
were sold at Bass Pro Shop, Cabela’s and knife and sporting 
goods retailers nationwide, as well as online, from August 
2014 through September 2014 for about $54. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should not install the optional knife blade or should immediately stop 
using the multi-tool with the installed optional knife. Consumers should contact Leatherman for 
a free replacement multi-tool.   
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Mirka Orbital Sanders 
 
Hazard: The sander can short, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves 5-inch and 6-inch Mirka CEROS 
compact electric random orbital sanders. The sanders 
are yellow and black with Mirka logo on the front. A 
speed control lever is on the top of the sanders and a 
vacuum hose connector on the rear. The recalled 
sanders came with either a cardboard box or a plastic 
carrying case, a 12-foot power cord, a wrench, a multi-

hole backup pad and assorted abrasives. Some also came with a DC transformer. The 5-inch 
sander is model CEROS550.  The 6-inch sander is model CEROS650. Model information is on 
a white sticker on the back of the sander housing beneath the hand grip. Serial numbers are 
engraved on the side of the sander housing just above the dust shroud. Sanders with serial 
numbers in the following ranges are being recalled: 345231326001 to 345231326023, 
345331326001 to 345331326025, 401528672001 to 401528672080, 402228672001 to 
402228672016, 401428673001 to 401428673070 and 401528673001 to 401528673026. The 
serial numbers are engraved on the side of the sander housing just above the dust shroud or 
on a white label on the back of the sander housing beneath the grip. These sanders were sold 
at retailers nationwide and at Amazon.com, Beavertools.com and other online retailers from 
March 2014 to November 2014 for about $500. 
 
Remedy: Customers should immediately stop using the recalled sanders, unplug them and 
contact Mirka Abrasives for a free replacement. 
 
Pressmaster Cable Stripping Tools 
 
Hazard: The tool’s plastic end cap can fly off the product with force either during use or while 
in storage, posing an impact hazard. 
 
This recall involves the Pressmaster Xcelite professional stripping tool for round cables of all 
insulation types. The tool is black and is approximately six inches long. “Xcelite” “CJS 200” are 
printed on the face of the tool. These tools were sold at hardware and industrial supply stores 
nationwide and online at Amazon.com from August 2014 to November 2014 for about $90. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the cable stripping tool and 
contact Pressmaster to return the product 
for a free replacement. 
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Cosco Convertible Hand Trucks 
 
Hazard: The wheel hub can separate or break and eject pieces 
during inflation, posing a risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves Cosco Home & Office Products 3-in-1 
convertible aluminum hand trucks. The handles can be moved to 
allow the hand truck to be used in a vertical or horizontal position. 
Recalled hand trucks have model numbers 12-301 ABL and 12-301 
ABL1 and were manufactured from January 2009 to October 2011. 
The model number and manufacture date are on the Cosco label 
on the rear side of the bottom cross member. These hand trucks 
were sold at Ace Hardware, Costco Wholesale Club, Lowe’s, Price 
Mart and United Stationers and online at HomeDepot.com from 
March 2009 to October 2011 for between $100 and $150 dollars. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
hand trucks and contact Cosco for a free repair kit. 

 
efco Gas Trimmers 
 
Hazard: The muffler on the engine can break during use and pose a fire hazard. 
 
The trimmers are about 72 inches long and up to 28 inches wide. They are red and gray with 
either a bike or loop handle configuration. Three models are recalled in two engine sizes 
measured in cubic centimeters. They are 36cc models 8371 S and 8371 T, and a 40.2cc 
model 8421 T engine displacement. The 
brand “efco” and model number are 
printed on the front of the engine and the 
brand name also appears on the wand. 
The trimmers were sold at authorized efco 
dealers and Menard retail stores 
nationwide and online from June 2009 to 
July 2014 for about $400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using 
the recalled trimmers immediately and 
return them to an authorized efco dealer 
for a free replacement. 
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StrikeMaster Lithium Lazer Ice Augers 
 
Hazard: The trigger switch on the auger could fail causing the unit not 
to turn off, posing an injury hazard. 
 
The Lithium Lazer ice auger is a 24-pound black and red unit powered 
by an electric motor and a rechargeable 50-volt lithium ion battery. The 
auger has two handles, a power switch, a trigger switch and a drill and 
is identified with the logo for StrikeMaster Ice Augers on the front of the 
powerhead. It also is identified as a Lithium Lazer on the top of the 
powerhead. The augers were sold at Cabela’s, Gander Mountain, Joe’s 
Sporting Goods, Kirkwood Scheels Sports, Reed’s Sporting Goods and 
other sporting goods stores from September 2014 through January 
2015 for about $600.  
 
Remedy: Return to the place where purchased for a full refund, or 
return to Rapala for a full refund or $700 credit toward a new product on 
www.rapala.com. 
 
Toro Push Mowers 
 
Hazard: Mowers were assembled with an incorrect blade driver and blade combination, which 
can cause the blade to break, resulting in an injury hazard. 

 
The 2015 22-inch walk-behind power mower has a 
red base on four wheels, a black motor and handle, 
and a white bag attached for catching the clippings. 
A black plate on the front of the mower says “Toro 
Recycler 22.” Model number 20337 and a serial 
number are located on a decal affixed to the rear of 
the machine. Recalled mowers have serial numbers 
ranging from 315000101 to 315000983. The 
mowers were sold at hardware, lawn and garden 
stores nationwide in February and March 2015 for 
about $450. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the mowers 
immediately and contact a Toro dealer to schedule a 
free repair. 
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Homelite Electric Leaf 
Blower Vacuums 
 
Hazard: The blower vacuum can 
overheat, spark and catch on fire 
posing fire and burn hazards. 
 
This recall involves Homelite 12 
amp electric blower vacuums with 
model numbers UT42120, 
UT42120A and UT42121. Model 
numbers are located on a label on 
the left side of the red motor 
housing. The blower vacuums are 
red and black. These blowers were sold at Home Depot and Direct Tools Factory Outlets 
stores nationwide and online at www.homedepot.com from January 2010 through March 2015 
for about $40. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled blower vacuums and return 
them to any Home Depot or Direct Tools Factory Outlet store for a full refund. 
 
OWT Industries Expert Gardener Electric Leaf Blower Vacuums 
 
Hazard: The blower vacuum can overheat, spark and catch on fire posing fire and burn 
hazards. 
 
This recall involves Expert Gardener 12 amp electric blower vacuums with model numbers 
20254EG, 20254EGA, 20254EGB, 20254EGBC, 20254EGC and 21254EG. Model numbers 
are located on a label on the left side of the motor housing. The blower vacuums are green 
and black. These blowers were sold exclusively at Wal-Mart stores nationwide and online at 

walmart.com from January 
2012 through March 2015 
for about $40.  
 
Remedy: Consumers 
should immediately stop 
using the recalled blower 
vacuums and return them 
to any Wal-Mart store for a 
full refund. 
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Snow Peak Japanese Axe M 
 
Hazard: The handle of the axe can crack, 
allowing the axe head to come loose, posing a 
laceration or impact hazard to the user or 
bystanders. 
 
The recalled Japanese Axe M has item number 
R-061 printed on the back page of the included 
manual. The axe handles measure 14 inches 
long and are made of a light colored maple. A 
small black snow flake (asterisk) is burnt into 
the handle near the hole at the end of the 
handle. The handle has a small hole near the end, which is used for hanging the axe. The axe 
was sold with a white leather holder for the axe head that attaches with a snap strap. These 
axes were sold at outdoor equipment retail stores including Adventure 16, Backcountry Gear 
LTD, Camp Saver, Snow Peak Portland Store, UTE Mountaineer, and online at 
www.snowpeak.com from December 2013 through August 2014 for about $160. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Japanese Axe M and return 
it to the Snow Peak’s Portland retail store or contact Snow Peak for a free replacement axe. 
 
Avalanche Rescue Snow Shovels 
 
Hazard: The lower lock button on the avalanche snow shovel’s shaft can 
fail to secure the blade, causing the shovel’s shaft and blade to come 
apart and render the shovel unable to be used. 
 
This recall involves Mountain Safety Research Operator T, Operator D  
and Responder avalanche rescue snow shovels. Lock buttons on the 
lower shaft connect the metal shovel blade to the metal shaft. Recalled 
shovels have a slit on either side of the lower lock button. The shovels 
measure about 32 to 34 inches long. These shovels were sold at outdoor 
recreation stores, including Bass Pro Shops, REI and others, nationwide 
and online at Amazon.com and other websites from October 2014 
through January 2015 for between $60 and $70. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled 
shovels and return them to the place of purchase for a full refund or to 
Mountain Safety Research for a free replacement shaft. 
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Cohort Folding Knife 
 
Hazard: The locking mechanism 
can fail to hold the blade, posing 
a laceration hazard. 
 
The Cohort is an open frame folding clip knife with either a black or dark gray anodized 
aluminum handle. The tail end of the handle includes a lanyard hole. When the knife blade is 
fully extended, it is held in the open position with a liner lock function. When fully extended, the 
overall length of the knife is about 7 inches. Model numbers can be found underneath the UPC 
barcode on the lower right corner on the rear of the hanging blister packaging. For box 
packaging, the model number is found on the bottom of the box. The following models are 
being recalled: 30-000645N, 31-002488NDIP, 31-001714N, 31-002722HDN, 31-001714NDIP, 
31-002885HDN, 31-001715N, 31-002885HDQP, 31-002488N, 1000044211, 1000246978 and 
45J105. A product date code appears on the blade, beneath the thumb stud, on the clip side of 
the knife. The last figure in the code is a letter, and the recall applies to all Cohort knives with 
the letters "E" and "F." These knives were sold at Bass Pro Shops, Cabela’s, Home Depot, 
other retailers nationwide and online at www.gerbergear.com and other online sporting goods 
stores from January 2013 through March 2015 for about $30.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the knife and contact Gerber for a replacement. 
 
L.L. Bean Hunting Knives and Sheath  
 
Hazard: The knife can cut through the sheath, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
The recall includes the L.L. Bean GTO Hunting Knife with Sheath with product identification 
number 296435 printed on the product’s packaging. 
The knife has a 4 inch blade. L.L. Bean is printed 
on the blade and an outline of a mountain is printed 
on the blade. The sheath is embroidered with “L.L. 
Bean” and an outline of mountains. These knives 
were sold exclusively at L.L. Bean stores 
nationwide, catalog and online at 
www.LLBean.com from June 2015 through 
September 2015 for about $90. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop 
using the knife sheath and contact the firm to 
receive a free replacement sheath. 
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Great States Earthwise Cordless Electric 
Lawn Mowers 
 
Hazard: The mower can start when the key is not in the 
starting position, posing an injury hazard to the user. 
 
This recall involves Earthwise cordless electric push 
lawn mowers with a 17-inch mowing deck. The recalled 
mowers have a silver motor housing and deck with a 
side discharge chute and have a 24-volt removable, 
rechargeable battery. Brand name “Earthwise” and “17” 
appear on the front of the mowers. Model number 60517 
is on the name plate on the back of the motor cover. 
These mowers were sold at Menards stores, Seventh 
Avenue catalogs and online at PowerSales.com and 
SeventhAvenue.com from January 2014 to May 2014 for 
about $250. 
 

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled electric mowers, remove the 
battery and contact Great States Corporation for a replacement mower. 
 
Worx Electric Blower Vacuums 
 
Hazard: The grounded and ungrounded wiring in the electric blower/vacs could be reversed, 
posing a shock hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Worx brand electric blower/vacs. The model and serial numbers are 
printed on the opposite side of the motor housing. Model number WG507 and a serial number 
in one of the following ranges are included in this recall: 201418000134 through 
201418018263, 201418018268 through 201418021382 and 201511000379 through 
201511001397. These blowers were sold at Menards and Wal-Mart stores nationwide from 
January 2015 through May 
2015 for about $40.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the 
recalled blower/vacs and return 
them to the place of purchase 
for a replacement or full refund. 
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Greenworks Blower 
Vacuums  
 
Hazard: The blower/vac’s motor 
can catch fire, posing fire and 
burn hazards. 
 
This recall involves 
GreenWorks 12 amp electric 
blower/vacs. Recalled 

blower/vacs have model number 24022 with a serial number between GWS0350001 through 
GWS2280500 or model number 24072 with a serial number between GWR1310001 through 
GWS2281100. The model number, serial number, “greenworks” and “ELECTRIC 
BLOWER/MULCHER WITH BAG” are printed on the side of the motor housing.  Model 24022 
has a two-speed switch. Model 24072 has a variable speed switch. These blowers were sold 
at Menards, Magic Mart and Mowtown stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, 
atgstores.com, blishmize.com, build.com, chp.com, cpooutlets.com, globalindustrial.com,  
Greenworktools.com, hayneedle.com, homedepot.com, johnelandis.com, Kmart.com, 
Lowes.com, magicmartstores.com, maxtools.com, Menards.com, mowtownusa.com, 
overstock.com, powerequipmentdirect.com, reisshardware.com, samsclub.com, scotsco.com, 
Sears.com, seventhavenue.com, smithssc.com, Target.com, thehardwarecity.com,  
unbeatablesale.com,Walmart.com, wayfair.com and 123greetings.com from February 2012 
through June 2015 for between $30 and $70. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled blower/vacs and contact 
Sunrise Global Marketing for a full refund. 
 
Husqvarna Lawn and Garden Tillers 
 
Hazard: The tiller’s transmission shift rod and clip can come into contact with the control cable 
during shifting and cause the tiller to unintentionally move forward or backward, posing a risk 
of bodily injury and/or laceration. 
 
This recall involves Ariens, Husqvarna, Jonsered and Poulan Pro brand rear tine tillers used 
for plowing, cultivation and ridging gardens and lawns. The tillers have an engine to power the 
wheels and the rear tines, an operator handle with forward and reverse transmission and tilling 
widths ranging from 17 to 19 inches. The brand name is printed on the side of the tiller.  They 
were sold in red, orange and yellow/black colors. The following model and serial numbers are 
included in the recall: Ariens model number A600DRT; Husqvarna model numbers CRT900, 
CRT900L, DRT900, DRT900E and DRT900H with serial numbers 101514MXXXXX through 
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053115MXXXXX; Jonsered model numbers 
J208C14 and J208D14; and Poulan Pro 
model PRRT900. These tillers were sold at 
hardware stores, home centers and 
independent outdoor power equipment 
dealers from October 2014 through May 
2015 for between $600 and $850. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the recalled tillers and return it to 
the nearest Husqvarna dealer for a free 
repair. 
 
Briggs & Stratton Simplicity Riding 
Mowers, Tractors and Mower Decks 
 
Hazard: The chute deflector on the riding mowers and garden tractors can fail to prevent 
projectiles from being expelled. This poses a risk of injury to consumers from projectiles. 
 
This recall involves orange Simplicity brand zero turn riding mowers, mower deck attachments 
and garden tractors. Mower deck sizes range from 44 to 54 inches. The Simplicity logo is on 
the side of the mower or garden tractor. The model and serial numbers are located on the 
frame near the front tires or on the frame rail below the seat. The following models and serial 
numbers are included in the recall:  Model 1695058 with serial numbers 2016939034-
2017048430, model 1696445 with serial numbers 2016943253-2017107153, model 1696446 
with serial numbers 2016933459-2017114841, model 1696459 2017100601-2017100603, 
model 2691175 with serial numbers 2016825203-2017125081, model 2691176 with serial 
numbers 2016869892-2017114891, model 2691179 with serial numbers 2016893089-
2017100633, model 2691224 with serial numbers 2016905124-2017114535, model 2691280 

with serial numbers 2016969131-2017104015 and 
model 5901269 with serial numbers 2016868431-
2016869752. Mowers with a black dot on the label 
containing the product’s model and serial number are 
not included in this recall. These mowers were sold at 
Briggs & Stratton dealers nationwide from August 2014 
through May 2015 for between $3,600 and $16,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using 
the recalled products and contact a Briggs & Stratton 
dealer to schedule a free repair. 
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John Deere Lawn Tractors 
 
Hazard: The brake arm on the lawn tractor can fail, 
posing a crash hazard. 
 
This recall involves John Deere models D110, D125, 
D130, D140, D155, D160 and D170 lawn tractors with 
serial numbers beginning with 1GXD. A complete list 
of serial numbers included in this recall is on the firm’s website. The model number is printed 
on the bottom left and right of the hood in yellow. The serial number is located on the left side 
of tractor, under the fender, above the left rear tire. These tractors were sold at Home Depot, 
Lowe’s and other John Deere dealers nationwide from May 2015 through August 2015 for 
between $1,700 and $2,700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled lawn tractors immediately and contact a 
John Deere dealer for a free repair. John Deere is also contacting all registered owners of the 
recalled lawn tractors directly. 
 
Grizzly 10-Inch Hybrid Table Saws 
 
Hazard: The motor pulley can come loose and hit the table saw blade, causing the blade teeth 
to break into flying metal fragments, posing a risk of laceration or impact injury to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Grizzly 10-inch hybrid table saws with model number G0771 and serial 
number between TS2014060001 and TS2014111244 or a date code between 06/2014 and 
11/2014.  The Grizzly logo, “G0771,” the serial number and the date code are printed on the 
side of the table saw’s enclosed white metal base. These saws were sold at Grizzly’s 

showrooms, online at 
www.grizzly.com, in Grizzly’s 
catalogs and in woodworking trade 
magazines from January 2015 
through May 2015 for about $625. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should 
immediately stop using the recalled 
table saws and return them to 
Grizzly for a full refund, free repair or 
a free motor pulley kit that can be 
installed by the consumer. 
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Dremel MICRO Model 8050 Rotary 
Tool 
 
Hazard: The tool’s circuit board can overheat 
and melt the tool’s enclosure. If the tool is 
being held while overheating, it could present 
a risk of burn. Additionally, some tools may 
lose their speed control changing to high 
speed in use, turn on by themselves, or may 
not turn off, posing a personal injury hazard. 
 
This recall involves the Dremel® MICRO™ Model 8050 Rotary Tool with date codes 407 
through 505.  The model number and date codes are located on the name plate of the product, 
which is on the side opposite the Dremel logo.  Products are dark gray with a silver label and 
blue control buttons and have 8V lithium ion batteries. These tools were sold at Ace Hardware, 
Home Depot, Lowe’s, Menards and other home improvement, hardware and major retailers 
nationwide and online including www.acehardware.com, www.amazon.com, 
www.homedepot.com, www.lowes.com and www.menards.com from July 2014 through May 
2015 for about $90. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Robert Bosch Tool a free repair. 
 
Panasonic Metal Cutter Saw Kits and Combo Kits 
 
Hazard: The lower blade guard can get stuck in the fully retracted position and not 
automatically release to cover the blade. The exposed blade poses a laceration hazard and 
risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves the EY3530NQMKW 15.6V 
Cordless Metal Cutter Kit and the 
EYC136NQK 15.6V Cordless Metal Cutter 
Combo Kit. The model EY3530 metal cutter 
saw is a circular metal cutting saw in black 
with yellow accents. “Panasonic” is printed in 
white letters on the upper wrap around blade 
guard. “15.6 V” and “Metal Cutter Saw” are 
printed in black letters with yellow highlights on 
the blade guard. The model EY136 combo kit 
includes the EY3530 circular metal cutting saw 
and also includes a drill and other accessories. 
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The model number and date code are located on the bottom of the lower support, between the 
battery and the blade. Date codes included in the recall are as follows: 3120001 through 
3120030, 4010001 through 4010030, 4030001 through 4030030, 4080001 through 4080060 
and 5010001 through 5010060. These saws were sold at industrial distributors nationwide 
from April 2014 through June 2015 for about $400 for the saw kit and $500 for the combo kit. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled saws and contact Panasonic 
to receive a return prepaid shipping label. Panasonic will replace the safety guard and return 
the saws to the consumer. 
 
Shivvers Country Clipper Riding Lawn Mowers 
 
Hazard: The gas cap threads do 
not align with threads of the fuel 
tanks opening, which can allow 
fuel to leak, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Edge, Edge 
XLT and Wrangler lawn mowers. 
The red riding lawn mowers have 
a gray seat with a foam cushion, 
black arm rests and either black 
or gray joystick or twin lever 
steering.  “Country Clipper” and 
the model name appear in black 
letters on the front under the seat 
and on the sides of the lawn 
mower. Recalled Country Clipper 
model numbers are as follows. 
The model number is located on a silver metal plate on the mower’s side rail. Recalled model 
numbers include: 2348KOJ-410, 2448KAJ-455, 1841KAJ-140, 2452KAJ-410, 2452KAJ-455, 
2348KOJ-140, 2652KOJ-410, 1452KAT-455, 2352KOJ-140, 21548KAJ-410, 2460KAJ-455, 
21548KAJ-140, 2460KAT-455, 21552KAJ-140, 2648KOJ-455, 2652KOJ-455 and 2660KOZJ-
455. These mowers were sold at Country Clipper lawn mower dealerships nationwide from 
June 2015 to September 2015 for between $4,000 and $6,600. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the lawn mowers and contact a Country 
Clipper Dealer to schedule a free repair. Shivvers is contacting owners of the recalled lawn 
mowers directly. 
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Scag Liberty-Z Zero-Turn Lawn Mower 
 
Hazard: The gas tank can leak, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
This recall involves two Scag Liberty-Z zero-turn 
lawn mowers; model SZL48-22KT with serial 
numbers K7100001 through K7102353 and 
model SZL52-24KT with serial numbers 
K7200001 through K7202020. The model and 
serial numbers are printed on a vertical plate under the mower’s seat. These lawn mowers 
were sold at Scag Power Equipment dealers nationwide from October 2014 through May 2015 
for about $4,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled lawn mowers and contact 
Scag Power Equipment or an authorized dealer for a free repair. 
 
Bob-Cat Zero Turn Riding Mower 
 
Hazard: The steering control arm component can break under normal use, causing driver to 
lose control and crash. 
 
The CRZ and XRZ model riding mowers have a chassis with an adjustable10-gauge green 
steel mower deck. The recalled mowers are: CRZ 48-inch, model number 942699 with serial 
numbers 94260000070-94260001236; CZR 52-inch, model number 942601 with serial 
numbers 94260100070-94260101722; CZR 61-inch, model number 942602 with serial 
numbers 94260200070-94260200545; XRZ 48-inch, model number 942610 with serial 
numbers 94261000070-94261000390; XRZ 52-inch, model number 942611 with serial 
numbers 94261100070-94261100709; and XRZ 61-inch, model number 942612 with serial 

numbers 94261200070-94261200342. The plate 
containing the serial and model number is 
located under the seat on the frame cross-
member. The mowers were sold at Bob-Cat 
dealerships nationwide from January 2013 to 
April 2014 for $4,500 to $5,200. 
 
Remedy: The mower should be returned to the 
dealer where purchased for free repair with a 
newly designed control arm component.  
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Venmar Ventilation Air Exchangers 
 
Hazard: The motor in the air exchangers 
can overheat, posing a fire hazard to 
consumers.  
 
This recall involves air exchangers with 
and without heat recovery sold under 
different brands that are used to circulate 
air in and out of the home. The metal air 
exchangers are painted blue or grey. Air 
exchangers with heat recovery included in 
this recall were manufactured from 
January 2002 through May 2008 and have brand and model information written on a silver or 
black label on the outside panel. Air exchangers without heat recovery included in this recall 
were manufactured from January 2002 through July 2009 and have brand and model 
information printed on the unit's rating plate or imprinted on the side of the unit. The following 
brand names and model numbers are included in the recall: Bryant, Carrier, Day & Night and 
Payne brands with model numbers RVBBLHAXXXX, ERVBBLHUXXXX, ERVCCLHAXXXX, 
ERVCCLHUXXXX, HRVBBLHAXXXX, HRVBBLHUXXXX, HRVBBLVUXXXX, 
HRVBBSVUXXXX, HRVCCLHAXXXX, HRVCCLHUXXXX, HRVCCLVUXXXX, 
HRVCCSVUXXXX, VA3AAXXXX, VB5AAXXXX, VC5AAXXXX or VL3AAA0XX; Conformax, 
Flair, Guardian by Broan, NuTone, Venmar, Venmar AVS and Venmar Klima brands with 
model numbers 0XX, 100X, 160XXXX, 1.X, 1XX, 2.X, 3XX, 40X, 4XXXX, 30, 30XX, 30XXX, 
55, 55XX, 85115, AE 60, AEXX, C32042, CH 30110, EA-109, EA-20XXX, EARC, ER-40XXX, 
ERVX00HC, HRVX00H, IVL XXX, NUTR 130, PRO XXX, RC-120, VA-80, VA-30000 or VE-25; 
Frigidaire, Maytag, Partners Choice, Tappan and Westinghouse brands with model 
number 91871X; Heil brand with model number HRV XX5 XRC; Husch and vänEE brands 
with model numbers 10, 100X, 1XX, 160XXXX, 20, 20XX, 30XX, 43XXX, 45XXX, 48405 or 90; 
Protech, Rheem, Rudd and Weatherking brands with model number 84-XRVX00; Sears 
brand with Optimum model name; and York brand with model number 5263554X000. In all 
model numbers listed, “X” may stand for any number or letter. Air exchangers with heat 
recovery were sold at heating, plumbing and building supply distributors nationwide from 
January 2002 through May 2008 for between $700 and $2,500. Air exchangers without heat 
recovery were sold at heating, plumbing, and building supply distributors nationwide from 
January 2002 through July 2009 for between $350 and $850. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately turn off and stop using their air exchangers. 
Consumers should contact Venmar Ventilation to request a free inspection and repair by a 
Venmar field technician. 
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Coaire and Quietside Tankless Gas Water Heaters 
 
Hazard: The water heaters can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves all models of single- and dual-purpose 
Coaire and Quietside brand tankless gas water heaters. The 
recalled water heaters heat either 4 or 7.2 gallons of water per 
minute. They are white and come in the following dimension 
ranges: 25-28 inches tall x 15-19 inches wide x 8-14 inches 
thick. The words “S-Line Condensing” are on the top front and 
brand names “Coaire” or “Quietside” are on the bottom front of 
the recalled water heaters. These water heaters were sold at 
independent dealers nationwide and on various websites from 
July 2008 through August 2014 for between $500 and $2,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
recalled water heaters and contact Challenger Supply 
Holdings to arrange a free repair. 
 

WindowTex Roller Window Shades 
 
Hazard: A steel pin inserted into the idler on the shades 
can become dislodged and cause the shade to fall from 
the mounting bracket, posing a risk of injury from impact 
to the consumer. 
 
This recall involves WindowTex custom-made fabric 
roller window shades that are raised and lowered by a 
side-mounted chain. Roller shades included in this 
recall have idlers with model number D15T, used with a 
1½ inch roller tube, and model number D20T, used with 
a 2 inch roller tube. These shades were sold at 
WindowTex authorized dealers nationwide from April 
2014 through June 2014 for between $100 and $500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers with the recalled window shades 
should immediately contact the place of purchase for 
instructions on how to schedule a service call for free 

replacement idlers. Consumers can also contact WindowTex for help identifying their 
authorized dealer. Authorized dealers are contacting all known purchasers.  
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Schneider Electric PowerPact J-Frame Circuit Breakers 
 
Hazard: The circuit breaker will not trip during an overload condition, posing a risk of fire, 
burns and electrical shock. 
 
The recall involves PowerPact J-frame molded case circuit breakers with thermal-magnetic trip 
units. The circuit breakers are made of black plastic and have a three-position breaker handle 
that indicates whether the breaker is off, on or tripped. The recalled circuit breakers are rated 
for 150 to 250 amps, have interruption ratings of D, G, J, L and R. They were manufactured in 
two pole and three pole configurations with either lug-in/lug-out or plug-in (I-Line) style 
connectors. 
  
Brand name “Schneider Electric” or “Square D” is on a yellow 
sticker above the breaker handle and on the top of a label on the 
side of the circuit breaker. A label on the front of the circuit 
breaker to the left of the breaker handle has the catalog number 
at the top.  The number also appears on a label on the side of 
the breaker. Schneider Electric catalog numbers begin with “NJ” 
and Square D catalog numbers begin with “J.” A label on the 
front of the circuit breaker to the right of the breaker handle has 
the date code in the lower right corner. Recalled circuit breakers 
were manufactured from March 26, 2014 through September 26, 
2014 and have date codes 14131 through 14395. The date 
codes are in the YYWWD format (example: 14131 = year 2014, 
week 13, day of the work week 1/ Monday). Breakers with 
following catalog numbers are being recalled: (N)JDX26XXX, 2 
Pole; (N)JGX26XXX, 2 Pole; (N)JJX26XXX, 2 Pole; 
(N)JLX26XXX, 2 Pole; (N)JDX36XXX, 3 Pole; (N)JGX36XXX, 3 
Pole; (N)JJX36XXX, 3 Pole; (N)JLX36XXX, 3 Pole; and (N)JRX36XXX, 3 Pole. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled circuit breakers and contact 
Schneider Electric for either a free replacement circuit breaker and a credit of up to $300 per 
address to cover labor costs for installation by a certified electrician or a handle update kit and 
a credit of up to $150 per address to cover labor costs for installation by a certified electrician. 
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Daikin Streamer Air Purifiers 
 
Hazard: The air purifier’s circuit board can overheat 
and cause the air purifier to catch fire. 
 
This recall involves Daikin brand streamer portable air 
purifiers with model number MC75KSU. The air 
purifiers are portable, cream-colored and measure 
about 23 inches tall by 15 inches wide by 8 inches 
deep. The model number is located on a rating plate 
on the lower right side of the units. The air purifiers 
were sold at Goodman Manufacturing and other 
HVAC contractors to consumers and online at 
Amazon.com from December 2010 through October 
2014 for about $540. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug the 

recalled air purifiers and contact Daikin for a full refund or a free replacement air purifier. 
 
Eaton Electrical Meter Breakers 
 
Hazard: The meter breaker’s electrical components can be easily accessed, posing a shock 
hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves MBED 3042 series residential meter breaker. The meter breakers are 
service entrance equipment systems that consist 
of a single meter socket and load center or a 
meter socket and main breaker combined in one 
enclosure. The recalled units have catalog 
numbers MBED3042B200BF, 
MBED3042B200BF6, MBED3042B225PV or 
MBED3042PV200BF. The catalog number is 
located on the unit’s packaging. Consumers 
should not open the meter breaker’s enclosure. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should contact Eaton or 
the electrical contractor that installed the recalled 
meter breaker for the free installation of the 
repair kit. 
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i4 Series System Sensor Combination Carbon 
Monoxide/Smoke Detectors 
 
Hazard: The detectors can fail to detect carbon monoxide gas in 
the home, posing a risk of carbon monoxide poisoning. 
 
This recall involves System Sensor i4 series combination carbon 
monoxide/smoke detector models COSMO-2W and COSMO-4W 
manufactured between 9/3/14 and 9/13/14. The detectors are 
round, white, and measure about 5.5 inches in diameter. Recalled units have date codes 4091 
or 4092 printed on the lower left-hand corner of the label affixed to the back of the product and 
on the packaging. These sensors were sold at security equipment dealers nationwide during 
September 2014 for about $75. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact System Sensor to obtain a free replacement 
combination CO/smoke detector. 
 
Kiddie Plastic Valve Disposable Fire Extinguisher 
 
Hazard: A faulty valve component can cause the fire extinguishers not to fully discharge when 
the lever is repeatedly pressed and released during a fire emergency, posing a risk of injury. 
 
This recall involves 31 models of Kidde disposable fire extinguishers with Zytel black plastic 
valves. The recalled extinguishers are red, white or silver. Manufacture dates included in the 
recall are July 23, 2013 through October 15, 2014. A 10-digit date code is stamped on the side 
of the cylinder, near the bottom. Date codes for recalled units 
manufactured in 2013 are XXXX 20413 X through XXXX 36513 X and 
2014 are XXXX 00114 X through XXXX 28814 X. A nameplate affixed 
to the front of the fire extinguisher has one of the following model 
numbers: 10BC, 1A 10BC, 1A 10BCW, 2A10BC, 5BC, 5BCW, FA10G, 
FA110, FA5B, FC10, FC110, FC5, FH/ RESSP, FX10, FX10BC, 
FX10K, FX210, FX210R, FX210W, FX340GW, FX340SC, FX5II, KFH 
Twin, M110 Twin, M5 Twin, Mariner 10, Mariner 110, Mariner 5, 
Mariner 5 G, RESSP and XL 5MR. These extinguishers were sold at 
Home Depot, Menards, Wal-Mart and other home and hardware stores 
nationwide, and online from August 2013 through November 2014 for 
between $18 and $65, and about $200 for model XL 5MR. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Kidde for a 
replacement fire extinguisher. 
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Safe Step Walk-In Tubs 
 
Hazard: The tub’s heated seat can 
get stuck in the “on” position. If a 
towel or other item is covering the 
seat of an empty tub, the seat can 
overheat, posing a burn hazard to 
consumers. 
 
This recall involves Safe Step walk-
in, hydro-massage bath tubs with 
heated seats. The recalled tubs 
have model numbers LP2848, 
LP2851, LP2853, LP3153 or LP3255 and serial numbers 124423 through 131569 containing 
the prefix HS, HSHY, HSHS, HSMB or MBHS. The model and serial numbers are located on 
the back of the small access panel on the faucet end of the tub. These tubs were sold 
nationwide from January 2014 through September 2014 for between $12,000 and $15,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should not put a towel or other item on the seat and contact Oliver 
Fiberglass for new instructions and warning stickers to place on the tubs. 
 
Sears Kenmore 24-Inch Electric Ranges  
 
Hazard: The heating element can fail to properly adhere to the 
cooktop, posing an electrical shock hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Sears Kenmore 24-inch wide freestanding 
electric ranges with model number 790.90152 with serial numbers 
from NF408 through NF424 and model number 790.90153 with 
serial numbers from NF408 through NF427. The ranges have 
smooth cooktops and are white or black with stainless steel 
accents. The model and serial numbers are located on the bottom 
right frame of the range inside the storage drawer. These ranges 
were sold at Sears and Kmart stores nationwide from April 2014 
through October 2014 for between $650 and $860. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and unplug 
the recalled electric ranges and contact Sears to schedule a free 
inspection and repair if necessary. 
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Coastal Carolina Residential Hydrolic Elevators 
 
Hazard: The elevator can operate while the gate door is 
open, posing a crushing hazard. 
 
This recall involves Elmira Hydraulic residential hydraulic 
elevators. The elevators were installed in homes with 
multiple floors. They have a manual accordion-style car gate 
door with vinyl laminate inserts and a control panel with up 
and down buttons, light switch, telephone, emergency stop 
button and power failure light. “Cambridge Elevating” is 
printed on the elevator’s push button panel. These elevators 
were sold by Coastal Carolina Elevators through residential 
contractors and home builders from January 2006 through 
December 2009 for between $16,000 and $25,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled elevators and contact 
Coastal Carolina Elevator for a free repair. 
 
Blinds To Go Window Shades 
 
Hazard: The shade’s chain or cord loop can slip out of the hold-down device, posing a 
strangulation hazard for small children.  

 
The recalled custom-made shades have a hold-down 
device for the cord that is a clear, P-shaped plastic 
hook. The cord or chain loop of the window shades 
clips into the device. The hook is screwed to the side 
of the wall or window during installation. It was 
shipped with the Blinds To Go custom-made roller 
shades with Sidewinders; Smartlift pleated and 
cellular shades; Panel Tracks shades and Serenity 
shades. These shades were sold exclusively at 
Blinds To Go showrooms and online at 
www.blindstogo.com from January 2009 to 
November 2014 for between $60 and $770. 
 
Remedy: Consumers can contact the company to 
order a free retrofit kit and instructions on how to 
replace the recalled part. 
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Giant Factories Gas Water Heaters 
 
Hazard: On units with a space between the bottom of the water 
tank and the combustion chamber, the flame arrestor or flame 
arrestor plate can fail, posing a risk of fire or explosion if flammable 
liquids or gases are nearby. 
 
This recall involves atmospherically vented propane and natural 
gas water heaters in 30, 40, 50 and 60 gallon capacities. The 
recalled water heaters are white with a red “Giant” logo decal on 
the front. The water heaters have a nameplate near the gas valve 
with the model number, date of manufacture and serial number. 
Recalled water heaters have the following model number and have 
a serial number within the following ranges: Model 
UG30‐30MF‐N2U‐US with serial number ranges A7093000 and 
A7176930 to A7176932; model UG40‐32LF‐P1U‐US with serial 
number ranges A7125009 to A7125069, A7129350 to A7129373, 
A7136418 to A7136422, A7170513 to A7170522, A7170524 to 
A7170527, A7177431 and A7182196 to A 7182283; model 
UG50‐36LF‐P1U‐US with serial number A 7120387; and model UG50‐40LF‐N1U‐US with 
serial number ranges A7120400 to A7120417, A7121718 to A7121722, A7147644 to 
A7147651 and A7181128 to A7181133. These water heaters were sold at independent 
distributors in Maryland, New York and Pennsylvania from April 2014 through October 2014 for 
between $340 and $830. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately ensure there are no combustible materials near the 
water heater and contact Giant for a free inspection. If the water heater has a space between 
the bottom of the water tank and the combustion chamber, Giant will replace the water heater 
free of charge. 
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Kenmore Elite Slide-In Ranges 
 
Hazard: The stainless steel trim below the range control panel 
can have a sharp edge, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves Sears Kenmore Elite stainless steel slide-in 
gas, electric and dual-fuel ranges with the following model and 
serial numbers. The model and serial numbers are located on 
the inside frame of the range door on the left side. Kenmore 
Elite is printed on the front of the oven door. The following 
models are included in the recall: Model 790.32623xxx with 
serial numbers AF41500007-AF44902220, model 
790.32633xxx with serial numbers AF41600811-AF45004453, 
model 790.32643xxx with serial numbers AF41601928-

AF45003625, model 790.42553xxx with serial numbers AF41602002-AF45006133, model 
790.42563xxx with serial numbers AF42002743-AF45005533, model 790.42623xxx with serial 
numbers AF42801297-AF45000612, model 790.42603xxx with serial numbers AF40602184-
AF45004329, model 790.42613xxx with serial numbers AF42500541-AF45003409. These 
ranges were sold exclusively at Sears stores nationwide from May 2014 through April 2015 for 
between $2,400 and $3,700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Sears for a free inspection and free repair. 
 
Kenmore Elite Dual Fuel Ranges 
 
Hazard: The burner flame can go out while the gas is turned on. This can allow gas to escape 
and poses fire and burn hazards. 
 
This recall involves Sears Kenmore stainless steel slide-in 
ranges with gas cooktops and electric ovens. Model number 
790.42603xxx with serial numbers ranging from AF42500601 
through AF43000916 and model number 790.42613xxx with 
serial numbers ranging from AF42500541 through 
AF43103647 are included. The model and serial numbers are 
located on the inside frame of the range door on the left side. 
These ranges were sold exclusively at Sears stores from June 
2014 through October 2014 for between $3,200 and $3,700. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the 
ranges and contact Sears for a free inspection and free repair.  
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Viking Gas Ranges 
 
Hazard: The ranges’ ovens can turn on by themselves, 
posing a burn hazard to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Viking Range freestanding gas ranges 
sold in stainless steel, black, white and 21 different colors 
and finishes. The ranges were sold in various surface 
configurations:  All burners or burners with griddle and/or 
grill. The ranges are about 36 inches tall to the top of the 
side trim, 30, 36, 48 or 60 inches wide and 24.5 inches deep 
to the end of the side panel.  The model and serial numbers 
can be found on a label in one of three locations:  On the 
bottom of the control panel above the door, on the front of 
the oven cavity below the control panel or on the inside of 
the left side panel. Consumers should only search for the model and serial number when the 
range is not hot. Model and serial numbers beginning with the following are included in this 
recall: Models VGIC306, VGIC308, VGIC366, VGIC368, VGIC486, VGIC488, VGIC530 and 
VGIC536; as well as model VGCC530 with serial numbers 040108 through 010313, VGCC536 
with serial numbers 110108 through 010913, VGCC548 with serial numbers 020109 through 
010913, VGCC560 with serial numbers 050111 through 010313, VGSC530 with serial 
numbers 063008 through 063014, VGSC536 with serial numbers 113008 through 063014 and 
VGSC548 with serial numbers 030109 through 063014. These ranges were sold at ABT, 
Ferguson, Morrison, Pacific Sales, PC Richard & Son and other stores nationwide from July 
2007 through June 2014 for between $4,000 and $13,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Viking Range to schedule a free in-home 
repair. While waiting for a free repair, consumers can contact Viking Range for steps to avoid a 
burn injury. 
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John Wood Oil-Fired Water Heaters 
 
Hazard: The water heater’s combustion chamber can be 
misaligned and heat the exterior walls of the water heater instead 
of the water. Combustible material near the water heater can 
catch fire, posing fire and burn hazards. 
 
This recall involves John Wood brand 50 and 70 gallon oil-fired 
water heaters. The 50 gallon water heaters have model number 
JW517 and serial numbers from 1349A021678 through 
1503A016643. The 70 gallon water heaters have model number 
JW717 and serial numbers from 1421M001517 through 
436M000040. The model number, size and serial numbers are 
printed on the rating plate near the top of the tank. Only oil-fired 
water heaters are included in this recall. These water heaters 
were sold at John Wood sales representatives to plumbers and 
consumers from January 2014 through March 2015 for about 
$1,500 to $2,500. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately turn off and stop using 
the recalled water heaters and contact A.O. Smith for a free inspection and replacement. 
 
Hearth & Home Heat-N-Glo and Heatilator Corner Indoor Gas Fireplaces 
 
Hazard: The back of the firebox can bow out, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Heat-N-Glo and Heatilator Corner Unit Series indoor gas fireplaces. The 
fireplaces are LP or NG-fueled corner units with tempered glass fronts. The following model 
numbers are printed on the unit rating plate, located near the controls used to operate the 

units, and in the instruction manual: LCOR-
36TRB-IPI, RCOR-36TRB-IPI, GDCL4136I 
and GDCR4136I. These fireplaces were sold 
at fireplace stores from March 2008 through 
November 2014 for $3,500 to $5,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately 
stop using the gas fireplaces and contact the 
fireplace store where the unit was purchased 
to arrange for a free inspection and 
installation of a correction kit.  
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Hearth & Home Quadra-Fire Mt. Vernon 
Pellet Stoves and Inserts 
 
Hazard: Fuel can back up, creating unstable 
combustion and a pressure build up inside the firebox 
and glass can break, posing a laceration hazard. 
 
This recall involves Quadra-Fire Mt. Vernon E2 pellet 
stoves and inserts. The cast iron pellet stove is about 
32 inches high, 28 inches wide, 29 inches deep and 
has a matte black, sienna bronze, porcelain 
mahogany or porcelain black finish. The inserts are 
about 34 inches wide in front by 24 inches high by 15 
inches deep. The following recalled model numbers 
are printed on the unit rating plate, which is located near the controls and in the instruction 
manual:  MMTV-E2-PBK, MTV1-E2-CSB, MTV-E2-CSB, MTV1-E2-MBK, MTV-E2-MBK, 
MTV1-E2-PMH, MTV-E2-PDB, MTV-E2-PFT and MTV-E2-PMH. These stoves were sold at 
stove stores from February 2014 through January 2015 for about $4,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the unit, turn the small blue dial on the stove or insert 
to the -4 position and follow the daily maintenance requirements in the owner's manual. They 
should contact the retailer where the unit was purchased to arrange for free installation of an 
enhanced control board. 
 
Cash Acme Heatguard Temperature Actuated Flow Reducing Device 
 
Hazard: The thermal element in the TAFR can fail to operate, causing the users to come in 
contact with water that is hotter than expected. This poses a risk of scalding injury. 
 
This recall involves Cash Acme Heatguard brand Temperature Actuated Flow Reducing 
(TAFR) devices. TAFR flow reducers sense high temperature water and reduce water flow if 
the temperature achieves 120° F. The following three TAFR models sold from December 2014 
to May 2015 are included in the recall:  SD-LF #24718, TD-LF #24719 and SD-01 #24110-
0000. These devices were sold at plumbing retailers and wholesalers 
nationwide from December 2014 through May 2015 for about $30. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should use caution when turning on faucets 
and showers with the recalled TAFR device installed and immediately 
contact Reliance Worldwide to receive a free replacement TAFR. 
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Cooper Lighting Fluorescent Lighting 
Fixtures 
 
Hazard: The socket can overheat, arc and melt, 
posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves indoor light fixtures that 
range in size from 18 inches to 4 feet long. The 
fixtures were sold in white and can be mounted 
from heights between 8 and 12 feet. A date code 
between 182 11 (July 1, 2011) and 090 15 (March 31, 2015) is affixed to the fixture near the 
ballast in a DDD YY format. Catalogue and model numbers are located on the second line of a 
label affixed to the inside of the fixture. Catalogue and model numbers included in the recall: 
DLE217RLP, DLE217RLPB, DLE 232RLP, DLE232RLPB, SL232R, SL232R/1, SL232RPC, 
SL232RTP, SLNR232R, SLNR232R/1, SLNR232RCHR, SLW232R, SLW232R/1, SNF115R, 
SNF117R, SNF125R, SNF217R, SSF217R, WP217R, WP217RNKLLU, WP232R, 
WP232RLU, WP232RNKL, WP232RNKLLU and WP232RNKLRL. These fixtures were sold at 
Ace Hardware, Lowe’s, Menards, Mills Fleet Farm, True Value and other retail stores 
nationwide from July 2011 through April 2015 for between $13 and $67. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the light fixture and contact Cooper 
Lighting for a free replacement. 
 
Jenn-Air Wall Ovens and Combination Microwave/Wall Ovens 
 
Hazard: The extendable roller rack can 
unexpectedly disengage when fully 
extended, posing a risk of burns to 
consumers. 
 
This recall involves Jenn-Air brand single 
and double wall ovens, and combination 
microwave/wall ovens with an extendable 
roller rack with handle. The ovens were sold 
in stainless steel, oiled bronze, black and 
white. The Jenn-Air logo is affixed to the 
lower right corner of the oven door. Wall 
ovens included in the recall have models 
numbers that begin with JJW2, JJW3 
JMW2 or JMW3 and a serial number 
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beginning with a D or F. A complete list of model and serial numbers included in this recall is 
on the firm’s website (repair.whirlpoolcorp.com). Model and serial numbers for single and 
double ovens are located under the control panel, and for combination ovens, the model and 
serial number are located near the center vent of the lower oven. These ovens were sold at 
Sears, Pacific Sales and other stores nationwide, and by wholesalers, including Ferguson 
Enterprises, and homebuilders from March 2012 through June 2015 for between $2,500 and 
$5,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the extendable roller rack and contact 
Whirlpool Corporation for a free in-home inspection and repair. 
 
Acorn Motorized Stair Lifts 
 
Hazard: The stair lift's seat post can separate from the main seat support, posing a fall hazard. 
 
This recall involves Acorn brand motorized stair lifts with the model name Acorn Superglide 
120. The stair lifts are mechanical chairs that are installed on residential staircases to transport 
people with reduced mobility up and down stairs. The following versions of the Acorn 
Superglide 120 are being recalled:  Acorn 120 Stairlift, Acorn 120 Outdoor Stairlift, Acorn 120 

Superglide Stairlift, Acorn Outdoor Stairlift, and Acorn 
Slimline Stairlift.  The recalled stair lifts were 
manufactured between March 2007 and March 2011 and 
have serial numbers between 110101209781 and 
110202352678.  For all of the recalled stair lifts, the name 
“Acorn Superglide 120” and the serial numbers are 
located on a silver label on the stair lift's carriage body 
cover and on the underside of the steel footrest. These 
lifts were sold at Acorn Stairlifts and Acorn Stairlifts' 
authorized dealers nationwide from March 2007 to 
December 2011 for about $3,400. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Acorn 
for a free in-home repair. Until the stair lift is repaired, 
consumers should consider whether to continue using the 
stair lift based on their ability to safely use the stairs 
unaided. If a consumer is able to use the stairs safely, 
then he or she should not use the lift until it is repaired. 
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Viking Range Dishwashers 
 
Hazard: An electrical component in the dishwasher can 
overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
The recall includes Viking Professional, Designer and 
Custom Panel dishwashers manufactured before April 1, 
2011. The recalled dishwashers are 24 inches wide and 
were sold in black, white and 24 other custom colors, 
stainless steel and with custom wood panels. The name 
“Viking” appears on the control panel at the top of the door. 
The model and serial number are located on the 
identification plate mounted on the inside on the left side of 
the dishwasher door opening.  The first six numbers in the 
serial number are the manufacture date in MMDDYY 
format. Model numbers and manufacture dates included on 
this recall are:  Model numbers DDB200, FDB200, VDB200, DFB450 or VDB450 with date 
codes before 120110 and models VDB325 or DDB325 with date codes before 040111. These 
dishwashers were sold at appliance and specialty retail stores nationwide from July 2008 
through March 2012 for between $1,225 and $2,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dishwashers and contact 
Viking for a free in-home repair. 
 
Bosch Radion Wireless Smoke Alarms 
 
Hazard: The alarms can fail to alert consumers to a fire, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves Bosch’s Radion wireless round smoke alarms installed as part of Bosch 
security systems. The alarms have a Bosch label on the back with “RFSM-A,” a bar code with 
“F01U263962” and a 17-digit serial number starting with 
0922320XXX. The XXX in the 8th through 10th positions of 
the serial number designates the date code. Only alarms 
with date codes 001 through 458 are included in the recall. 
These alarms were sold at security system dealers 
nationwide from November 2013 through October 2014 for 
about $125. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their 
dealer/installer for a free replacement alarm. 
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Trane and American Standard 
Heaters 
 
Hazard: Heaters installed with reverse 
polarity on one of the breakers can cause 
the heater to overheat, posing a fire 
hazard. 
 
This recall involves Trane and American 
Standard brand accessory heaters 
manufactured between November 2014 and March 2015 and installed in TAM7 and TAM8 air 
handlers as a primary or secondary heat source. Models included in the recall are 
BAYEVBC15BK1BAA (15 KW Electric Heater) with serial numbers 1447B2BP1X through 
1512B2CDDX and Model BAYEVCC25BK1BAA (25 KW Electric Heater) with serial numbers 
1503B2AP0X through 1513B2BHXX. Due to the electrical risk, only a certified HVAC repair 
person should verify the model and serial numbers on the nameplate on the inside of the air 
handler. These heaters were sold at Trane and American Standard independent dealers 
nationwide from January 2015 to April 2015 for about $120. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the heater function by switching the 
system to cooling mode or off, and contact their Trane or American Standard independent 
dealer to schedule an inspection and replacement. The system’s air conditioning or cooling 
function may still be used.  
 
Bosch, Gaggenau, Kenmore Elite and Thermador Dishwashers 
 
Hazard: The power cord can overheat, posing a fire hazard. 
 
This recall involves power cords supplied with certain Bosch, Gaggenau, Kenmore Elite and 
Thermador brand dishwashers that were manufactured from January 2008 through December 
2013. Model and serial numbers are located on the top side of the dishwashers’ inner door 
panels. The following brands, models and serial numbers are being recalled: Bosch models 
SGE63E, SGV63E, SHE68E, SHE7ER, SHE8ER, SHE9ER, SHE9PT, SHV58E, SHV68E, 
SHV7ER, SHV9ER, SHV9PT, SHX58E, SHX5ER, SHX68E, SHX7ER, SHX8ER, SHX9ER, 
SHX9PT, SPE5ES, SPV5ES, SPX5ES with serial number range FD 8801-FD 9312; 
Gaggenau models DF2417, DF2607, DF2617 with serial number range FD 8904-FD 9312; 
Thermador models DWHD64 and DWHD65 with serial number range FD 8908-FD 9312; and 
Kenmore Elite models 630.13003, 630.13023, 630.13993 and 630.14003 with serial numbers 
beginning in 010 or 013. These dishwashers were sold at appliance and specialty retailers, 
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department stores, authorized builder distributors, home improvement stores nationwide and 
online between January 2009 and May 2014 for between $850 and $2,600. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the dishwasher and contact BSH Home 
Appliances for a free inspection and repair. 
 
Glacier Bay and Schon Faucets  
 
Hazard: The battery box used to power the faucet’s sensor can short circuit, overheat and/or 
melt, posing fire and burn hazards to consumers. 
 
This recall involves Glacier Bay and Schӧn brand touchless kitchen faucets that allow the user 
to waive a hand in front of a sensor to start and stop the flow of water, a pull-down sprayer 
head with a white LED light and a single handle to manually turn the water on and off. The 
touchless feature is powered by four 1.5V batteries installed into a battery box connected to 
the faucet. The Glacier Bay faucets include a matching soap dispenser.  Glacier Bay is printed 
on the base of the Glacier Bay faucets. Schӧn is printed on the base of the Schӧn faucets. The 
Glacier Bay faucets were sold in chrome, Mediterranean bronze and stainless steel. The 
Schӧn faucets were sold in chrome and stainless steel. The model number and the 
manufacturing date are printed on the faucet’s black piping that connects the faucet to the 
kitchen’s water pipe under the sink. Manufacturing dates are the YY-MM-DD format, e.g. 14-
10-29 was manufactured on October 29, 2014. The faucets have the following model numbers 
and manufacturing dates: Model 67536-1001with manufacturing dates 14-10-29 through 15-
04-14, model 67536-1027H2 with 
manufacturing dates 14-10-29 through 15-04-14, 
model 67536-1008D2 with manufacturing dates 14-
10-29 through 15-04-14, model 67558-0101 with 
manufacturing dates 14-10-29 through 15-04-14 
and model 67558-0108D2 with manufacturing 
dates 14-10-29 through 15-04-14. These faucets 
were sold exclusively at The Home Depot stores 
nationwide and online at www.homedepot.com 
from March 2015 through May 2015 for about 
$225. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug 
and remove batteries from the faucet’s battery box 
and contact Lota USA for a replacement battery 
box for the faucet. 
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United States Stove Pellet 
Heaters/Stoves 
 
Hazard: The internal fire box baffle can 
degrade, overheat and pose a fire hazard. 
 
The recall includes United States Stove 
Company’s HomComfort 2400 24K BTU Pellet 
Heater/Stoves. These steel and polycarbonate 
products are grey and are used as a window 
mounted heating appliance. Serial numbers 
included in the recall are 0451 through 4420, 
5681 through 5890 and 6301 through 6310. 

The firm name and serial number are printed on the faceplate attached by screws on the front 
bottom of the unit. These heaters were sold at Northern Tool, Orsheln, Orgill Brothers and 
Rural King home heating retailers and online at www.HomeDepot.com, www.Lowes.com and 
www.NorthernTool.com from April 2010 through March 2012 for about $1,000. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug these units and return the circuit board and 
serial face plate to the firm for $868 cash or $1,200 credit towards any United States Stove 
Company product. 
 
Sure Signal Heat-Activated Fire Alarms 
 
Hazard: A defective fusible link sensor (fuse) on the fire alarm can cause the alarm to fail to 
alert consumers of a fire. 
 
This recall involves Sure Signal Products heat-activated fire alarms sold under the following 
brand names and models:  DeTech FST2004H, MasterGuard QR50, Responsive TR70-R and 
Thermalink QR50. Date codes are listed in a YYDDD format 
and range from 04001 through 15182. The alarm’s model is 
printed on a label on the back of the alarm and the date code 
can be found on the back of the fuse. These alarms were 
sold at fire alarm dealers nationwide from January 2004 
through September 2015 for between $300 and $375.  
 
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Sure 
Signal Products for free replacement fuses. A video with 
instructions on how to replace the fuse is available at 
SureSignalProducts.com. 
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Sea Gull Chandeliers 
 
Hazard: The chandelier’s screw collar that holds the 
chandeliers to the ceiling mount can break causing the 
chandelier to fall and injure bystanders. 
 
This recall involves seven collections of Sea Gull Lighting 
chandeliers including:  Brandywine, Laurel Leaf, New 
Verona, Newport, Parkview, Roslyn and Somerton. They are 
metal with various finishes and two or three tiers of glass 
shades. The chandeliers measure between 27 to 50 inches 
wide and 26 to 46 inches high, depending on the model. The 
following product numbers, located inside the ceiling canopy 
of the chandelier, are included in this recall: Brandywine 
31432-71, 31433-71, 39033BLE-71 and 39034BLE-71; 
Laurel Leaf 31351-708, 
31351-965, 31352-708 and 
31352-965; New Verona 
RC2223/5+5GLOES; 
Newport 31284-814, 
31284BLE-814, 31284-965, 
31284BLE-965, 31285-814, 
31285BLE-814 and 31285-
965; Parkview 31381-829, 
39381BLE-829, 31381-965, 

39381BLE-965, 31382-829, 39382BLE-829, 31382-965 and 
39382BLE-965; Roslyn 31522-845 and 31523-845; 
Somerton 31377-839, 31377-965, 31378-839 and 31378-
965. These chandeliers were sold at Aztec Electric Supply, 
Ferguson, Lowe’s, State Electric Supply, Wesco and other 
retailers nationwide and online at Amazon.com, 
HomeDepot.com and other online retailers from November 
2006 through August 2013 for between $250 and $750. 
 
Remedy: Consumers should prevent people from going into 
the immediate area under the chandeliers. Contact Sea Gull 
Lighting immediately to receive a free replacement for 
chandeliers that have fallen or for free replacement hardware 
to repair the chandelier and instructions on being reimbursed 
for the full cost of the installation. 
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Other Resources 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Food and Drug Administration 
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls 
 

Provides information on food, 
pet food, drug and medical 
equipment recalls. 

 
 
 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Website: www.usda.gov 
 

Provides information about 
meat and poultry recalls, food 
security and health tips 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Florida Department of Health 
http://www.floridahealth.gov/disease
s-and-conditions/food-and-
waterborne-disease/florida-food-
recalls.html 
 

Provides information about 
meat, poultry and other recalls 
that might affect Floridians 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Better Business Bureau 
http://www.bbb.org/ 
 

Provides information on 
legitimacy of charities and 
other organizations 
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